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City Tra ffic Box Score

Occasiona l Cloudiness,
Tonight, Tuesday;

—To Date—

Warmer Tonight

|

1963 1862
Deaths ..... ¦
4
1
¦
Accidents
331
317
Injuries ... . . . 100
97
Damages .. $65,510 $77,820
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SIXTEEN PAGES

Thompson Arranged Slaying to Collect Her
Insurance, Marry Another, State Charges
¦
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Russ Stop U.S.
Berlin Convoy

BERLIN (AP) - The Russians stopped another U.S.
Army convoy today on the autobahn between West Berlin and
West Germany , U.S. Army officials said.
The Americans said the convoy was stopped at Marienborn ,
the checkpoint on the western
end of the superhighway.
The Russians once more dem anded that the Americans get
out of their vehicles and be
counted, and the Americans refused,. The same dispute resulted in delays of American convoys Oct. 10-12 and a British
convoy Oct. 16.
The convoy today was returning to West Berlin from a train-
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Where Convoy Stopped
ing exercise in West Germany.
An Army spokesman said 12 vehicles carrying 44 men were
held up at the checkpoint just
inside Communist East Ger-

many. The Army said 20 of the
44 men were passengers.

"According to Allied procedures, communicated to Soviet
military authorities on Oct.
29," the spokesman said , "this
convoy does not contain sufficient passengers in the vehicles
for them to dismount for purposes of verification ."
Allied officers permit passengers ifi large convoys to dismount and be counted but refuse to do this with small convoys.
The Army said the Soviet officer in charge of the checkpoints, a Lt. Col. Spiridonov,
demanded that 15 passengers ol
the vehicles .dismount.
"Furthermore," the spokesman continued , "he has stated
that it is the Soviet and not the
Allied authorities who determine convoy processing procedures."
The spokesman said Ma).
Gen. James H. Pol*, the U.S.
commandant in Berlir/, ordered
the American liaison officer at
Marienborn to tell the Soviet officer that it Is the Allies who
determine- under what circumstances the troop passengers
will dismount to be counted.

Minnesota
Accidents
Fatal to 9

SPACE FAMILY . . . Soviet cosmonauts Valentina
Tereshkova , 26, and Adrian Nikolayev , 34, are a smiling
couple Sunday in Moscow following their wedding. The bride
is the only woman known to have orbited the earth. Soviet
Premier Nikita Khrushchev and members of the Soviet
space team attended the wedding. (AP photofax via cable
from Moscow )

HARRIS SURVEY
Personal Appeal
Win s for Barry
»

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
A Hutchinson, Minn., man
and a woman believed to be his
wife were killed today when
their car was struck by a
freight train on a Litchfield
crossing. The deaths along with
seven others over the weekend','
raised Minnesota 's traffic death
toll for the year to 682, up 100
from a year ago.
Killed at Litchfield was Edward Fitzloff , 64, and a woman
about 60. Their car was struck
by a west bound Great Northern
freight on a crossing near the
depot about 8:15 a.m.
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Prosecution
Outlines
(Case to Jury

Wisconsin
Legislators
Back at Work

MINNEAPOLIS un - Attorney T. Eugene Thompson was
accused today of arranging the
slaying of his wife so that he
could collect more than $1 million in insurance on her and
marry another woman.
Prosecutor William Randall,
said in his opening statement to
Thompson 's first degrea murder
trial jury that "we will show
the man married to Carol
Thompson advised another woman back in early 1962 'just
give me 11 months' " to arrange
affairs so that he could marry
her.

MADISON, Wis. WV-The opening today of the fall session of
the Legislature promised continued strife between Democratic Gov. John-W. Reynolds and
the Republican majority.
The renewal of the legislative
session recessed in August
found the- governor firmly determined to press for passage
of a 12-point program on which
his administration could seek reelection.
But Republicans , also keenly
aware of the political significance of the session, were just
as determined that Reynolds
would not have, his way. They
aimed for a short housecleaning session that would send
them home in tidy shape to
start the campaign for the election of a Republican governor
in 1964.

The political name-calling certain to mark the autumnal de
liberations started Saturday
when Sen. Jerris Leonard, RMilwaukee, c a 11 e d the governor's Project 66 accelerated
highway building program "a
rehash pf pork barrel and boondoggle . . . a program to get
votes, not roads.'7'
the Project 66 proposal is one
of the key measures Reynolds
intends to press. Others included a fair housing bill, conservation land purchases and constitutional changes to lengthen
state officials ' terms of office.
Reynolds is expected to address a joint legislative session
Tuesday. He takes the position
that public appeal will force
passage at least of the road
building program. He feels the
compromise budget-tax package is his biggest success to
date but needs to bolster his
record by passage of further
vital legislation.
r Republicans would like to set
their house in order for campaign purposes by repealing the
$2 income tax filing fee and restoring $10.5 million in school
aids cut from the compromise
budget bill. Whether this will be
possible depends upon new revenue estimates. Tax collections
are expected to exceed anticipated levels but this will not
be known definitely until a report is presented this week.

•

BUDDHISTS LEAVE U. S. EMBASSY - since he was given asylum ihere in Septem. . . Thich Tri Quang, left , a Buddhist monk
ber. Emerging with him are two other Budand leader of Buddhist opposition to regime
dhist monks in saffron robes who also had
of President Ngo Dinh Diem, walks out of
been given asylum in the embassy. (AP
U. S. Embassy in Saigon today for first time
photofax via cable from Saigon)

Viet Nam Resumes
War Against Reds

By PETER ARJVETT
SAIGON , Viet Nam (AP) South Vietnamese forces resumed U.S.-supported military
operations against Communist
guerrillas today after the Reds
apparentl y failed to capitalize
on confusion resulting from the
overthrow of President Ngo
Dinh Diem.
U.S. military sources said the
Communist Viet Cong appeared
to have been caught off guard
by the swift coup.
Except for some attacks on
hamlets and outposts in the

Great Northern officials said
flasher signals warning of the
approaching train were in operation. One freight car derailed MILDER WINTER SEEN
as engineer Leonard Adams of
Willmar attempted to stop the
train.
Fitzloff and his wife ran a
coin-operated dry cleaning establishment in Litchfield and
apparently were on their way to
work , Hutchinson is about 20
ers—in terms of their character , miles from Litchfield. Bodies of
By LOUIS HARRIS
the victims were hurled from
Despite sharp differences on personality and records.
the wreckage .
reception
of
SenThe
over-all
By RAYMOND .1. CROWLEY
Ordinarily the squirrels would
the issues, the Goldwater-Rockefeller contest for the Republi- ator Goldwater is much more Weekend victims included a Associated Press Staff Writer bury this provender in no time.
can Presidential nomination to- positive that that for Governor couple killed in the collision of WASHINGTON W - A sur- But Monday morning Norris notvey—in depth—of poldr bears' ed many peanuts still lying
day is being settled almost whol- j Rockefeller. When all of the their car and a milk truck.
ly on character and personality spontaneous comments about .John L. Sievert Sr. , 44 , St. fur , the autumnal activities oi around. Which shows that squiradded up, here Paul , was killed Sunday night squirrels and the movements of rels are unworried about the
grounds.
j the two men are
!
is
the
division
:
,
appeal
alone
On personal
when the car in which he was hairy caterpillars pointed today winter.
GOP voters ' reactions:
Private advices from Winamong GOP- voters , Senator
riding left a road near suburban to an inescapable prediction:
G-W
R-K
Goldwater is winning over GovAfton and struck a tree. Robert We Americans face a much chester , Va., say squirrels there
—Percenternor Rockefeller hands down.
,
St, Paul , driver , milder winter than the one that are acting differently. They are
54
43 A. Capnul 28,
Favorable
stands
of
the
;
If the record and
was hospitalized at Stillwater. nearly froze our marrow the really scrabbling for acorns.
11
33
But political considerations may
two men were the basis for i Unfavorable
Mr. and Mrs. William lled- last time around .
enough
Not
familiar
choice , Rockefeller would not j
strom , in their fiOs and from The U.S. Weather Bureau , a enter Into -this case.
35
24
only make a bettor showing but ; with him
Dalho , in Isanti County, died conservative organization which
Winchester Is the domain of
better
still
Rockefeller
is
would in all likelihood be ahead
Saturday in a collision at an is unfortunately wedded to sci- Sen. Harry F. Byrd , an econoRepublicans.
But
known
among
among rank-and-file Republi- '
intersection near Princeton. The ence , refuses to confirm or my^ who expects all handsamong those who feel they know truck driver , David Stnuffneck- deny this.
cans.
human and animal—to be diliin the voters ' eyes , Senator him , comments about him are er , 22 . Foley, Minn., suffered But listen to Ralph Norris , gent and frugal. v
'
,
compared
«
positive
only
5
.-43'
veteran headkeeper of tho NaGoldwater 's strength lies in his
bruises , cuts and shock.
appeal as an outspoken , sincere , with !i:!-17' o favorable reaction
August Khnnert , 56, Moorhead tional Zoo:
pleasant man. His conservative to Goldwater.
died in an accident near Dent , "Why, my gracious , I just
Both men are being judged in Otter Tail County, late Sat- inspected Snowstar , a polar
views are controversial , and he
is thought to be too radical to primarily on their personality urday. His car left Highway ha 'ar , and that ba 'ar doesn 't
many Republicans . Governor and character rath er than their 108. apparently after a tire have any coat to speak of. Real
thin-like. If cold weather sets in
Rockefeller 's appeal to Republi- records and stands:
blew.
that ha 'ar will have to borrow an
can voters centers on his re- PERSONALITY VS. RECORD
G-W
R-K
Two pedestrian , died Satur- overcoat. "
cord as chief executive of New
—Percent- day of injuries suffered when This , to Norris , is evidence
York and an amiable , forththey were struck by cars in the that Sno\vstar looks for a clemright manner. The negative fac- Personality and
65
70 Twin Cities. They were Mrs. ent winter.
tor that dominates all discus- character
30 Olgii M. Quimby, 55, St . Paul , To be sure Norris notes that
sion of him these days , how- Record nnd stands 35
The judgments about Rocke- and Joseph Thorburn , 70, Min- the reindeer have developed
ever , is a single issue: his difeller arc being made by Re- neapol is.
real plush coals. But you have
vorce and remarriage.
publican voters even more on
Charles Swcnson , 19, died in a to consider the over-all picture ,
T II E S K CONCLUSIONS character and personality th an St. Paul hospital Saturday. He in which squirrels are imporemerged from a special in-depth on his record and stands (nan was injured the day before tant.
study conducted among a nation- is the case with Goldwater. But when his car left a road nenr
Squirrels usually stash away
wide cross-section of Republi- it is abundantly clear , up to Chisago City.
cans. GOP voters were asked now at least , that the GOP Victims late Friday were Ole nuts against the winter. On a reto Mate in their own words pre convention sweepstakes has Dale , HO , Kasson , Minn., and cent Sunday, 40,000 people visitwhat (hoy liked and didn 't liko been dorninnntl y a personality Oren IJ. .Jacobsen , fifi , New ed the zoo and dropped a lot of
Brighton , Minn.
about the two leading contend- contest.
peanuts around.

Polar Bear
Fur Lighter

southern Mekong Delta, there
was no noticeable increase in
Viet Cong activity during the
18-hour battle Friday and Saturday in which Vietnamese insurgents closed in on Diem and his
brother , Ngo Dinh Nhu , in the
presidential palace in Saigon.

The Viet Cong command
broadcast urgent appeals to its
units over the countryside to
begin all-out attacks, but the response was minor , the U.S.
sources said.
While an atmosphere of gaiety continued in Saigon , the ruling military junta headed by
Maj. Gen. Doung Van Minh
worked to form a Buddhist-led
caretakeX government.
However , the junta which engineered the coup was expected
to retain the real power.
Slated to become premier was
Nguyen Ngoc Tho , 55, a Buddhist who was Diem 's figurehead vice president and who
tried to mediate the Roman

Catholic Diem's dispute with
Buddhist opponents.
The bodies of Diem and his
brother were reported under
guard awaiting secret burial.
The official story that they
committed suicide after their
arrest Saturday was widely
doubted. More credence was given to reports they were killed
by soldiers after leaving a
small Catholic church in Saigori
where they sought sanctuary following a letup in bombardment
of the presidential palace.

Acting on leads from other
miners , the mine management
early Sunday bad a narrow test
shaft bored near the main pithead.
Miraculously the drilling hit a
tiny air pocket 106 feet down
where the 11 men were entombed.
Fired by this stroke of luck ,
lest borings were begun about
two miles away. Mining experts
believed n huge air pocket may

Bay City Man
Killed by Car

ELLSWORTH, Wis. WV-Chris
Lynner, 77, of Bay City, Wis.,
was injured fatally Sunday
night when he stopped his car
on County Trunk D near Ellsworth to push aside several
rolls of snow fence apparently
put on the road as a juvenil e
prank. He was struck by another car as he returned to his
own.

George Corning
Named Wisconsin
Unofficial photographs of the Tax Commissioner
bodies of the brothers showed
Diem riddled by bullets , including evidence of a head wound ,
while Nhu had bruises indicating a beating. Informed sources said Nhu , Diem's close adviser , was stabbed to death .
In Hue , 400 miles north of
Saigon , another brother of
Diem , Ngo Dinh Can , was reported under house arrest, He
had been virtual ruler of central Viet Nam. *

11 More Alive
In German Mine

By JOHN FIEIIN
BROISTEDT , Germany (AP )
—A huge drill bit its way today
toward 11 more German miners
found alive in a flooded iron
mine a week after they had
been give up for dead.
Officials hoped to rencb the
men by Wednesday.
The 11 were nmong 40 miners
missing since a nearby dam
broke Oct. 24 and flooded the
mine. Eighty - six miners escaped , and three more were
rescued Friday through a shaft,
bored by the same rig that went
into operation again - today.

Randall did not name the wetman , but told the jury she was
the mother of three children.
The slight/crew - cut defendant stared at the floor when
Randall read the indictment. As
the prosecutor talked about Mrs.
Thompson's murder and about
Thompson 's alleged girl-friend,
Thompson placed a hand on his
forehead , almost completely
shading his eyes.
The prosecutor named Norman Mastrian , 39, ex-boxer, as
the man who received $2,500 in
$100 bills and charged Mastrian
hired the killer after three others had turned down the job.
Mastrian and Dick W.C7 Anderson , 35, of Minneapolis ,
named earlier by police as the
actual killer, both are held in
lieu of $100,000 bail on first degree murder charges.

MADISON, Wis. W - George
W. Corning, 40, was named
state tax commissioner today
by Gov. John W. Reynolds. He
succeeds John Gronouski , who
resigned in September to become postmaster general.
Corning has been a Tax Department employe since 1955.
He was named chief of the
agency 's intelligence division
when Gronouski reorganized the
department in 1961.

As commissioner , he will receive $18,500 a year. The appointment is subject to State
Senate confirmation.
Corning was named to fill out
Gronouski' s unexp ired term ,
and thus would serve until July
1, 1955.
contain five or six miners there. A native of Portage , Corning
Rudolf Stein , the mine man- attended schools in Pardeev ille,
ager , said chances were ex- where he still makes his home.
tremely slim that any miners
He was a fighter pilot In the
there would he alive.
Air Corps during World War
After the 11 men were found, II and flew 50 missions in the
a microphone was lowered to European Theater.
them along with food , clothing, Corning holds degrees in busajp electric cable and a light iness administration and law
fixture.
fro m the University of WisconThe men reported they were sin. He became a certified pubin generally good condition. But lic accountant in 1959.
they had been subsisting on wa- Corning i£ married and the
ter and reported their legs were father of four sons.
swollen from too much liquid.
The men said their compartWeather
ment is 15 feet long, 6 feet wide
FEDERAL
FORECAST
and Vh. feet high .
WINONA AND VICINITY —
Occasional cloudiness tonight
and Tuesday. Warmer tonight
with low of 32-36, hi gh Tuesday 55-60,
LOCAL WEATHER
Dan Flagg
Official observations for the
24 hours ending at 12 m, today :
a now comic strip
Maximum , 50; minimum , 43;
Beginni ng Toni ght noon , 49; precipitation , none.
Official observations for the
24 hours ending nt 12 m. today:
Maximum , 64; minimum , 32;
noon, 47; precipitation , none.

DON'T MISS

On Page 16
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Where School
Shoes Pinch

By LESLIE J. NASON, ED. D.
Professor of Education.
University of Southern California
The widely publicized report
by James P. Conant , former
president of Harvard; that teacher training should place more
emphasis on the study of the
subjects to be taught and less
on the methods of teaching, is
not as revolutionary as laymen may think .
His recommendations provide
• a rallying point for previously
scattered groups already convinced , for example, that more
science courses and fewer methods courses are needed to prepare science teachers.
It's qui te likely that Dr. Conant 7s report , will now swing , the
pendulum away from the trend
""Towards lengthening teacher
training by the addition of more
and more courses in education.
There is disagreement with
Dr. .Conant' s views, of course ,
as well as praise. The vast
majority of educators probably
say "Yes, but . . ."
THE SHOE pinches on the
question of what courses are
to be eliminated if education
training programs are to be

Judge Rocky
On Program
Catholics Told

cut back from five to four years.
That' s where the professors
come out fighting.
I agree heartily that four
years' training, instead of five,
is enough for secondary school
teachers , and that they shoujd
concentrate on subject matter
rather than methods. „
For one thing, an expensive
fifth year in college discourages
capable students from choosing
teaching as a profession. Thus
eliminatin g the fift h year would
bring an extra year7s crop of
teachers into the field at once,
while increasing the number of
students overall.
Also, the successful completion of a long sequence of
courses in a single field would
give aspirant teachers better
organizational ability and better
scholarship, and prepare them
better for graduate work if desired.
BY ELIMINATING many undergraduate courses in teaching,
the education schools wouldn't
be crippled ; on the contrary
they would be freed for offering
graduate courses.
Dr. Conant's idea that the
entire faculty of a college be
made responsible for a teacher 's
training is something for which
the colleges themselves have
been striving against considerable odds. It's something that
will be difficult to attain but
that will give a tremendous impetus towards turning out more
and better teachers.
Not only professors of education but academic professors
are in complete agreement that
practice teaching, emphasized
by Dr. Conant , is extremely important if well conducted . The
struggle for this has been there
for some time. The Conant re:
port has just Brought it out into
the open.
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NEW YORK (AP)-The Commonweal, a magazine published
by Catholic laymen , said Saturday Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller
F r
should be judged as a possible
¦ '
i
—
presidential contender on his entire program and stance rather
than his divorce and remar- ^_H -HH_ili_H--^-H-ilHHiilsB
riage .
The Commonweal took Issue
«"d
J ^$^ ^
with the Sign, a Catholic magaSil
l $|
i | ¦ Black ,
.
zine published by the Passionist
Green and
^^_^^^P9|%4
fathers , that said Rockefeller
should withdraw as a possible
candidate for the Republican
R
S 95
nomination because of his marital record
"As f ar as the execution of his
public duties goes , it is largely
irrevelant whether the presidency is filled by a divorced
¦ ; ¦
¦ ¦ ¦¦
man , " said the Commonweal.
'• •
• .
"Clearly the fact of a divorce,
Pocket
Sixe
by itself , gives no indication of
a president' s ability or inability
to fulfil] his. duties. "
Referring to the Sign's withdrawal suggestion , the Commonweal said:
"The assumption here seems W^^^^^ WS^^^
^H^^^M ^^
X ML ^S ^mmmmmmmm
to be that a divorced man and
woman who remarry cannot t__________Slvtt^?^T _ __. ^^^^P^_______________ H
possibly be people of integrity
and character.
"There is no room here for ____r__HH_^_K_!r^^^^_SB_«_SI^_^_^_^_B_^_^_^H
_____&SHS&r^ JwH___Hr ^^c'^_____________________________ l
qualifications; no awareness
that perhaps not all the facts
are in; no willingness, even , to
judge the man 's moral stance
in terms of public and private
acts performed over the length
^^
^
^ N
of an adult life. The candidate
's obviously feeling great.
He
is simp ly dismissed in a few
lines as. unworth y of real con- It is important to keep fit
sideration. "
with Vitamins and health supplies. Make GOLTZ your headPORTABLE wfsHING WELL
U.S. Ar«y Styl.
SANTE FE, N. M. tfi _ A quarters for family needs.
student at St. Michael' s College
has a simple formula for getting a class ring.
$«|88
Carry a piggy bank.
¦
¦
Robert Balint says people
•
Just can 't resist dropping coins
_ . 4J „ c ,
in a piggy bank . He made the
Bif Adult Slie
discovery while carrying one
ritCDIlir
Dire
across the campus to his room
BAGS
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several weeks ago.
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Red Wing Still Scattered Showers
Talking About Little Freezin g
Religious Issue
By RUSSELL GREENLEY
RED WING , Minn. (AP) The electrical engineer who
drafted a document slicing religion out of Red Wing 's public
schools said today he realizes
the action riled a lot of adults
In this Mississippi River city.
But teen-agers showed very
little concern , Gordon Lee said.
He added it' s the youngsters
"that the schools are all
about."

At a meeting last Tuesday
night , the school board voted
6-1 to adopt a statement of policy designed to guide teachers
in compliance with the United
States Supreme Court' s ruling
on the matter of reli gion in public schools.
The statement forbids Bible
reading in the schools , bars programs built on religious themes
— including t h e traditional
Christmas concert, and ends
6chool - sponsored baccalaureate services or distribution , of
Bibles by the Gideons.
The board' s action startled
this peaceful southeastern Minnesota city of 10,000 residents.
By today most folks had calmed
down , although the statement
remained a prime topic of conversation at coffee breaks and
on street corners.
The statement was drafted by
Lee, 46, school board president
and holder of a doctor 's degree
in electrical engineering. Lee is
superintendent of the PresbyterIan Church Sunday school and
teaches a class there of junior
high^age boys and girls.
He feels some people were
worked up by the school board's
action because they really didn't
understand what the board said.
The bulk of the furor , Lee said,
apparently was stirred by the
part of the statement concerning musical programs , particularly and traditional Christmas
programs.
Lee said the board had no objection to using religious music
on its merits in a concert. What
the statement opposed was staging such a program as a religious presentation. Lee quoted the
statement :
"It Is recognized that sacred
music forms a large and important part of choral literature
and the use of such material in
the teaching of music is permitted and encouraged." The
statement continued :
"Every endeavor shall be
made to select and use such
music on the basis of music and
artistic merit alone," and :
"When such music is presented
ln public concert (in the
schools) , every effort shall be
made to avoid the atmosphere
of a specifically religious or sacred concert. "

Lewiston Youth
Pays $10 Fine
For Starting Fire

Seen Two Charged
After Weekend
For Next Five Days Crashes Here I

Good news from, the weatherman.
Temperatures through Saturday will average 4 to 8 degrees
above seasonal normals.

and Tuesday is the immediate
forecast with a low of 32-36- tonight and a high of 55-60 Tuesday.
Above normal temperatures
with little or no precipitation
is the outlook for Wednesday.
For the rest of the week daytime highs will be in the 46 to
56 bracket and nighttime lows
30 to 38.

AFTER a mild Saturday and
a pleasant Sunday, temperatures today were on the upside
again with a noon reading of 47.
Saturday afternoon the high
was 50 and on Sunday the mercury shot up to 64. Low Sunday SOME scattered showers are
morning was 43 and this morn- indicated for Tuesday and again
ing 32.
on Thursday but the total for
Occasional cloudiness tonight the two days will amount to no

Street Department
Work Schedule Set
Street department leaf
collection units are making
their final pass of the season, Arthur Brom , street
commissioner, said today.
The units now are working
on east-west streets.
Scheduled for cleanup today were Wabasha, Sanborn and ,King streets. Tuesday the crews will cover
east-west streets from Howard to Lake, Brom said.
Residents should avoid
parking cars in the streets
indicated while the work is
progressing, Brom said.

Mother's Action
May Have Saved
Life of Infant

ROLLINGSTONE , Minn. Artificial respiration given a
lVi-year-old Rollingstone child
about noon today in a car between Rollingstone and Minnesota City may have saved . her
life .
Wendy Sue Maschka , dau ghter of Mr. and Mrs. Roger
Maschka , was being rushed by
car to Community Memorial
Hospital because she had been
having a convulsion, according
to her father.
Maschka, who said his daughter might possibly have a slight
case of pneumonia , had come
home from work about noon and
found that Lambert Bronk , a
neighbor, was taking his wife
and child to the hospital. He
accompanied them.
The sheriff's office was notified to provide an escort and
the group departed. En route
the child stopped breathing
and started to turn blue.
Maschka said that they stopped midway between the two
villages while his wife gave the
child artificial respiration.
A sheriff's patrol car met the
emergency car at Minnesota
City and escorted it to the hospital shortly after noon .
Wendy Sue has been admitted
to the hospital and reportedly
is in good condition. The child
has had a convulsion previously.

Carrol Moger , 19, Lewiston ,
Minn., was sentenced in municipal court today to pay a fine
of $10 or to serve three days
after he pleaded guilty to a
charge of unlawfully setting a
fire near the school at Lewiston Oct. 3.
Moger , who had been at Community Memorial Hospital here
until recently, was one of three
arrested in connection with the
bonfire. The two other youths
involved pleaded guilty to the
same charge Oct. 10.
Moger , who paid the fine , was
arrested by a sheriff' s dep- ST. PAUL , Minn. - Field
uty at his home Sunday after- personnel of the Minnesot a
noon , according to Sheriff Highway Department have been
instructed to inform and coopGeorge Fort.
erate in archaeological or historical finds which may be of
scientific importance.
Two examples of such cooperation recently were called to
the attention of Elden Johnson ,
state archaeologist.
One such study was conductLAKE CITY , Minn. (Special) ed on the Frank Voight proper— Taxpayers within the Lake ty near the Dresbach dam. ExCity Consolidated School Dis- istence of skeletal material here
trict R1.1 can expect to pay the had been known since 1938.
same in school taxes next year Sale of the property near
Highway 61 , which was to be
as they did in I9f>:i.
The board of education voted in the right of way of the new
nt the October meeting to hold Interstate 94, was called to the
the line at the Wesent millage attention by the University of
— 139.75 for ynonagricultural Minnesota by a highway repproperty and 144.75 for agricul- resentative and an opportunity
tural . Apnpoximntely $450,000 to studv wns afforded.
Excavations revealed the
wns raised by taxation against
presence of numerous skeletons ,
district property in lflfil
With some increase in the believed to be Amerinds ( Amerassessed valuation of the dis- ican Indians) , and miscellaneous
trict . Superintendent D. D. Ka- non-human bones and artifacts ,
row said " he anticipates the such as shells and other objects
same rate will raise enough believed to have been used as
money to meet the added costs utensil s.
in the budget. The tax levy to The objects were photographhe sent to the county auditor ed , classified and removed to
the universit y for further study.
will be approved shortly.

State Highway
Department Aids
Archaeologists

Lake City School
Levy Expected
To Be Changed

Begin Ballot
Count in Badger
Rabinovitz Poll

MADISON , Wis. UP)—Tabulation of ballots began today i_>
the State Bar 's membership
poll on the qualifications of David Rabinovitz of Sheboygan to
serve on the federal bench.
The Bar 's Board of Governors ,
meeting Saturday, voted 17 to
12 to count the ballots in the
two-part questionnaire sent to
members. Approximately 3,500
ballots have been returned and
will be counted, by a Madison
certified public accountant.
If a majority of members disapprove the referendum in their
answers to the first part of the
questionnaire , the ballots will
be destroyed , the Board of Governors decided , and the results
of the qualificaion question will
not be made public.
The second part ol the questionnaire deals with the fitness
of Rabinovitz to serve as judge
of the U.S. court for the western
district of Wisconsin, to which
he has been appointed by President Kennedy. The appointment
must be confirmed by the Senate and is now in the hands of
a committee.
.
A two-hour debate on the propriety of the Bar 's membership
poll preceded action by the
Board of Governors. A motion
by Edward Meldman of Milwaukee to abandon the poll and
destroy the ballots was tabled
and the action of the executive
committee in ordering the referendum was upheld.

Galesville Council
Sells Park Building
For High Bid of $315
GALESVILLE , Wis. (Special)
—Four bids were opened by the
Galesville Common Council in
special session last week for removal of the building in Reception Park on the lower table.
The 40- by 80-foot pavilion was
sold to the highest bidder , Clarence Brown & Son Lumber Co. ,
for $315.
Other bidders were Theodore
Mathison , Galesville, $28; Lester Anderson , Ettrick , $37.50,
and Eugene Strong, Winona,
$41.
The Browns will move the
frame building to their lumber
yard three blocks distant on the
lower table and use it for storage.
It's an old structure where
young people roller skated and
danced many years ago. After
abandonment as an entertainment center , it was used J to
store municipal machinery.
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Tuesday, Nov. 5 — 6j00 p.m.

more than .10 of an inch , according the extended forecast.
A year ago today the Winona
high was 43 and the low 29 with
.03 of an inch of rain. All-time
high for Nov. 4 was 68 in 1895
and the low 7 in 1951. Mean for
the past 24 hours was 48 as contrasted with a normal of 42.
Lowest reading in the state
today was 23 at Bemidji and 25
at International Falls. Rochester had a low of 34 after a Sunday high of 58 and''La Crosse
posted figures of 33 and 62 for
the same times. No rain appeared on the state weather report .

Juveniles involved in two twocar accidents Sunday were
charged with traffic violations.
The accidents were among four
which occurred during the
weekend.
Michael Nelson , 17, Whitehall ,
Wis., was cited for failure to
stop for a stop sign following an
accident at East 3rd and Walnut streets at 5:05 p.m. Sunday .
His car and a car driven by
Edwin Kotl arz , 34, Arcadia ,
Wis., collided in the intersection . Police said Nelson was
traveling north on W a l n u t
WISCONSIN'S unseasonably Street and Kotlarz west on 3rd.
mild , weather continued today, : Kotlarz was slightly injured.
OPEN BIBLE . . . The Rev. Walter A. to right , the Rev.' Armin Deye, St. Martin 's;
with a chance that showers Damage to the. cars was more
'
• Maier Jr., second from right , guest speaker Martin 'R'ehse , Stockton ; the Rev. Clarence
would dampen the southern half than $200 each.
at a joint Reformation service at St Martin 's Witte, Silo Lutheran Church; Rev. Maier, and
of the state tonight and .Tuesday.
SIXTEEN-year-old Susan Ste- Lutheran Church , refers to the open Bible the Rev. O. TH. Dorn , Elgin , Minn. (Daily
. Temperatures were generally ber , 1171 W. 5th St., was charg- after his sermon at the church Sunday. Left News photo)
10 degrees above normal Sun- ed with a starting and turning
day. Pewaukee set the high of violation after her car struck a
car driven by Mrs. Erwin A.'
66.
Early morning minimums Gaulke, 4630 6th St., Goodview ,
varied widely, with Rhinelander on East Broadway about 150
feet west of Liberty Street at
hitting the low of 21.
8:55 a.m. Sunday, according to
No rain was reported in Wis- police.
consin in the 24 - hour period '
Police said Mrs . Gaulke was
ending at daybreak today.
driving west on Broadway and A new investment firm has "The heart and core of our the League of Lutheran ChurchHibbing, Minn., was the na- as her car came alongside Miss
tion's coldest spot early today Steber's car it was leaving the been incorporated in Winona Reformation heritage is the men churches of the Missouri
with 19 degrees and Presidio, curb from a parked position. and will have offices in the old open Bible. " the Rev. Walter Synod at Winona, Stockton/Silo ,
Tex., was the hottest Sunday Damage was more than $50 to county garage building at 263 A.. Maier Jr. told about 600 at Hart , Rushford , St. Charles , Elgin and Plainview.
W . 3rd St .
with 84.
the Steber car and more than
the joint Reformation service Rev. Maier said , "On thil
Members
of
the
first
board
of
$200 to Mrs! Gaulke 's.N
directors of K and S. Co., are at St . Martin ' s Lutheran Church 446th anniversary of the ReforCars driven by -Raymond George R, Schibye , Fountain Sunday afternoon.
mation Prptestanism joins LuFriese, 19, Minnesota^^ City, and City Rt. 2, Wis., and Christian
theranism
in praise to God for
Roger Gabryck , 916 E. Waba- P. Keller , Minnesota City Rt. "We should use every oppor- the blessings God "wrought
sha St., collided at East 3rd and 1, who bought the garage prop- tunity to study this Word , share .hrough Luther. These blessSt. Charles streets at 1:45 a.m. erty on a joint bid at public it with others, beginning with ings we do not attribute to Luour children. " he pointed out. ther
Sunday.
, but rather to our Lord
auction last month , and Mrs.
LAKE CITY , Minn. (Special) Police said Friese was trav- Keller. Schibye , Mrs. Keller and REV. MAIER. son of Dr. who used' Luther as His ser—Mantoux or tuberculosis tests eling west on 3rd Street 'and C. Stanley McMahon , Winona , Walter A. Maier . founder and vant . ."
for 20 years main speaker of Pastor Maier listed some of
will be administered at Lincoln, Gabryck south on St. Charles were the incorporators.
Washington and J e f f e r s o n Street. Damage to Friese's car Schibye said the investment the International Lutheran Hour the results of the Reformation
was more than $50. There was firm was incorporated to buy, was guest speaker at the Re- including the system of Christschools next Monday.
no
damage report for Ga- sell, hold and lease various formation service sponsored by ian education which gives God
Kindergarten children , first ,
his rightful place in 'the unibryck's
car.
types of properties. It also is
third , fi fth , seventh , 11th a n d
verse
empowered,
legally
the
notice
12th graders are urged to par- A HIT-AND-RUN accident in'J/fe^ established and paved
ticipate in the testing program. volving a parked car owned by of incorporation states, to conway for the Lutheran and
th*
Any student , however , may re- Donald Trainor , New Brighton. struct , develop and improve
Protestant
parsonage," Rev.
ceive the test , which is given Minn., occurred at 10 p.m. Sat- business, residential and indusMaier said. "The Bible doctrine
trial
properties.
free by local doctors.
urday on East Wabasha Street
I of the universal priesthood of
Request blanks will be given about 100 feet west of Stueben - Schibye said today that the
i all believers was put into acgarage: building this winter will
to children in school and should Street.
tion. Congregational participabe signed and returned to Police said Trainor 's ca r , be used , in addition to office
tion in the worship service inschool.
which was parked facing west , purposes, for storage on a rentcluded congregation singing.
OSSEO , Wis. — A Town of The cup was again given to the
A positive test reaction may had about $200 damage. The al basis of boats and vehicles.
Hale blacksmith will observe laity in Communion.
indicate a person has tuberculo- unknown vehicle apparently
his 65th year on the job Tues- "But the greatest blessing of
sis. In that case he will be ask- was traveling west and struck
dav .
the rear of Trainor 's car.
ed to have a chest X-ray.
all was the open Bible and
vC, W._ . E. (Willie ) Anderson; clarifying the central doctrine
Dipthen a, tetanus and whoop8l a native -of -Gilmanton , ' got of salvation .-.by grace through
ing cough immunizations and Woman Injured in
his first job in the unincorporat- f&ith .- in Jesus Christ , the Son
smallpox vaccinations will be
ed village of Hale in 1898. Aft- of God. Luther translated tha
Churc
h
Steps
Fall
on
given Nov. 25. Children in kiner a year on the job he and his
dergarten , third , sixth , ninth
i PRESTON ,. Mmn. — A jury brother , Andrew Edward An- Bible into the German language
woman
A
71-year-old
Winona
which is a specimen of literary
and 12th grades should be imwas drawn this morning in erson , Gilmanton , went to Chili ,
munized for diptheria , tetanus received possible fractured ribs i District C o u r t for Fillmore Wis., where they worked nearly excellence."
and whooping cough. Smallpox in a fall on the front steps of ! County to hear the case brought a year in a lumber camp. Willie
THE REV. O. H. Dorn, Elgin.
vaccination is especially for stu- St. Stanislaus Catholic Church ;by Emma Wahl , P r e s t o n , shod horses.
was liturgist. A joint area choir
about
noon
Sunday.
dents in kindergarten , sixth and
Mrs. Anna Krall , 528 Wall St., against the village of Canton When he returned , he first under the direction of Floyd
12th grades. However , any stuand five individuals there.
worked 22 months in a shop in Broker, who also was organist ,
dent may receive either shot. fell shortly before noon while
Mrs. Wahl is suing for in- Osseo, then in 1902 purchased and a joint children 's choir unapparently leaving the church.
Other persons at the church juries to a hi p and arm she the Hale shop. He 's been black- der the direction of Robert
said
had fallen from the lop allegedly received in a fall on smithing here ever since. His Wolf , sang. David Broker and
Osseo Clothina Drive of theshesteps
i ice at Canton. She ' s suing the work record hasn 't been mar- Charles Koeth were trumpetto the bottom.
Mrs. Krall , who was rushed ; village because she claims it red by a day 's illness. In the ers .
OSSEO, Wis. (Special) - The
Osseo schools will participate in from the church to Community ' was its duty to take care of winter of 1916, he says, he shod
the world clothing drive next Memorial Hospital by ambu- the streets; Vane A., Cyril F., horses the day he was breaking
out with smallpox , but continuweek to help more than 50,000 lance at 12:07 p.m., is listed in Clement H. and Leo B. Snyder ed working.
because
she
says
she
fell
on
good
condition
and
is
being
children go to school. Clothing
land they own , and Byron Will- About 10 years ago plow
from here will be sent to the held for observation.
¦
i ford , motel owner , because she share points came out on the
mountains of Georgia , Tennesmarket. Previously he had
fell in front of his place.
see and Kentucky.
La Crosse Students : The ease ^ "expected ' to ' run made the points. His principal
¦
work has been shoeing horses WABASHA. Minn. CSpeciall—
info Tuesdav.
Ask Tougher Tests
and sharpening plow shares , First District American Legion
Rod , Gun Club to Meet
llis record in one ' day is 25 and Legion Auxiliary members
LA CROSSE , Wis. ifft-The
shares.
heard a telephone message
The Winona Rod and Gun United Council of Wisconsin
Being one of only a few from National Commander Dan
Club will meet at 7:30 p.m. State College Student Governsmithys left , he attracts busi- Foley of Wabasha at their memTuesday at the Winona Athletic ments Saturday asked for toughness from a 50-mile area. He bership rally here Saturday
Club. Project plans will be dis- er test in the Wisconsin state
plans to continue working as night.
cussed and two films on con- college system. Ninety students
long as he can. Since his wi>e His telephone message was
servation will be shown. Re- amended the session here over
died in 1958 he has done his sent over the loudspeaker at St.
,
(S
LAKE
CITY
Minn.
pecial
)
freshments will be served.
the weekend.
— Mrs. Harold Sommerfield , own housework.
Felix dining room , where 135
injured Saturday in a car ac- He has four children: Clar- had gathered.
cident, was transferred Satur- ence , Hale storekeeper; Ervin , Child welfare and rehabilita>.
day night from Lake City Mu- Rock Island, III.; Mrs. Selma ion meetings were held in tha
nicipal Hospital to St. Mary 's Passo, St. Paul , and Curtis , Pi- Legion annex in the afternoon.
Hospital , Rochester. She was to geon Falls.
Mrs. Maurine Patterson and
undergo surgery for head inSig Quale , Austin; O.D. Krogen ,
juries.
Fountain , and Eugene LindShe was hurt when her car Two Forfeit Deposits quist , Clarissa , nation al execust ruck l o o s e crushed rock, On Charge of Fighting tive committeeman , were on
swerved in front of a car she
the program.
was passing and was struck
Kenneth J. Moore , 2(> , G07 W. Wabasha County was first
broadside. Iler car was knock* - .Ird SI., and Douglas W. Train- over the top iff membership. Its
ed into a roadside ditch and or; 2.r> , 903 W. 2nd St., forfeited quota was <) !_ ; its posts have
wrecked. Her son , James , 2 , $2fi bail each in municipal 654 members.
hibits "tlie storage of any li- land than steel or concrete , but was not seriously hurt .
court today on charges of dis- Speakers at the banquet were
quid in a manner which does are generally much less costly.
Driver of the car which struck orderly conduct by fighting.
Howard Lohman , Moorhead ,
not reasonably assure proper When land costs are high and her vehicle was Mrs. Sommer- They were arrested hy police state commander , and Mrs . Wilretention against entry into any earth diking impractical , con- ficld ' s father , I.emli art Miller , at Center and Belleview streets liam Mitchell , Tracy, state Lewaters of the state that would crete or steel bulkheads Can be rurnl Lake City.
at 1:3f> a.m. todnv.
gion Auxiliar y president .
be likel y to pollute any waters used between tanks to achieve
of the state. "
the same effect .
. During the past decade there
Even with diking there may
has been a rapid increase in he a water pollution hazard if
the chemical , oil ;md petroleum there are pipelines which could
industries in the state. Most of break and carry the liquids bethe industries use large tanks yond the dike. This happened
for bulk storage of li quid raw last winter on the Minnesota
"*
material and finished produ ct. River.
The location of many of them
THE I'KOIM.KM is big in n
is such that structural failure
of tank or piping could cause state like Minnesot a because of
gross pollution of waters and the abundance of surface water
It will be this Tuesday, November ."> , al 8:00 P.M. in Die Win ona lli fib School Auditoriu m. ,
disastrous effects on fish and and the extent , to which rivers
Meet your friends and neighbors at an inlonnnl gel-togethe r , See a color slide preview
wild life adjacent lo streams. are used for barge transportaof (lie New York World Fair , j luo to open in April of 1% ., Also a colorfu l movie on
tion. Large population center
Hawaii , and a special feature for the ladies will be a Style Show featuring ' tho latest
WHEN TANK installations are adjacent to the rivers and dein travel wardrobes.
located along n water course , pendent on them for water supdiking is one way to provide plies compound the problem.
a second barrier in case of
The great number of barges
• FREE ADMISSION
leaks , explosions or other me- that ply the Mississippi in the
chanical failures.
summer are themselves a po• FREE COFFEE AND COOKIES
Earth dikes three to four feet tential water pollutio n hazard.
in diameter around the storage The many storage tanks built
• DOOR PRIZES
tanks is one effe ctive method. around the barge termina ls
For reservation* , please contact your AAA office at 6S W. 4th StrMt, Winona. Th«
Most tanks used for storage of create a year-mound problem.
phone
number i 8-1579. Hop* you can make It.
large quantitie s of flammable
Wintertime storage subjects
materials are diked. In this tanks to low temperatures , and
way fiie can be contained in changes' of temperature can
one area , provi ding some pro- cause trouble unless the structection lo nearby buil dings or tures are .specifically designed
to meet changin g, severe climaother lank installations.
Earth dikes require more tic conditions.

Storage Set at Open Bible Colled
County Garage Reformation Core

TB Test Slated
For Lake City

Blacksmith

Notes 65th

Anniversary

Canton Damage
Case Started

First District
Legion Hears
National Head

Woman Injured
By Father 's Car
Is Transferred

RIVER POLLUTION
,

State Starting Survey
Of Storage Facilitie s

The first step in imp lementing authority given the Minnesota Water Pollution Control
Commission by the 1963 Legislature to help clear recreational waters or water supplies will
be a survey of current facilities used for storage of oils ,
chemicals or other liquids in
all parts of the state.
Came wardens and other field
personnel of the state Department of Conservation , field personnel of the state Fire Marshal , district engineers nnd other field personnel of the state
Department of Health have been
asked to cooperate.
The general public also is invited to send information.
M mmmWkWkmmmmWMkm mTkmmm WmmWAmmmmAm mWmmm.
ALL KNOWN above - ground
WINONA LODGE NO. 18 A.F. A A.M.
A
£k
facilities used for storage ol
substantial quantities of oils or
chemicals will be included in
'
Tuesday, N°v - 5/ 7;30 o clock
¦
the survey, especially those in
i
wC
¦
# V *
ARN0LD STENEHJEM, W.M.
locations that the contents could
escape under certnin conditions
nnd net into or pollute either
surface or underground waters ,
WINONA LODGE NO. 18, A.F. A A.M.
Passage of the net by Ihe
Legislature is the result of last
winter ' s cases of accidental esFall Dinner Series
cape of large quantities of in$SGV
dustrial oils into Ihe Minnesota
and Mississippi rivers, lt pro(

¦
{JsL sTATED COMMUNICATION

i

ATTENTION ® MEMBERS
Don't Miss the Travel Party
For You and Your Guests!!!

WINONA DIVISION
Minnesota State Auto Assoc.

By Jimmy Hatlo

They'll Do It Every Time

9L diappsmsd.JJOAL VtiqhL

Time to Bluff
Him, Lady

Gleason Jealous
Of His Fracture

By EARL WILSON
NEW YORK—I've covered everything—now that I've covered
a fractured wrist.
There were some humorous angles—despite the . seriousness
—when Jack Gleason fractured his left wrist riding a bicycle
through a wall while taping his TV show It was a very, very
funny fracture.
Dr Seymour Zucker arrived in the dressing room an hour
afterward. He saw Jackie'd been easing the pain drinking
Scotch. Looking at the highball glass as he ran his finger over
the puffed-up wrist, the doctor
"How can I tell if you're
BOYLE'S COLUMN said,
hurt if you've already anaesthetized yourself?" . . . Jackie
groaned something about "Funny doctor.' "
"Jackie's got a fractured fracture," commented &ji agent.
Toots Shof ,. Jackie's buddy
and rival , got the news at home
where he was suffering a broken right arm received when
By HAL BOYLE
Frank Sinatra playfully pushed
NEW YORK (AP)-Things a him off a barstool . "Guess Gleacolumnist might never know if son was jealous of me, so he
he didn't open his mail:
had to break his arm ," Toots
A.British psychologist claims said. "He's been in a lot, kidthat happy people swear more ding me 'Lefty.' Which wrist
than unhappy ones.
did he break?" . . .' "The left ,"
The over-all cost of living has I told him . . . "The left ! Not
increased by 25.3 per cent in the the right?" exclaimed Toots.
last decade — but medical care "Why, the lucky bum!"
costs are up more than 50 per Beautiful Marilyn Hanold's
cent.
done much TV with George GoHousewives tend to get mad bel, Jan Murray, "Candid CamIf told their life is getting era ," etc,, but says she most
easier , but it is estimated that enjoys her part on Sid Caesar 's
by using an automatic washer ABC TV show where she's nevand dryer the average woman er allowed to say one word.
saves each week the energy it Each time she's handed her
would take to climb a ladder "silent" script , Sid asks her
"Will you need cue cards f or
6& miles high.
this?" . . . Angie Dickenson was
Over 90,000 tons, of paper are at El Morocco dancing with her
"¦ used in turning out some five favorite Ambassador
. . . Mrs.
billion greeting cards each year. Irving Mansfield (Jacqueline
About half are sent at Christ- Susann ) is happy . Looking in a
mas, and more than two million bookshop window, she saw her
go astray because they have the own new book about hier eat
wrong address.
just published , titled "Every
You'd have to wear an eight- Night, Josephine." Excellent
power telescope to see as well reading! Nelson Sardelli, Jayne
at a distance as f alcons do. Mansfield's fleeting romance , is
Those swift birds of prey are back from Europe to pursue his
among the keenest-sighted of career rather tnan Jayne.
all earth's creatures.
IAt least 20 countries have bor- HEY, BARRY GOLDWATER,
rowed the song "God Save the baby, did you know about this?
King" for their national an- The London Sunday Times featured a story about Gov. Nelthems.
son Rockefeller 's Museum of
"Companionshi p Is a matter Primitive Art , written by the
of mutual weaknesses. We like man Rocky picked as director of
that man or woman best who the museum, Robert Goldwater.
has the same faults that we There 's a pub near Ohio State
have"—George Jean Nathan.
University called "The Library "
The next time your wife starts and — according to Laurence
to bawl you out , tell her she Ruggieri of Carmel , N.Y. —
may be ruining her own com- "When a co-ed stumbles into
plexion. Tension is one cause of •her dorm a little smeary-eyed ,
skin eruptions.
she can say to the housemother
Only 36 per cent of the na- with perfect honesty and great
tions families expect to occupy dignity, 'I've merely been to the
their present homes for the rest Library .' "
of their lives. Nearly two-thirds
Dean Martin was driving
expect to move.
from Palm Springs to Beverly
Each soldier in the American Hills — cold sober — and a cop
Revolution, by decree of the stopped him , after which it went
Continental Congress, was sup- like this : "You Dean Martin?"
posed to receive a ration of a . . . "Yessir " . . . "Get outa the
quart of beer a day—but he oft- car" . . . "OK " . . . "Nowen didn 't get it. George Wash- let's see you walk that white
ington had a brewhouse at his line" . . . "Without a net?"
Mount Vernon home and his
own recipe for making beer , al- TODAY'S BEST LAUGH :
though his personal preference Margaret Whiting now believes
was a small glass of Madeira the talk about how long "Cleopatra " is: "The ticket seller
wine.
asked if I wanted the seat by
History 's first public pawn- the day, week or season."
shop was founded by.a Francis- WISH I'D SAID THAT: Apparcan friar—Bernardino de Fel- ently the only thing a six-year' ¦ tre of Perugia , Italy—in 1462. It old will share willingly is a comgained approval by the Church municable disease.
because its purpose was chari- REMEMBERED Q U O T E :
^
table—to help the needy.
"The
only thing some people
"We make a living by what learn from experience is that
we get , but we make a life by they just made another miswhat we give " — ' the Farmers' take. " — Argonla (Kans.) ArAlmanac.
gosy.
It was the Marquis of Halifax
EARL'S PEARLS: The kitchwho observed, "Education is en credo of the new bride seems
what remains when we have to be , 'If it doesn 't move, wrap
forgotten all that we have been it in aluminum foil. " — Gone
'
taught. "
Brown , Danhury , Conn.
Chuck McCnnn described a
local showgirl : "Her IQ seldom
rises above room temperature. "
That' s early, brother.
• ENDS TUES •
Maiiii»t - J:ll
. 5 ; 5 c- 5c
Nil ¦ ¦ : . 0 0 - 9 : 0 5
5 c i 3 c «5c
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NEW YORK (AP) - If the
League of New York Theateri
has its way, Broadway playgoers will be able to sip a drink
between acts without leaving tha
theater.
The league, composed of producers and theater owners, will
urge a state survejLcommission
Thursday to recommend giving
the city 's legitimate playhouses
permission to open bars.
The commission is studying
the state 's alcoholic beverage
control laws.

_
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DEAR WIFE : No. Just say you did.
DEAR ABBY: I am a second semester
freshman in college and I am married. We
have told no one other than our parents. Mine
are furious with me and have refused to
claim me any longer or pay for the rest of
my education, although they can well afford
it. My husband is a sophomore and he can't
afford to pay for my schooling. His parents
Abby
would like to help out, but they cannot afford
to send their own son to college. (He is there on a scholarship.) On top of everything, I think I am pregnant. With
our limited funds we have had to move into a run-down , oneroom apartment. I know there is no easy solution , but can
DEPRESSED
you give me any advice at all?

^^^2^2_£__!_______i__i______a^

DEAR DEPRESSED : Are you two living together ?
If so, and you've "told no one" you are married , what
do your friends think? If you are living apart, and your
condition becomes apparent — what then? Also, if you
are registered in college under separate names, you are
violating the college's regulations — and will be booted
out, dough or no dough, You had better start ?11 over
again — at another college'. If you can 't get a student aid
grant or a scholarship, or help from home, or are unable
to work because of pregnancy, you had better forget
about higher education for now, if not forever.

Is
America
selling
out

DEAR ABBY: In reference to your "CONFIDENTIAL
TO MARK: Milk is not that cheap any more. You'd be
ahead to buy a. cow." I beg to differ with you . Milk is still
your cheapest food . It has not increased more than two or
three cents per quart in the past ten year§. Everything else
has gone up almost double. Have you ever raised a cow?
A dairyman has at least $1500 invested in every cow, so
I don 't understand how you can recommend buvine a cow.
A DAIRYMAN IN WISCONSIN
Milk is still cheaper.

America WIL L...If it doesn't
develop enough future leaders now. They are needed to
hold our position in science ,
j n business and jobs, in living standards.

What's on your mind? For a personal reply , send a selfaddressed , stamped envelope to Abby, Box 3365, Beverly
Hills Calif.
.
.
CITED . . . Mrs. Roger Schneider , new
president of the Teresan Alumnae Association , hands a citation for outstanding achievement to Miss Rose Marie Cauley, Milwau-

kee, Wis. Two College of Saint Teresa faculty
members also were cited. They are Sister
M. Bede. second from left , and Sister M.
Helen , right. (Daily News Photos )

Thief ' . Returns
Car and Child
ROME CD — A thief stole
Antonio Porro 's parked car and
shortly after telephoned police
to corhe get it7He had discovered Porro 's 2-month-old daughter , Rosalia , sleeping peacefully
on the back seat.
¦
FLORENCE FARM BUREAU
LAKE CITY, Minn. ( Special)
—Jesse Geisler was elected
president of the Florence Farm
Bureau at its annual meeting
here. Re elected were : Claude
Harrison , vice president; Eugene Brusehaver, secretary,
and Louis Yotter, treasurer.
.Mrs. Geisler was named chairman of the women's committee.

Where do we get leaders?
Higher education trainsmost
of them. But colleges ara
U.S. Ambassador
facing higher costs. Many
To Philippines 111
need classrooms , laboratoMANILA , Philippines ( AP) - ries andcompetentteachers.

William Stevenson, U.S. ambassador to the Philippines, is
in the hospital at Clark Air
Force Base and may undergo
intestinal surgery , an embassy
spokesman said today. He did
not disclose the nature of the
ambassador's ailment.

To hold our lead we must
back our colleges. Either w«
help them meet costs or wa
... sell out.
7
HELP THE COLLEGE
OF YOUR CHOICE NOW .

Don't Neglect Slipping

To.find out how the college crisi t
affects you , write to HIGHER
EDUCATION , Box 36 , Timat
Square Station, New York 36. .

FALSE TEETH

Do falae teeth drop, slip or wobble
when you tnlk, eat, lnugh or sneeze?
Don't be annoyed and embarrassed
bjr 8ucU l)andlc»p». FASTEETH, »D
alkaline (non-acid) powder to sprinkle on your plates, keeps talis teeth
more firmly tat. Gives confluent feeling of security and added comfort.
No gummy, gooey, pasty taste or feeling. Get FASTEETH today at any
drujr counter.

i

Published as a public service
In cooperation wrth The Advertit 't nfl
'
Council and the Newspaper
Advertising Executivea A-iocialion.

PRESTO

the Sisters of St, Francis, who operate the
NEW OFFICERS . . . Newly elected ofcollege ; Miss Veronica O'Hearn , Chicago ,
ficers of the College of Saint Teresa Alumnae Association talk with college officials. . vice president ; Sister M. Camille, . college
president , and Miss ,Elaine Graf , Rochester ,
From left are Mrs. Roger Schneider , 4215
¦
incoming treasurer.
9th St., Goodview , new president; Mother
. .-*M. Callista , Rochester , general superior of

3 Receive Citations
From Teresan Alumnae

Three College of Saint Teresa
alumnae were cited for their
achievements Saturday night at
the college 's annual homecoming alumnae banquet.
The three are Sister M. HelRobert Brom Ordained en and Sister M. Redo , both
members of the college faculty ,
To Diaconate in Rome and
Miss Rose Mnrie Cauley,
The Rev. Mr. Robert Brom , Milwaukee , Wis.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
MORE THAN .175 'alumnae
Brom , 021 W. Broadway, nnd a
faculty members attended
nnd
fourth theologia n for the Dio- the banquet held in Ihe Lourdes
cese of Winona , was ordained
Dining Hall. They were welto the diaconate In Rome on comed by Sl.ster M. Camille ,
Oct. 27, the Keast of Christ the
college prcsiilcnl , who also disKing. He will be ordained a pensed the growth of the rolpriest Dec. 18 .
lc«e.
¦
Speaker of the. evening was
GALESVILLE CHURCH
Prof , Herbert Slusser , a mem(
Galesville. Wis. Special) - ber of the English depart ment
The senior high group of the faculty at the College of St,
Galesville Presbyterian Church Thomas , St. Paul , Minn. He
will participate in a retreat Fri- un,cd ..rrtV-andience to strive to
day, Saturday and Sunday nt enjoy, preserve and develop
Camp Wnllanda on Lake Men- their herita ge of a liberal arts
clota at Madison , Wis.
education.

SHOW|N
NOW
°

Bars Asked at
N.Y. Playhouses

By ABIGAIL VAN BUREN
DEAR AF5V : I am the mother of six children. My
husband and I are both in our forties. For some time now
my husband has been getting up and leaving for work TWO
hours before he is supposed to be there, and it only takes
him 15 minutes to get to work. I have asked him several
times why he leaves so early, and he tells me he can't
sleep! But when he gets up he hurries to get dressed and
he rushes through his breakfast like he is going to be late for
something. These actions are making me suspicious. I Would
like to get the truth out of him. Should I
follow him?
SUSPICIOUS WIFE

What Mail
Can Tell
A Reader

BtZSjOi

DEAR ABBY:

"Only the hobo, the millionaire, and a liberal arts graduate can enjoy today 's world,"
Mussel' asswier. in a speed, on
"What Happens to Our Liberal
Arts Education in n Middle
Advert lunirnl
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NERVE TENSION

SECONDARY
TO KIDNEY IRRITATION
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Class Society?"
I ber of the executive committee
The alumnae citations were of the Minnesota Classical Conpresented by Mrs. Roger ference. In addition , Sisler
Schneider, 4213 8th St, Good- Bedo has been active in the
view , president of the alumnae ' alumnae association.
association.
| Miss Cauley, victim of a cripSister Helen, the college 's pling disease , has led an ncdirector of admissions and j live life despite confinement
placement director for more to a wheelchair. She helped
than 25 years, has taken nn act- j' develop rehabilitative programs
ive interest in bringing students for. patients in Milwaukee 's
\
from other countries to Saint j Wood Hospital. Operator of a
Teresa. She helped develop the | gift shop, she takes nn active
foreign languugo program at |part in Tcvesnn chapter actithe college , and hns been direc- vities and her parish' s affairs.
tor of its National Defense Education Act language institutes TOASTMISTRESS nt the bnnj quet wns Mrs. .lames Kroner ,
the past three years.
Sister Bede, a member of 'La Crosse, Wis. Officers of the
the college 's classical depart- |Franciscan order which operment faculty, has served ns a ! ates the college attended the
national and state officer in the I affair. They wore Mother M.
Classical Association of tha Cnllistn , gener.il superior; SisMiddle West and South. She has tor M. Edith , general vicar;
presented papers to the group, Sister Mary, general secretary ;
and helped in the development Sister M, Adole , genornl treaof modern methods of teaching surer , nnd Sister M. Edmund.
! All are from the ordor 's mothclassics.
She served as a member of l erliou.se In Rochester.
both national nnd state commit- I Tho evening closed with an
tees for rcrrultment of Latin [ informal reception in Lourdes
tenrhers and also wns a mem- i lounges.
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AIR HUMIDIFIER

ADDS NEEDED MOISTURE TO DRY, HEATED AIR

?"Relieves annoying dryness in nose and throat that often leads to colds.
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* Promotes wintertime health and comfort-even house plants
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m Prolongs furniture life;lowers winter heating costs,too.
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Presto's new Humidifier supplies moisture for largest, driest
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homes—quietly, easily. Humidistat Control maintains your
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humidity setting—automatfcaffy, while Air Bath Purifier
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ITHAK SHOP SPECIALS-I TO • P.M. DAILY
PRIED IPRINO

CHICKEN $1-09

SPECIAL CHAR-BROILED
TENDERLOIN

STEAK $1.29

:

INCLUDES SOUP, POTATOES , .SALAD, COFFER

• f ranch Tries, American tries, steamed or mnihert pnlnlon.

• Mixed sated bowl with Princtv Roquafort, 1,000 tilnnd Drg.ilno.

Main

51EAK SHOP

Mflln

—^

NORTHERN STATES POWER COMPANY

79 Ecu. Third Street

p(lon- a.363,

7 Dead in
Wisconsin
Road Deaths

7<4e Ga&tudj LX

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
___W^ L_.2_*L.w '.t^-vfest*.^r^"Hj r.^-^ -^> 3B_mSK3S-al^ffll_BM^E6M-H-___
A 7-year-old girl and a 10year-old boy were among the
seven persons killed in traffic
accidents in Wisconsin during
the weekend. The deaths raised
By GRETCHEN L. LAMBERTON
the state 's highway toll for the
is
it
that opera singers on concert tours of the counWHY
year to 745 compared with 797
try,
or
at least the Middle West, so often underestia year ago.
Cindy Johnson , 7; daughter of mate the intelligence of the audience and sing DOWN to
them? It has happened so discouragingly often here in
Mrs. Ruth Johnson of Kaukau- Winona
that it was no surprise when the same thing happenna , was killed Sunday when she
was struck by a car as she ed at the Theodore Uppman community concert last week.
Metropolitan Opera star Theodore Uppman has a glorplayed in a-pile of leaves in the
ious voice and has sung great operas like "La Traviata ",
street in front of her home.
"Salome". "Carmen", "LaBoheme". "Pagliacci" . "Madame
Jesse Blanco , 10, one of 13 Butterfly", ''Don Giovanni" and many more. Most middlechildren of Mrs. Helen Blanco, westerners are starved for opera and would welcome joyMilwaukee, was killed Saturday fully a few of the ' great opera arias by a Metropolitan
night when hit by a car that Opera star.
swerved to avoid two of his
So what does this famous tional content.
brothers.
operatic star dish out for us?
I don't think it's the opera
A two-car collision early Sun- Twenty-three separate little star
's fault. More likely it's
day on Kenosha 's West Side selections, many of them the fault of the concert
claimed the life of Steven Per- twiddly little songs like "The bureau program-maker^ who
ion , 46, of Kenosha.
Greatest Man I Know "The
seem to think they must
Jerome T. Madden. 26, of ru- Albatross" and the ",Mtterly
never
go any deeper than th'e
ral Elkhorn , a Navy lieutenant silly little ditty *T.d You light and
frothy offering lest
home on leave, was killed Sat- Ever Cross Over to Sne- they offend
or bore some
urday when his car struck a doh's?" And to cap it all the ticket holder. But—and many
tree north of that city . And a grand finale encore was a concert goers feel the same
similar accident early Saturday tuneless, and stupid cowboy viay—it's like a hungry perwest of Beloit resulted in the song. One
had the feeling
son wanting to sit down to
death of Harlan K. Mitchell , 32, that about 21
of these nice
a meal of good roast beef
of Rockton , 111.
little songs were just light
and vegetables, and instead,
Lewellyn C. Robbins, 57. of vocal exercises, and I felt Jig served an entire tableof marshmallows, pickrural Waupaca , was killed Fri- ^ that only once—in the allday night in a collision involv- too-short aria from Mozart's . and crumbly cookies. A.
few cookies and marshmaling His pickup truck and a car "Marriage of Figaro"—did
the star let his beautiful
lows , fine. But a whole meal
southeast of Waupaca.
Martin F. Johnson , 19, of Ra- voice out in a song with emo- of them—well , no.
cine, was killed Sunday night
After seeing the St. Mary 's College presentation of
when his motorcycle struck a
bridge on Highway 31 about "Taming Of the Shrew"- last week one had the thought "Inseven miles northwest of Ken- genuity thy name is Sullivan!" For several years audiences
at the St. Mary 's plays have marveled at how a director can
osha.
put on a 3-dimensional play on so cramped a stage , and this^
Shakespearean play staged by Gerald Sullivan was even
more adroitly handled in the manipulation of characters and
Explorer Post
crowds. In fact , how 4he tumblers managed to perform efTrapshooting Set fortlessly on a jam-packed little stage was a mystification.
If St. Mary 's ever gets a building with a decent-sized
At Holmen Nov. 16 stage—which the entire community is rooting for—they 'll very:
likely start putting on vast spectaculars with limitless vistas
HOLMEN , Wis. — Explorer of desert and mountain like "Lawrence of Arabia " or "WinPost 491, Holmen, has issued an ning of the West", complete with songs , ballet and battles.
invitation to all posts in the Anyway, "Taming of the Shrew ", the first in their year of
Gateway Area Council , B o y
Shakespearean Festival , was great fun arid excellent theater.
Scouts, to its annual trapshoot. We 're looking forward to their next Shakespearean producIt will be Nov. _16 on the Hol- tion, "Hamlet", next February, as well as the two Shakesmen Rod & Gun Club range on peare films they are bringing to town.
County Trunk T, just off Highway 53, south of Camp Decorah.
Trapshooting is set up in
teams of five. Awards willl ' be
given for singles and team comPhone .417
331 Cheat* Building
petition.. Units will bring their
own lunch , the Holmen post
will provide the beverage. Cost
Modern Chiropractic
for 15 rounds of ammunition
and targets will be $2 a perand Electrotherapy
son.
Registration , instruction and
Monday thru Friday 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
practice will begin at 10 a.m.
Open Friday Evenings 7-9 by Appointment
In the tournament , at 1 p.m ,
Closed Saturday
10 rounds will be shot . Recreational shooting on the range will
be available after the tournament , for which boys should SHOP THE EASY WAY — READ THE ADS FIRST
bring their own ammunition .
s

Dr. C. W. Griiler

Here's what people are saying about MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK

Thrifty Savings Certificates
l "Iincan spend them in any store I
P^^i
Winona!"
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7 I"It's good for the town! Money
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Good for $1.00 in Trade at any Winona Merchant,when validated by authorized signature and presented for payment at
The Merchants National Bank of Winona ,Minnesota.
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And, Here's How You Can Get Yours!
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of a specially equipped
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• To each individual opening a new Savings Account of $50.00 or more ,
or to each individual who adefs $50.00 to his or her Savings Account from

prepared team of 1964 Comets at Daytona , Fla.

now until Janua ry 15, 1964 , The Merchants National Bank will give a
limit of two (2) $1.00 Thrifty Savings Certificates redeemable at any store
in Winona , Minn. The money you deposit also earns the regular guaranteed interest rate for Savings Accounts. So stop in now and get your
Thrifty Savings Certificates.
P.S. Mr. Merchant , bring your Thrifty Savings Certificates in for redemption.
These Comets d rove day and night for 100,000
miles. Average speed of the lead car—over 105
mph—includes time for refueling and maintenance.

During this challenging event, these Comets rewrote the record bpok , set over 100 world records* ,
Many were once held by famous foreign ca rs.
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WHAT THIS MEANS TO THE NEW-CAR BUYER. This around-the-cloc k Durability Run was the most
rugged test ever faced by a new car. Those Comets proved their stamina and durability beyond question.
And the same skills and engineering excellence that made Comet' s performance possible are yours In
every '64 Comot. For this Is a hot and hefty new kind of Comct-ncwly styled, newly designed, newly
engineered. It' s bigger, bolder looking... with a solid, big-car ride . Try one-*fct your Mercury dealer 's.
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What Tax Cut Will

WHEN JOHN Adams, a $5,0O0-a-year

factory worker with a . wife and two children, gets his first 1964 weekly paycheck
next January, he'll find it $1.30 bigger.
That is, he will if Congress enacts the
11-billion-dollar tax cut in time.
Instead of withholding $8.20 a week to
meet John 's federal income tax . the company which employs him will withhold only $6.90.
This small i n c r e a s e may disappoint
John after all the stories he has read about
•
the big tax cut.
But things will improve a little more
starting 1965 when the company will hold
out only $6.40 a week , a further increase
of 50 cents in John's take-home pay.
THAT'S WHAT i« meant , as far as John
is concerned , when they speak of a twostep tax reduction.

It's not as piddling as it sounds since it
adds up to a yearly paycheck increase of
$67.60 in 1964, and grows to $93.60 by the
end of 1965. Yet it's hardly enough in it-

|,;. <7 ^;<B,s^^^:^^' »- - . .| ' ' ef\M_
**T *

-'

self for him to finance that new refrigerator President Kennedy has suggested he
can acquire on the installment plan to hel p
stimulate the nation 's economy.
There are other things John may not
have realized:
HE WILL not get »ny lump sum refund
when__,he files his 1963 income tax report
next April 15. Congress intends to start the
reduction next January, a year later than
originally proposed.
The way John reports his 1963 income
will not be changed. Most of the new rules
will not affect him until he reports on his
1964 income in April 1965.
And the refund he has come to expect
each year because he itemizes his deductions will be a little less. But more about
this laten
Vi rt U nn n A Vt_H V»
n n r\r>-_ ft c: 1
* —
law
But — ' Ifif i-the
House bill becomes
the new tax rates will begin showing effect in Joh n Adams ' first paycheck after
the first of the year. The rate of withholding will drop from 18 percent to 15 percent
the first year , and to 14 percent the second.
I IT

10 SHOW offects of the proposed new

law on typical Americans, this series will
deal with case histories based on actual
returns. They involve John Adams , factory worker , his sister Mary, office secretary ; his father Henry, who is about to retire: Frank Brown, the $20 ,000 a year designer of Alp ha Co. products; Thomas
Clark , $100,O0O-a-year president; and the
Alpha Co . itself.
John has a wife and two children and
a $7 ,000 mortgage on his $10 ,500 house. He
finds it to his advantage to itemize his deductions, and his lax bill (or 1963 amounts
to only $300. So this will give him a $126.40
return from the $426.40 wages withheld
during this year.
When he files his return under the proposed new plan in 1965 (for 1964) he will
owe $251 , and receive a $107.80 rebate
from the $358.80 wages . withheld. The year
following, with the tax cut fully in eff ect ,
he will pay $223 tax and get a rebate of
$109.80 from the $332.80 wages withheld.
AFTER THE trans ition year John will

find that he had saved $77 a year , or 2fi
percent , from his present tax bill. This
would be more than three fourths of a
week' s paycheck.
In itemizing his deductions , John will
finiHhal he could not deduct some of the
local taxes that he can now . These would
be the taxes lie pays on gasoline, auto license plate Tees , cigarel and tobacco taxes, drivers license lees , and .some amusement taxes.
Under the present rules John can deduct about $1 , 100 a ye ar , which is $600
more than the "standard deduction of
$500.
HIS DEDUCTIONS arc.

$340 paid as interest , $100 con tributions
to church , charit y, and organizations; $200
medical expenses , and $(10 "other " expenses. ' The $400 he deducts for state and local
tax payments would he reduced to $300 in
1964 under the new bill,
In 1964 Joh n's itemized deductions still
will be $500 more than the "standard" deduction of $50O, 10 percent of adjusted
gross income in John ' s case or $1 ,000 ,
whichever is lower.
"standard" deductio n
THE USER of ¦
j n John 's circumstances will pav $33,') for
1904 , compared to $420 f or l% ';). The following year , with the tax cut completed ,
he will pay $290 , a total reduction of $i:i () ,
or 31 percent. He still will pay $67 moro
than John , althqugh the gap will he narrower than j.he present $120 difference .
(NEXT : Secretary Mary 's taxes.)
¦
But avoid foolish questions, and genealof ili 'H .
and contentions, and strivings about the law;
tor they ar* unprofitable and vain. Titus 3:9.

By SEX. BARRY GOLDWATER
I suggest that our government today is following the most dangerous foreign policy in
^
its history.
\
We might well ask ourselves what it has
achieved.
It has split the greatest alliance in free
world history. NATO , into factions and inaction. The policy stands wall-eyed in Berlin and
cross-eyed in Paris and blind in Cuba.
In Africa , policies of confusion and compromise have plunged the Congo back 50 years
in its development. These policies ' have subsidized and supported the Socialist and aggressive N a s s e r government in
Egypt. They have subsidized
and supported tyranny in Ghana. They have spread across
the entire continent a smokescreen behind which economic
and social chaos has been able
to run rampant in the name of
' .
progress.
In-Southeast Asia, the present foreign policy lunged for
neutrality in Laos and came
up with a creeping communist
Goldwater
take over. In Viet-Nam we fare
no better.' India , shocked for a time by Chinese invasion , has drifted again toward complacency encouraged by official U.S. vacillation. Pakistan , once a great ally of the West ,
has been frustrated and finally repelled by our
indecision.
I suggest that our present attitudes and
policies in the field of foreign affairs have
yielded nothing but losses to the cause of freedom and general confusion throughout the
world.
ONE OF the ' gravest ' elements In^ie In
ternational problem today is how we can define or recognize peace in a world of long
conflict and continuing crisis.
The old criteria no longjw: seem to apply.
We cannot say. as did oury ancestors , that
when the guns are silent there is peace. Such
silence gives only the illusion of peace.
Today the weapons of war have different
sounds. The scratch of a pen on a treaty table
may be more significant than the roar of artillery . The pounding of freighters on the high
seas, engaged in economic warfare, may be
of ' more significance than the roaring attack
of a fleet of ships. The silent subversion of
a shaky government may be a greater enemy
victory than the fall of a walled city.
ALTHOUGH THE guns in most parts of the
world are silent today, the other sounds are
clearly heard but not fully recognized in their
true light by our present government.
Today , we face the very real possibility
that the illusion of peace, the silence of the
guns , might be mistaken for genuine peace.
We have been tempted that way before. We
have become complacent that way before. In
the exuberance that followed -the end of World
War II we became complacent. After the tumult of -the ¦battlefield , the seeming calm led
us to disband our armies.
But we were rudely awakened in Korea.
Those who had warned that a new enemy had
arisen under the Soviet Communist banner
were proven correct. And we began a long
buildup of our strength all over again .
Today I am afraid that we are sliding back
to the point where we face again the slow
erosion of purpose, alertness and preparedness
that so nearly proved ruinous in the past.
How do you stand , sir?

IN YEARS GONE BY
Ten Years Ago . . . 1953

Editorial staff members of the Embers , Cotter High School' s annual , are Dorothy Bittner ,
editor; Shirley Molock , Ceil Lelwica and Barbara Walter , associate editors.
"Variations of 1953," will be the annual allschool production of Winona High School. Two
one-act pl ays will be given. In the cast of "The
Potboiler ' are Thomas Schoonover , Gilbert
Bcrgs 'r ud. Willard Adank . Nancy Kukowski , Pa-,
tricia Dnvnll , Robert Bcrgsrud and Thomas
Chandler. Presenting "Box and Cox " will be
William Boughton , Thomas Jensen and Nancy
Gorrnan.

Twenty-Five Yea r A.go . . . 1938
Harold HLshop
Mr. and Mrs. V .
to Minneapolis.
W. W. Tolleson
Kiwnnis v 'lub fur
Rohrer.

recently visited his parents
\., Bishop . He has returned
was elected president of the
w:,1.) .s ucceeding Dr . C, A.

Fifty Years Ago . . . 1913
II. W. Lil iby has been nuule the first distriet member of the executive committee of the
Minnesota Modern Woodmen of America.
• A White Way Association has been formed
w i t h ( .corgi' I l i i s c h as president ; A. R . Pntton
vice pres ident ,' !'. . A. ( .ernes , .secretary, and
( I. I'7 Wnick , treasurer.

Seventy-Five Years Ago . . . 1888

The foundation has been comp leted for the
Winona ( ' old Storage Company 's building nt
Main and Front streets.
Mrs. .J ohn Slellwagen and daughter Rose returned from a tri p to the Kast.

One Hundfcd Years Ago'.

. . 1863

The two recruiting part ies , Issac Bonham
nnd Messrs Stevens , Bancroft and Pettis , have
consolidated to organize nno company for the
' new calvary regiment anil county commissioners are oficring a bounty lo all enlisting from
Winona ( " nunl x .
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Another March
On Washingto n

Held Costly

(Editor 'i NoU:—ConftiJ.d ot>er the new
tax bill ? Thi* i$ the firit in a teries of editorials which will explain in easy-to-understand detail , how . you'll be a//ected if the
House bill becomes law. Today 's editorial
deals with.ihe low-income f amily man.)
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Forei gn Policy

Mean to You

T}..4

TODAY IN NATIONAL AFFAI RS

ANY SIGN OF AN SOS?

HOW DO YOU STAND, SIR?

THE WASHINGTON MERRY-GO-ROUND

Tuesday Elections Will

Tip Off JFK Streng th

By DREW PEARSON
WASHINGTON — Within
the next 36 hours John F.
Kennedy will be able to
read a fairly accurate barometer of how much reelection opposition he will
face in November , 1964. The
barometer will be in the
form of city and state elections in which Republicans,
more hopeful as a result of
civil rights infighting among
Democrats and a possible
Washington Profumo scandal , will do their best to
knock the Democrats for a
loop.
Traditionally the signs
of defeat or victory can be
detected in mid-term elections one year in advance,
sometimes two years in advance. That
was why
t h e President worked so hard
in 1 a s t
year's cong r e ssional elections a n d
came o u t
a m a zingly well,
B U t next
Pearson
week it may be a different
story. Here is the roll call
of key election battles and
how they are likely to run
out:
Kentucky — Republicans ,
who recently elected a Louisville mayor for the first
time in .10 years , are campaigning all-out to elect
Louis B . Nunn as governor
in this normall y Democratic
state. They are encouraged
by the Democratic split between Gov. Bert Combs
and the ebullient ex-Governor Happy Chandler.
However , Happy 's bitter
attack on three of his old
friends , Joe Leary, Henry
Lee Waterfield , nnd Mac
Walters , (or supporting the
Democratic candidate , Ned
Breathitt , has soured a lot
of Chandlcrites , and t lie
chances are strong that the
Democrat ic ticket will win.
Philadel phia - This will
he the most important JFK
barometer in the .nation. For
11 years Phil adelp hia his
'been u n d e r Democratic
mayors, after some 75 years
of Republican rule. Two of
the Democrats, Sen. Joe
Clark and Richardson Dilworth , injected new vitality
into the elderly and somewhat decrepit city.
HUT

'
MAYOR .lames

II.

J. Tate , who inherited the
job when Dilworth retired to
run for governor , has been
a hard-luck executive a n A
the big Ml , 000 majority
which swung the tide lo
Kennedy ' i u lilfiu has . dwindled until it' s now anybody 's nice.
OPINION-WISE

This time the Republicans
have divided • the heavy
Catholic vote by running
J a m e s T. McDermott
against Tate , thus pitting
two Irish Catholics against
each other. Whichever wins,
this will be the first time a
Catholic has been elected
mayor of the Quaker City.
Latest hard luck to befall
Tate has been a picket line
of firemen , demanding higher pay and for a time proposing to wear Ku Klux
Klan hoods to prevent their
identification.
It's anybody 's race in
Philadelphia , but whoever
wins, the 331,000 margin by
which Kennedy won . last
time will evaporate.
San Francisco.. — This is
another test case of Democrati c strength in a state
which Kennedy has to win
to get re-elected. Here Jack
Shelly, a popular Democratic congressman and
former head of the teamsters, had gone home expecting a walk-away victory . Just the opposite has
been the case .
Harold Dobbs , Republican , serving as acting
mayor under George Christopher , has made surprising
headway, and the race
could go either way tomorrow.
¦MISSISSIPPI — For the
first time since Reconstruction days , the Republicans
are seriously pushing a candidate: Rubcl Phillips , a
G o 1 d w a t e r conservative
with plenty of Texas oil
money behin d him.
Mississippi elections don 't
usually mean much. The
battle is between Democratic factions in the primary.
Iiut this time Democrats
are snapp ing out of their
November lethargy to vote
for Lt. Gov , Paul Johnson ,
an unreconstructe d segregationist , svho won headlines in the "Olc Miss " dispute . He will undoubtedly
win — which will be no victory for Kennedy.
ln the,-Uvf> congressional
races , the Republicans will
win with Albert W. Johnson
in the 23rd district of Pennsylvania; while the Democrats will capture the seat
of liberal Democrat Homer
Thornbcrry of Austin , Tex.
The interesting phase of
this race will be how much
support Is rolled up by
Frank B . NeGehce , an organizer of the Nat ional Indignation Convention a n d
one of the recent hecklers
of Adlai Stevenson in Dallas. Mcflchce is now running for Congress. So is
Jim Dobbs , former "life
line " employe of right-wing
oilman, It. L. Hunt.
However , the two top
Texas candidates will prob-

__

ably be J. J. Pickle, a conservative backer of Vice
President Johnson ; a n d
Jack Hitter , backed by Negro-labor and liberal voters.
There will be a run-off.
THERE ARE the k e y
races to watch tomorrow.
On their outcome will depend how much of a battle
John F. Kennedy faces
one year from this week.
Here is how other city
elections shape up around
the nation :
Mayor John Collins, Democrat , will be re-elected in
Boston . . . Mayor J. Bracken Lee, ultra „ right-wing
Republican, will be re-elected in Salt Lake City . . .
Democrat Mayor Richard
C. Lee will win again in
New Haven . . .Mayor Lewis W. Cutrer , a Democrat ,
will be re-elected for a
fourth term as mayor of
Houston . . .
In Akron, Ohio , Mayor
O. • Erickson, Democrat, is
expected to win over Even
J. Ward , Republican . . .
The race in Indianapolis is
close between Republican
Clarence T. Drayer a n d
Democrat John J. Barton ,
the former chief of state
police . . .
In Columbus , Ohio , Maynard Sensenbrenner , Democratic mayor for two previous terms, is expected to
stage a comeback over the
Republican incumbent , Ralston Westlake.
UNUSU\L MATERIALS
PONCO CITY , Okla. iflA local woman produce s
mosaics with beans and
popcorn.
Mrs. Delphine Rhodd utilizes them to create colorful fowl.
She uses pinto beans , navy beans, lima beans and
lentils to make the wings,
backs and breasts, Then
popcorn , tinted with food
coloring, takes care of the
other areas. And the eyes
arc blackeyed peas.
Mrs. Rhodd says she does
it "strictly for fun. "
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By DAVID LAWRENCE
WASHINGTON — Maybe there will have to be another
"March on Washington," and this time the demonstration
may have to be directed to President Kennedy himself.
For the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King j r.- hero of the last
"march" and perhaps the most prominent of the Negro integration leaders, feels that Mr. Kennedy has "retreated" on
the proposed "civil rights" legislation. Dr. King has¦"just said ¦
;¦¦ . "7
:
in a public speech that "no —— .:
president can be gre at or
of an extreme nature , some
even fit for office if he atof the members of Congress
tempts to accommodate poliwho do not want to see any
tical expediency with human
legislation at all passed
rights."
seized the opportunity to
This criticism came as a
help get the "strong" bill
result of the efforts of the
out of the House commitPresident and the attorney
tee and oh to the floor,
genera l to obtain a "civil
where it might readily be
rights" bill which would get
defeated and no substitute
through both houses of Conenacted at this session of
gress. Dr. King accused the
Congress.
administration of using "bad
BEING PRACTICAL poltactics " and said that , "if
iticians , the President and
you start with a weak bill,
the attorney general are
and then get it watered
anxious to get some "civil
down ," it could become "a
rights" legislation passed
nothing bill."
right away. They would like
The President , however,
to avoid a lengthy controis mw / more familiar with
versy in Congress during .
what goes on behind the
1964 as the presidential
scenes in Congress than is
campaign approaches. If
Dr. King. Having been a
they could succeed in havmember of the House as
ing enacted the first comwell as the Senate, Mr.
prehensive "civil rights"
Kennedy is acquainted with
legislation passed by Conthe maw difficult barriers
gress in more than 100
that arise through ordinary
years, they would be satisparliamentary procedures,
fied. The administration , of
a n d . these
course, is following a norc a n block
mal and natural course in
the passage
politics. Many of the Negro
o f legislaleaders, on the other hand ,
t i 0 n. He
have gotten an exaggerated
feels that ,
impression of what the
if there is
"March on Washington "
an
opporreally meant in a political
t u n i t y
sense and are insisting on
t0
obtain
an "all or nothing" prolater a sepcedure.
arate b i l l
T h e r e are, m oreover,
t h a t is
some Republicans in ConstrongLawrence
gress who are quick to take
er, he could always give
advantage of this situation
his- support to it.
and who will not only help
The nation is witnessing
to get the bills out of comat the moment one of the
mittee but will vote for .
unfortunate political results
them on the floor because
of the numerous "marches"
they wish to put their Demand demonstrations throughocratic opponents in a hole
out the country which, inand go before the Negro
stead of helping the Negro
voters in the populous states
cause, have made it even
as having championed a
more difficult than before
really strong "civil rights"
to get results in Congress.
measure. The whole conThis is because the Negro
troversy is characteristic
leaders themselves are not
of the game of politics.
united and one set of politicians here is not sure
To Your Good Heal th
which bill will get them
the most Negro votes at
the polls, while another set
of congressmen see ways of
mobilizing votes of resentment. For a good deal of
opposition has been created among businesses to be
affected by the proposed
law.
THERE ARE fundamental differences between what By JOSEPH G. MOLNER, M.D.
Dear
Dr
Molner:
is* being called a "strong"
What is the cause of
bill and a "weak" bill.
psoriasis?—MRS. J. L.
Thus, the President would
be content with a bill which
It is not known. There
provided safeguards for the
are
several treatments, and
right to \ote, the speed-up
if the doctor guesses right ,
of public-school desegregathe psoriasis is hel ped. Othtion , and the banning of
er times he may try all
discrimination in "public
the known treatments and
accommodations" and in
the psoriasis continues The
programs which the federal
one consolation is that while
government itself operates.
psoriasis is unsightly, it
Extremists, on the other
doesn
't harm health.
hand , take the position that
the bill 011 "public accomDear Dr. Molner: Is
modations" should be aimit serious if there is a
ed not merely at hotels and
little blood present in
motels, restaurants , lunch
phlegm? - N. G.
counters, retail stores, gasYes. It may be someoline stations and places of
thing very serious , or it
entertainment , but also at
may be of moderate imany business operating unportance , or it may even he
der state or city "authorizatrivial — but you MUST
tion , permission or license. "
find out. See your doctor.
It was this sweeping proWaiting can be disastrous.
vision which members of
the House committee of the
j udiciary were ready to
champion . It caused dismay in the ranks of the administration because of a
fear that such a clause
would arouse nationwide opposition since it could be
applied to private schools,
social clubs , law firms , in- Troubled with GETTING UP NIGHTS
Pains in BACK, HIPS, LEGS
s u r a n c e companies and
Tindntss, LOSS OF VIGOR
apartment houses.
If
you
lire a victim of these sympTHE SO-called "strong "
toms then your troubles m»y l>«
bill also included an authortraced to Glandular Inflammation,
ization for the attorney gen- (ilanrlular Inflammation ia a coneral to intervene by means Hlitiltional disease , nnd . medicines
that give temponyy relief will not
of an injunction suit where- remove
the ratines of your troubles.
over there was any claim of
N»Rl«rt of Glandular Inflammndenial of rights , privileges tion often lends to proitinturc senilor immunities secured by ity, and ineurabla conditions.
Th« past yaar wen from 1.000
the constitution or laws of
have been successfully
the United States, It has communitiea
treated. Tliey have found soothing
been felt by critics of this relief and improved health,
particular provision that
Th« Kxcelsior
¦...».. _._ - .__ . I
such a law would open the
RECTAL-COLON M e d i c a l Clinir:
Art iflan auaclitad Ims a N e w
way to legal controversies
with filindulsr Is- J."It ISE B O O K
on freedom of the press and
flaamutl.n.
tllRt to |lg h()W
freedom of worship and a
host of o t h e r questions
fc
l ,
where Congress hitherto has
&M MM. i!,, fe.| 1'VMWVEN NONnot delegated any such
TREATM fNTS.
An . «f lha.i if/ior- Thin book m»v
broad power to the DepartU<\ m»( bt tmu. prov<, ot u tmost
ment of Justice.
•t th» lami tlmi ,Im
r>« "
mn
r t.,,
inl
0 »»
n™
P„
res are r«cel«lni
As soon as it became
Cl.n.ular mlnm *. y o u r h f e . U » «
evident that the bill was
c o u p o n below.
ties trestmtnti.
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Man Found Dead
In Brush Fire ^-^

Scattered U.S.
[Elections on
j Slate Tuesday

RACINE, Wis. un -- The charred body of 62-year-old Ervin
Froth of Milwaukee was found
Sunday by Water-ford firemen
Leon S. Poroda
called to extinguish a runaway
Albert Gstrien
Vliltlng hour»: Medical ana j urglcal
Leon S. Poroda , 70, Thomas- PEPIN , Wis. (Special) - brush fire near Michigan Corpatients: J to 4 end ? to 8:30 p.m. (No
ville, Ga., a native of Winona , Funeral services for Albert ners.
children under 12.1
¦
Maternity patients: . to 3:30 and 7 to died Sunday at 4:30 a.m. at Gstrien , 81,
Stockholm, who
1:30 p.m. (Adults only.)
Veterans Hospital , Lake City, died Oct. 26 at Menomonie
By LARRY OSIUS
Fla., after a long illness.
Memorial
Hospital,
were
held
SATURDAY
WASHINGTON (AP ) - LeadA retired musician , he was Wednesday at St. Mary's CathAdmissions
ers
of both political parties will
Mrs. Addie Nowlan , Watkins born here Dec. 27, 1892, to Mr. olic church , Durand.
keep
close tabs on the scattered
The
Rt.
Rev.
Msgr.
Stephen
and
Mrs.
John
Poroda.
He
left
Memorial Home.
straws in the wind stirred up in
Miss Virginia Mueller, Foun- here 52 years ago and was an Anderl officiated. Burial was in
overseas Army veteran of Oakwood Cemetery, Pepin.
Tuesday 's elections.
tain City , Wis.
He was born in Tiro, Austria.
Of major interest to DemoBelrey L. Lorenz, Galesville, World War I.
Wis.
crats : What, if any, is the extent
Survivors are: A sister, Mrs. Since World War 1 he had
of the so-called "backlash" of
Dorothy Meier, Winona; two resided in Stockholm where he
SUNDAY
INDIANAPOLIS CAP) - A white resentment to Negro civil
nephews,
Donald Poroda , Ann was engaged in commercial
Admissions
fishing and truck gardening.
team of 30 state troopers began rights demands and activities in
Miss Sandra A. Brophy, 574 Arbor, Mich., and James Meier ,
For
the
last
two
winters
he
sifting
debris, piece by piece, major Northern cities?
Winona
,
and
one
niece,
Mrs.
W. 4th St.
had lived at Hanson Rest today for clues to the cause of
Republican leaders will be
Mrs. James Konkel , 517 La- Dale Heikes, Worth , 111. His
wife, four brothers and a sis- Home, Pepin. In June he went an explosion at the Indiana scanning the slim results to see
fayette St.
to the Graf Nursing Home, Me- Fairgrounds Coliseum.
what, if any, improvement the
Mrs. Wilford Wilson/ 68 W. ter have died.
nomonie, where he broke his
The squad will go 'over every- party has made in Dixie and
Howard St.
Watkowski Funera l Home, hip in October and was moved
thing in the Coliseum, officers the big cities.
Jack Nelson , 80l Gilmore Winona , is completing funeral
to the hospital.
said
, to find leads to the origin
Ave. '
arrangements.
At stake are the governorHe is survived by several of a Halloween night blast that
Nick Braun , 1027 W. Mark St.
Gernieces
and
nephews
in
ships
of Kentucky and Missiskilled 68 ice show spectators.
John L. Starke
Mrs, Vivian Boyce , . Rochesmany and Austria. His wife,
sippi
;
the mayor 's office in
John
L.
Stanke
65,
,
71
Johnter, Winn.
After
three
!
days
one
sister
are
dead.
of
and
Rose,
probing
such
cities
as Philadelphia ,
Mrs. Anna Krali , 528 Wall St. son St., died early Sunday
Pallbearers were Bernard the wreckage and listening to Boston , San Francisco, Memphis
morning
at
Methodist
- ¦¦
Hospital
Kurt S. Peterson , 619 W. 3rd
,
Rochester , following surgery. Setterlund , Glen Haglund , Aug- eye witness accounts , authori- and Salt Lake City ; hundreds of
St.
He was employed as a clerk ust Sheldon, Fredolph Alm- ties have derived no cause for other municipal and state officBirths
quist , Vaughn Bj les and Mil- the explosion. However , some es; and the state legislatures of
Mr. and Mrs. Roger D. Glen- at the Hurry Back for 30 years.
offificals believe leaking gas New Jersey, Virginia, Kentucky
:on Lindgren.
na , 766 W. Sanborn St., a
He was born Oct. 29, 1898, in
may have produced the concrete and Mississippi.
daughter.
Money Creek to Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Carl A. Dahl
shattering explosioirthat ripped i Much of the attention will be
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Sand- Louis J, Stanke and had • RUSHFORD, Minn . (Special) a grandstand section shortly befocused on Philadelphia where
ers, Utica , Minn., a son.
been a lifetime resident of this —Mrs. Carl A. Dahl , 80, life fore the end of a Holiday on Ice Democratic Mayor James H. J.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Votruba , area. He was a veteran of serv- long area resident, died of a show.
|Tate seeks election to a full
264V2 Walnut St., a daughter.
ice with the U.S. Army in World heart attack at 9:15 p.m. SaturThe death toll reached 68 with ; four-year terms against RepubMr. and Mrs. Robert Phillips , War II. He had never married. day at the home of her daughter four deaths over the weekend.
T. McDer! lican attorney James
¦
S40 Pelzer St., a daughter.
Survivors are : Three broth- and son-in law, Mr. and Mrs.
mott . • ' ¦ ¦¦ '' ,
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene W. Mc- ers, Frank Sobehart and Harry Kermit Holger. South Rushford . Fire, concussion and rocketed debris also injured 385 perArdle , 347 Elm St., a son.
The city h ^s been the scene
Stanke, St. Paul , and Theodore She had been ill 3% years.
Mr. and Mrs. Jay D. Ganz , Stanke, Winona , and two sisThe former Mary Mathilde sons, and 15 remained in criti- of violence and unrest this year
Alma Wis., a son.
ters , Mrs. Knute (Elsie ) Erick- Stensgaard , she was born Jan . cal condition tod ay at Indiana- stemming from efforts of Nepolis hospitals.
Discharges
groes to win better jobs , housson and Mrs. Gabriel (Nina) 10, 1883, in the Highland Prairie
A teen-age concessi on worker ing and schools.
Mrs. Marvin Baker and baby , Wagner, St. Paul .
; area to Ludwig and Caroline
Rushford , Minn.
Stensgaard. She was married to reported seeing a blue haze enBoth candidates picture them Funeral -services will be WedMrs. Vince M. Zientkowski ,
Carl Dahl April 15,. 1915, at veloping an overturned cylinder selves as liberal m racial isnesday at 1:30 p.m. at Watkow662 Wilson St ,
Highland
Prairie
Lutheran beneath the destroyed grand- sues.
Mrs. John J. Murphy and ski Funeral Home , the Rev. Church. They farmed in the stand just before the blast.
President Kennedy carried
Harold P. Rekstad, First ConEdward O. Carter , 15, said he Philadelphia by ' a whopping
baby, 126 W. Wabasha St.
Highland Prairie area until regregational Church, officiating.
Mrs. Michael Waletzke and
tiring five years ago. She was was filling paper cups with soft 331,000 in 1960. Most Republican
Burial will be in Woodlawn
baby, Lewiston, Minn.
a member of American Luther- drinks when he heard someone leaders believe it was his showCemetery, with military honors
Mrs. Mary Rydman , 1224 W.
an Church Women, Highland yell. "The gas is leaking. Ev- ing in the large Northern cities
by the Neville-Lien Post , Veter4th St.
|Prairie Lutheran Church and its erybody get out. Get out!"
that cost them the White House
ans of Foreign Wars.
Rachel Circle.
Mrs. Gerald L. Anderson and
that year. They have made deThe
youth
said
he
ran
and
Friends may call Tuesday
baby , 1076 Gilmore Ave.
Survivors are : ,Her husband; was only three steps out the termined efforts since to beef
Mrs. Leo H. Watkowski , 318 from 7 to 9 p.m.
one daughter, Mrs. Kermit door when he heard a big up big city Republican organiHigh Forest St.
(Cora) Holger ,.South Rushford ; boom.
zations.
Mrs. Arland Olness and baby,
The racial issue also hovers
four grandchildren ; one brother ,
Memorial services for the
Peterson , Minn.
Carl Stensgaard, Rushford, and dead were presented in many in- . the background of the KenJohn W. Plate
two sisters, Miss Laura Stens- Indianapolis churches Sunday. tucky election. Republican Louie
Funeral services for John W.
gaard , Rushford , and Mrs. An- Many of the victims were B. Nurin has been attacking an
OTHER BIRTHS
Plate, 422 E. 5th St., were held
executive order issued by DemROLLINGSTONE , Minn. - at 2 p.m. today at Grace Pres- drew (Cora) Halvorson , La buried today.
Crescent. Her parents, two
ocratic Gov. Bert Combs banMr. and Mrs. Ray Lisowski, byterian Church ,
the Rev. Wil- brothers and two sisters have
ning racial discrimination in
Zumbrota, Minn.; a son Oct. 26.
lian T. King officiating. Burial died.
businesses licensed by the state.
Mrs. Lisowski is the form er was in Woodlawn Cemetery .
The order has been held up by
Sandra Gensmer, daughter of
Funeral
services
will
be
at
.
Y
EXTENDED FORECAST
were
William 2 p.m. Wednesday at Highland
litigation.
^ Mr . and Mrs. Herold Gensmer , Pallbearers
MINNESOTA — Tempera-; Edward T, Breathitt Jr., the
Kaehler, Albert Peterm an, Paul Prairie Lutheran Church, the
.
Rollingstone.
tures will average 4 to 8 de- ; Democratic nominee, at first
Trbska, Robert Nelson Sr., SylRev. M. Eugene . Foehringer,
gress above seasonal normals.' embraced the order. Now he
vester Berkins and Ronald VonRushford Lutheran Church, offiTODAY'S BIRTHDAYS
Frequent but relatively minor ! says he would turn the matter
drashek.
ciating. Burial will be in the
day to day t e m p e r a t u r e } over to the next legislature.
Graveside services were con- church cemetery.
Mary Joy Risser, 1021 E. 5th
changes. Normal minimums 19 j Race appears to be the main
ducted by the Red Wen.
St., 4.
Friends may call at Jensen extreme northwest to 30 ex-j
issue in Mississippi.
Joel Richard Kiekbusch , 412
Funeral Home from 7 to 9 p.m. treme southeast. Precipitation !
Laird St., 3.
MARRIAGE LICENSES
Tuesday and at the church after will average one-tenth inch or I In past years, the Democrats
1 p.m. Wednesday.
less in scattered light rains} closed up their political shop J
1013
W.
George
J.
Schneider
,
FREE TB X-RAYS "
about Tuesday and a b o u t : after the party primary, be- 1
and
Sylvia
S.
GuenBroadway,
¦
Miss Leah Aupperle
|,Thursday.
(Mon. • Wed. Fn., 1 - 5 p.m.
j cause the winner rarely was i
ther
,
265
Sebo
St.
Room 8, City Hall)
ST. CHARLES, Minn. - Miss
Wallace A. Larson , Decorah , Leah Aupperle , 93. Bejou. | WISCONSIN — Temperatures ; challenged.
j
Winona Co. residents jree ,
Iowa, and Elaine L. Severtson , Minn., former longtime resident j will average about 7 degrees ] But this year Republican
others , $1 each.
above the normal highs of 39 to ' nominee Rubell Phillip has
655 44th Ave.
Taken last week . . .
84
of St. Charles, died Saturday at i 49 and normal lows of 24 to 31. been waging a vigorous camj
Since March 9, 1953 49 ,864
a Mahnomen, Minn., hospital . Only minor day to day changes i
paign and there are GOP offiWINONA DAM LOCKAGE
She was born Aug. 5, 1870, in in temperatures indicated Tues-I
cials in Washington who believe
Jackson County to Mr. and Mrs.
IMPOUNDED DOGS
Flow — 11,700 cubic feet per Joseph Aupperle and moved day through Saturday. Precipi-j he has a good chance.
tation will total near one-tenth j The campaign message of
No. 1921—Male brown boxer , second at 8 a.m. today.
here with her family at an ear- inch in a few showers south ;
both Phillips and the DemoSaturday
no license, second day.
ly age. She resided here until
portion tonight or Tuesday and '; cratic nominee, Lt. Gov . Paul
No. 1922—Female black cock- Small craft—1.
1949 when she moved to Bejou over all of state about Wednes_7
B. Johnson , has been simple:
er, no license, third day.
to live with her niece, Mrs. Jo- day and again about Friday or
Sunday
'
Each
claims to be the strongest
No. 1923—Male black cocker
seph Wibbels , the former Ruth Saturday.
—
Eleanor
Gordon.
3:20
a.m.
foe
of
integi&tion in Mississippi
puppy, no license, third day.
Sasse.
OTHER TEMPERATURES
and
the
Kennedy administration
No. 1924 — Male black cock- 14 barges, downstream.
She was the last member of By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
—
Captain
Buck11:05
p.m.
in
Washington.
er puppy, no license, third day.
her family.Survivors are : One
High Low Pr.
No. 1925 — Female brown leyhe , 4 barges, downstream.
nephew and five nieces. Her . Albany, cloudy
.. 44 27 . . ;
Small
craft—9.
cocker puppy, no license, third
parents, one brother and four i
Albuquerque , clear 57 38 .. i
day.
-|.
sisters have died.
60 35 • . . ]
Atlanta, clear
FIRE RUNS
No. 1926—Female black cockFuneral services were today j
, clear . . . 56 28
Bismarck
er puppy , no license, third day.
at Mahnomen. Graveside serv- !
61 49 T
Saturday
Roise, rain
Available for good homes:
ices will be at 2:30 p.m. Tues49 . 37 . .
,
Boston
cloudy
9:44 p.m. — Motor of car own- day at Hillside Cemetery here.
Two, one part cocker and one
, cloudy . . . 59 49 ..
Chicago
,
1774
Kraeed
by
Ralph
Nichols
male brown , black and whiteCincinnati, cloudy . 52 31
Donald Olson
mer Dr., burning at 514 Mangood farm dog.
kato Ave., carbon dioxide used.
LAKE CITY , Minn. ( S pecial ) Detroit , cloudy . . . 54 45
Sunday
—Donald Olson , about 42, Lake Fairbranks, snow . . . 15 10 .02
Fort Worth , cloudy . 67 65 . .
11:40 a.m.—Rubbish and pil- City , died early today at Lake
, cloudy
50 28 . 7
Helena
,
ings burning near Chicago & City Municipal Hospital where
.. 83 72
Honolulu , clear
overnight
pahe
had
been
an
NEW YORK (AP) -An autoNorth Western Railway tracks
Jacksonville, clear . 66 52
mobile jamme d with 12 adults
at West Front and Wilson tient.
Arrangements are being com- Juneau , clear .- . .. 42 33 .29 and children went past warning
streets, booster line and later a
pleted by Tolzmann Funeral Kansas City, cloudy 70 51 .04 lights blacked out by vandals
tank car used.
Los Angeles, clear .. 70 59 . . j and p lunged into the Harlem
Home.
¦
Louisville, cloudy .. 57 32 .. I River in the early morning dark
.. 75 73 .. j Sunday. Only one person surMiami , cloudy
Milwaukee , cloudy . 60 44 .. j vived.
Mpls. -St.P., clear . 59 27 . 7
deaths all but wiped
Ronald L. Wheeler , 23 . 464 New Orleans , clear 70 46 . . ' The 11
Brooklyn families.
out
three
to
Sioux St., pleaded not guilty
New York , cloudv . 50 39 . Those in the car had just left a
a charge of driving a car with Okla. City, clear ... 62 54 .03
christening party.
exhaust not properly muffled. Omaha , fog
. 63 .38 . .
The U deaths equaled the.
He was arrested by police at Philadel phia , cloudy 51 32
state record for a single acci2nd and Main .streets at 9:10 Phoenix , clear
. 7 6 60 . 7 dent.
p.m. Sunday . Judge John D. Pittsburgh , cloudv , 47 27 ' .
McGill set the trial for Thurs- Ptlnd , Me., cloudy . 42 34
Police
said
vandals had
day and set bail at $15. Wheel- Ptlnd, Ore., cloudy . 54 46 .39 ripped bulbs and wiring from
er posted bail.
: blinking red lights at the^ end of
Rapid City, cloudy . 56 38
Forfeits:
62 42 .14 Lincoln A v e n u e , the Bronx ,
St. Louis, cloudy
Roger S. Brown , Utica , Minn., Salt Lk. City, cloudy 54 42
where the car went into the ri v$25 on a charge of speeding, San Fran., rain
. 62 56 .05 er. Only a foot-high timber ra il40 m.p.h. in a 30 m.p.h. zone. Washington , cloudy 53 33
ing .separates the road' s end
»¦
He was arrested by police on Winnipeg, clear
from the water.
57 23
Gilmore Avenue nt 1:50 a.m.
T-Tracc
The lone survivor , I. MartinSunday.
DAILY IUVKR IUH__r.ETIN
, 40, whose wife and two chilez
Flood Stage 21-hr.
was
apparently
dren
died
C'hg,
Today
StaRe
thrown from Ihe car as il som.
Red Wing
14 2.2
ersaulted into the 40-foot-dee|>
Lake City
5.9 - .1 river . He swam to shore
nn^
Wabasha
12 7.0
made his way lo a bar , from
Alma Dam
4.1
...
which police were called.
Whitman Dam . . .
2 2 - .1
Among the dead were four
Winon a Dam .. ..
3.1
.. . . ' children , aged one , three , four
WASHINGTON (A P ) - The Winon a
.
13 5.4
and/nine.
Senate
plunged into a second Tremp 'eau Pool .. 10.1
1.1
AT
The christening party was at
week of debate on the foreign Tremp 'eau Dam , .
4 .2 - ¦¦ .1
aid authorization bill today, Dakot a
7.7
-i .1 . the Bronx home of Rabindran with ax-wielding opponents vow- Dresbach Pool ,,
9.6 .. . . ! att Bcrrios , a barber , who said
ing
that
the
battle
has
just
bea
enclose
fan
lady
., .. j one man refused to get into the
little
Dresbach
Dam
1.7
Any
car because, il was so crowded.
'
gun.
»
Wurr>
Willi
|>rw/.cwiiy
|>orrli or
La Crosse
,12
4.7
.. .. .
"I beggedMhem- -there wen;
Last week' s fireworks were
KI.KX-O-W.ASS. I t 's so onny\
Tributary Streams
too
many people—to go in a
t.ick
s
.ind
temporarily
stilled
Friday
when
shrJi
.
cut
with
Just
Chi ppewa at Durnnd 1.0 — .2
over H. -roens. Mnkes a wiirin , Ihe Democratic and Republican Zumbro at Theilnrun. 28.3 — . I second ear I could get for
them , " lie said. "They insisted
m i n . i t room , II O O <1« M 1 w i t h leaders mussed enough votes to
| .1 ] they could manage it. "
Tramp, at Dodge -0.3
l i o . i l t l . f i i l U l t r a v iolet rayn , reject , 4(i to 2(i , a move to send
Black nt Galesville
1.6
. . . . I Police said the Harlem River
wher e the children can p lay all the $4.2-billion measure back to
....
warning lights apparently had
winter lonj ;--or uh>>a s nn extra Ihe Foreign Relations Commit- La Crosse nt W. Sal. 1 8
River Forecast
Store-rodjn. (Icniiine, rr .V Hl'il- tee for major surgery .
been ri pped out of the Ifl-fool576 Enst Fourth Street
gs to (.uUenberg ) high stanchion some time ago.
ckar FI.KX-0.<.1.AS$ Inst* for
But Sen. Wayne Morse , D- ( From Hastinbe
little change in They said they had received no
years al a fruction tho. cost of O.c. a leader of the foreign aid ^Theve will
Phono 4O07
plii.M.sOnly 87< n MC _ . y d. nt your revolt , said : "The fight is just river stages in this district in complaint that the lights were
local lidwrc. or lrabr. dealer.
next .several dnys.
out.
getting started. "

At Community
Memorial Hospital

Winona Deaths

Two-State Deaths

Debris Cleared
Away at Scene
Of Ice Show

Winona Funerals

WEATHER

- -

WEATHER FORECAST 7 . . Rain and
showers will fall along Pacific coast states
and central and southern Rockies with snow
flurries over higher areas tonight. Lower
Great Lakes regions to Ohio valley and parts
of middle Mississippi valley can expect show-

ers. Central Plains can expect thundershowers. It will be cooler in western third
of nation and warmer from Plains to Atlantic
seaboard except for upper Great Lakes. (AP
photofax Map)

New Tuberculosis Test
Planned in Houston Co
HOUSTON , Minn. ( Special)
— Arrangements are being
made for a school tuberculin
testing program in Houston
County.
The initial meeting was held
recently at the courthouse in
Caledonia. Present were Richard S. Darbo, Rochester, health
representative of the state Tl_
and Health Association , who
will make arrangements for Dr.
Jesse Douglass of Mineral
Springs. Sanatorium , Cannon
Falls, to bring his team to the
county during the first part of
December or J anuary.

culin solution would be paid for
by the state Tuberculosis and
Health . Association. He said the
PPD (purified protein deriva-.
tive V used for the tine test, disposable needles and Syringes
are prohibitive in cost on a
'
• ¦• ' ¦ "' :
" ¦ ..:**

Accuracy
May Be
Improved

Public health authori ties
OTHERS attending were Dr. . here said the tine test is
an alternative method of
L. K. Onsgard , Houston , presiadministering a Mantoux
dent of the county Health and
test for tuberculosis.
TB Association ; Dr. L. A. Knutson, Spring Grove ; Dr. A. D.
Because the injected subDavidson , . Caledonia;. Miss
stance (PPD) is more costGladys Lampham , Caledonia ,
ly than the old tuberculin
c o u n t y superintendent
solution normally nsed, the
of
schools , and these school supers ta t e Tuberculosis and
intendents: Dr. V. E. Homuth ,
Health Association does not
Spring Grove ; Arden Hyldahl .
allocate
Christmas
seal
La Crescent; the Rev. Michael
funds for its use. The tine
J. Kuisle, Hokah; L. A. Kulas ,
test also uses disposable
Houston/arid Victor Rupp, Calsyringes, which add to the
edonia.
cost of this form of testThe tine test was preferred.
ing.
Darbo said necessary materSome medical men preials including parent signature
fer the tine test because
permission cards , cotton balls ,
they consider its resnlt.
alcohol, syringes, platinum and
more nearly accurate than
/or steel needles and old tuber- the old tuberculin test.

large testing program and
would not be paid for by Christmas seal funds.
He said the state association
will reimburse Dr. Douglass
for testing and reading services
at a rate not exceeding S10
per hour and mileage to and
from the testing site. Testing
services of registered nurses
are reimbursed at $2 per hour ,
plus mileage.
DR. DAVIDSON said the
testing program would be in
vain if a followup were not organized and completed
Dr.
^ was
Onsgard said the"*program
assured of the services of a retired registered nurse, Mrs. K.
C. Douglas. Houston , whose
temporary services would be
paid for by Christmas seal
funds.
Four areas of testing were
chosen , - with outlaying smaller
schools to be brought to the centers. Of the approximately 4,700
students to be tested , the work
will be done at these centers :
Caledonia , 1,500 students; Houston, including Hokah, 1 ,200; La
Crescent , 1,200, and Spring
Grove, 800.
One volunteer , preferably a
registered nurse, should assist
the superintendent with advance details and during tha
testing and reading days.

ApPR0ACH WINTER
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Auto Plunges
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DON'T PAMPER
YOUR WIFE
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Let Her Winterproof
the Porch with
FLEX-O-GLASS This Year

Senate Debates
Foreign Aid

NOW! QUILTED - KNITS
HEEKSUEDES — WOOLS
• NEW COATS • NEW JACKETS
IN EXCITING NEW STYLING
COATS

JACKETS
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Let it snow , lot if blow — lot the temperature drop to a new low. You 'll bo
warm as toast in these Brawny Coats and Jackets. New interlining* of deep,
soft pile or thick quilt linings. Shop Aronz Clothing today and got tho jump
on old man winter, Sixes 36 »o 46. Boyi' tizei 12 to 20.
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CHOOSE NOW FROM A NEW ASSORTMENT OF
MEN'S CAP CREATIONS IN RICH, WARM FABRICS
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Alma Area Pi A to
Sponsor Contest

Bird V/atching
Talk to Be Heard
Bv Hiawatha Club

ALMA, Wis. (Special) — All
students, grades one through
eight , are participating in the
"Be a Good Citizen" poster contest. Mrs. Theone Kees, art
teacher of the Alma Area
Schools, is supervising the project which is sponsored by the
PTA.
Awards of $2, $1.50 and $1 will
be given Nov. 18, when three
judges complete their tabulations.
Winning posters will be used
to project art as an important
part of the school curriculum
and for PTA publicity.
Judges are Tom Brown and
Mrs. Oscar Guenzler V the
Cochrane - Fountain City School
system and Mrs. Charlotte
Brown, G i l m a n t o n Grade
School.
¦
AID
MARTIN'S
ST.
St. Martin's Lutheran Church
Ladies Aid will meet at 2:30
p.m. Wednesday in the church
basement. Hostesses will be
Mines. Leo Theis, Ernest Tadewald, Richard Janikowski and '
Albert. Tushner.

"Bird Watching " will be the
the theme of a talk to be given
by Sanford S. Tyler at the Winona Flower and Garden Club
when it meets at Lake Park
Lodge on Thursday at 7:30 p.m.
Mr. Tyler is a member of the
Hiawatha Bird Club.
Included with his talk will be
a film , showing the right kind
of bird feeders to be used. Another feature of the evening
program will be a Belgian ' Begonia sound film , entitled
"Fairyland of Flowers.''
Mrs. R. M. Stephan will give
a brief report on what'a being
done in the forest playground
program in Southeastern Minnesota.
Members of the club are "asked to bring whatever they have
in the line of surplus potted
plants , bulbs, vegetables, etc,
for the sale table.

Wayside Mothers
Club Gives Party
ETTRICK , Wis. (Special ) Wayside Mothers Club served
at a Halloween party and program at Wayside School , taught
by Mrs. Haakon Erickson .
Deborah Lease was program
announcer and Mrs. Paul Link ,
elementary school music instructor , was accompanist.
Prizes were awarded for best
costumes in each of the six
grades of the school, with
Mmes. Mabel Anderson , A. M.
Hogden and C. A. Brye as
judges.
Officers chose recently by the
Mothers Club were Mrs. Arthur
Ofsdahl Jr., president, and Mrs.
Bennett Evenson , treasurer,
¦
'

MR- .AND MESS. WERNER SEMLING SR..
Fountain City, Wis., announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their daughter , Miss
Duella Marie Semling, Winona , to Robert F. Murphy, Whitehall, Wis., son of Mr. and Mrs .Francis
Murphy. The wedding will be Jan. 4 iri the Immaculate Conception Catholic Church , Fountain
City. Miss Semling is a graduate of CochraneFountain City High School and works for Winona
Industries. Her fiance is a graduate of Humboldt
High School, St. Paul, and is employed by Whitehall Packing Company.

" Louise Slaughter
Engaged to Wed
PEPIN, Wis. (Special)—Mr.
and Mrs. Harold Slaughter*
Bloomington , Minn., announce
the engagement of their daughter , Miss Louise Slaughter, to
Robert O'Reilly, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Leonard O'Reilly, Richfield , Minn .
Miss Slaughter is a senior at
the University ol Minnesota,
where she is majoring in elementary education. Her fiance
attended the St. Cloud State
College and is currently enrolled
in business administration at
the Minnesota School of Business. A summer, wedding is be-~
ing planned.
The Slaughters were former
Pepin residents.

Oswald Huseboes
Honored at Shower
TAYLOR , Wis. (Special)-A
post-nuptial shower honoring
Mr. and Mrs. Oswald Huseboe
was held recently at the Taylor
Lutheran Church. Hostesses
were Mmes. George Huseboe ,
Enoch Anderson, Verdal Hansen, Arthur Haralsrud and Deyo
Relyea. A program consisting of
readings by Mrs. Bessie Smith,
vocal solos by Mrs. Haralsrud
and games played under direction of Mrs. Gaylord Strande
was presented.
¦
REBEKAH CIRCLE
PEPIN , Wis. (Special) - Rebekah Circle of the Woman 's
Society of the Lutheran Church
will meet at 2 p.m. Wednesday
at the parisli hall. Hostessci
are Mmes. Lyle Kessler and
Mrs. Irwin Mattson.

Lake City Youths
Given Parties

MR. AND MRS. Stanley
Bishop, South Beaver Creek ,
Wis., announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter Miss
Judith Marie Bishop, to
Thomas Scherr , son of Mr.
and Mrs. Albert Scherr ,
Trempealeau , W i s . Mr.
Scherr is employed by
American Motors at Kenxisha!
¦

Former Winona Man
Weds Nancy Bear

Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Evanson are now at home in Downey,
Calif., following their marriage
Aug. 17 at St. Raymond' s Calh! olic Church , Mount Prospect ,
III. The Rev. Joseph Doyles officiated.
Mrs. Evanson ' is the former
Miss Nancy Bear , daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Bear ,
Mount Prospect. She is a teacher in the public schools at
CHURCH EVENTS
Downey. Mr. Evanson is emETTRICK , Wis. (Special ) - ployed by
Rebecca Circle of French Creek Angeies. U. S. Motors in Los
LCW will meet Thursday at fl
p.m. at the home of Mrs. Lewis CHURCH HAM DINNER
Thompson. A mission festival
WHITEHALL , Wis. '(Special )
will be conducted at the French -The Altar Society of St. John 's
Creek Church Sunday at 10:45 Catholic Church. ' Whitehall , is
a .m. A fellowship dinner will be sponsoring a ham dinner to be
served at noon , and a mission held at th e church , Sunday.
meeting will be held at 8 p.m. Serving will begin at 11:30 a.m.

LAKE CITY , Minn. (Special )
—Junior Teens of St. John 's
Lutheran Church , Lake City ,
were entertained at a hay ride
Friday evening at the Harold
and Willard Bremer farms.
Lunch was served at the latter
farm.
Pupils of St. John's Lutheran
School and their brothers and
sisters were entertained at a
Halloween party Thursday evening at the school.'
' -

¦
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Miss Patsy Coder
Is Bride of Mr. Wicks
MABEL, Minn. ( Special)—St.
James Methodist church in Cedar Rapids , Iowa , was the
scene of the marriage of Miss
Patsy Coder , daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. John . Coder, Tipton ,
Iowa , and Keith Wicks, .son of
Mrs. Olive . Wicks, Mabel , and
the late Roscoe Wicks. The ceremony was performed by the
Rev. Mr. Barron Oct. 6.
Mrs. James Coder was matron of honor and- Jerry Coder
was best man.
A reception was held in the
church parlors following the
ceremony.
The bride is a graduate of
St. Luke 's School of Practical
Nursing , Cedar Rapids. The
bridegroom is a machine technician for Friden , Inc., Cedar
Rapids,
The couple is now at home in
Cedar Ratpids, following a wedding tri p to the Ozarks.
MRS. CORDES HONORED
LAKE CITY , Minn. (Special)
—Mrs. John Cordes , rural Lake
City, was the honored guest at
a party at her home Oct, 28
in observance of her 82nd birthday. A potluck lunch was served. A group of 20 women attended.
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IBSEN'S "GHOSTS" - The cast for the first three performances of "Ghosts " is seen in a scene from the play,
which opened last night in Winona State College's Somsen
Arena. From left are Robert Carr, who plays Osvald ;
Broadway actress Judith Evelyn, Mrs. Alving, Osvald's
mother; Mary Stocker , who plays the servant girl Regina

Is Exciting Experience in College Theater

WE HAVE MOVED

Miss Evelyn's p r e s e n c e j Guthrie Theater stage, "Ghosts"
By GEORGE M CCORMICK
brings out the best in the stu- ' had an impact in the semiDaily News Staff Writer
Wenonah Players' production dent actors. Her mastery of her area production that it would
craft and subsequent command
of "Ghosts " has turned out to of and ease in her role perhaps not have had in any staging in
which there was greater disexciting
one
of
the
most
be
^
gives
the
students
something
to
tance between audience and acthings ever to happen to col- aim for ,
or perhaps it gives I tor.
lege theater in Winona.
What makes it that is the them confidence. Whatever it is, ( Carl Fratzke's crew came up
presence in the cast of a pro- something happens when she j with a set tliat is realistic withfessional actress — an experi- comes on stage, and it's some- ! out being fussy. The same
enced craftsman — Judith Eve- thing almost electric in its im- I could be said of the costumes
pact.
I arranged by a group headed by
lyn.
We have grown used to see- All of this, of course, gives ; Karen' Lentz.
ing first-rate theater from Dor- an audience a more exciting, | The cast for the first three
othy Magnus ' Winona State Col- more nearly completely profes- j nights includes , in addition to
lege group. Year after year she sional play. Moreover , the edu- [ Miss Evelyn, Robert Carr as
has been able to take a rnore- cational value of the experience I1 Osvald, the unfortunate son ;
or-less ordinary , collection of for the students taking part is Calvin Ellestad as Pastor Manstudents and somehow . mold obvious and great.
\ ders ; Mary Stocker as Regina;
them into a team that often has The result as Ibsen's power- and Tom Leuchtenberg as her
given us plays approaching pro- ful drama opened in Somsen ! father , Jakob.
.
fessional competence.
Arena Sunday night was a com-j j Miss Evelyn will play through
The current production , how- pelling performance of a diffi- : the week, but a different cast
ever , is something special , both cult play. If it is difficult , how- j|will be with her Wednesday ,
for audiences and — more im- ever , "Ghosts" is also among ., Thursday and Friday nights in
portant .— for the students tak- the Ibsen works that have best !i Winona and Saturday night in
ing part.
withstood the test of time , and '! the Guthrie Theater in Minnethe players made the most of apolis.
it.
Winona will be well representPlayed on a replica of the i ed by Wenonah Players, as

'

ARCADIA, Wis. (Special) —
When the Rosary Society of the
St. Stanislaus Catholic Church
meet Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
church recreational rooms, a
movie will be shown on social
srevice works of the La Crosse
Diocese.
The Holy Name Society of the
parish has been invited to attend.
Groups 3 and 4, headed by
Mmes. Joseph Klink and Harold
B. Giemza , will serve lunch.
Recently four members of the
society attended the 29th annual convention of the La Crosse
Diocesan Council of Catholic
Women. They were Mrs". Adrian
Lisowski , presided ; Mrs. Apolinary Suchla , secretary, Mrs.
Aurelius Pehler and Miss
Elaine Sobotta.
New officers will be installed
at the November meeting.
HOMER WSCS
Homer Methodist "C h u r c h
WSCS will meet at 2 p.m. Wednesday in the church basement.
Mrs. C. F. Drewes , Winona ,
will be hostess.
GIVE HOME PARTY
LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special)
—A group of members of St.
Peter 's Lutheran Ladies Aid ,
Belvidere , Minn., went to Red
Wing recentl y and held a devotional and song service for the
elderly people living at*the Barringer Nursing ome . Following
the devotions , there was a social hour.
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A. Cotton & Lace—ny lon lace cups
f ull y lined with soft cool cotton.
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Save $l .01 on these famous bras!
This sale lasts only a short time , so
got your Playtcx soon. All these.bras
>
have the extra feature of double clastic
in the back for doubl e wear.
Choice of 4 sty les;
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MILL CREEK CLUB
ETTRICK , Wis: (Special) Mill Creek Homemakers will
meet Nov. 20 at the home of
Mrs. Irvin Stetzer. Project leaders will be Mrs. Forrest Goodenough and Mrs. William Stevens. Each member will bring
they become the first college tion. The sum of $5 has been
group to play in the nation's given to the Edward Soukup
fund by the club.
most important new theater.

First Night of Wenonah Players Ghosts

<?ro #yOF

\ H___K "'^SI___________________L

Engstrand ; Calvin ' Ellestad, seen as Pastor Manders ; and
Tom Leuchtenberg, who plays Regina 's father, Jakob. A
different cast, with the exception of Miss Evelyn, will be seen
in Winona Wednesday, Thursday and Friday nights, and on
Saturday night at the Guthrie Theater in Minneapolis.
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Lord's Pattern
Changed, Says
Pastor Shearer

23 University
Pilots Visit Here

IWabasha Driver
23 Injured in Crash
of

Playing host Sunday to
members of the University
Minnesot a Flying Club were
members of the Chamber of
Commerce aviation committee ,
headed by William Galewski ,
chairman.
The fliers landed nine planes
at Max Conrad Field at 10:30
a.m. Following breakfast at Hotel Winona , they visited the Julius C. Wilkie museum , Garvin Heights and campuses of
the city 's three colleges. Takeoff time for the group was 1:30
p.m.
¦
'
EQUITABLE RESERVE
Equitable Reserve Association
will meet at 8:30 p.m. Tuesday
at the John Bergler hom e, Gilmore Ave. ¦ ¦

WABASHA , Minn. (Special )"We .obviously are not followA 30-year-old Wabasha man ,
ing the pattern the Lord gave
Richard Schultz , received head
since there are so many difinjuries , cuts and bruises in a
ferent religious groups today, "
one-car accident Saturday at 8
said Bertram C Shearer , Wadena * Minn; , when he spoke at
p.m. on Highway 60 a mile
Church of Christ, Kraemer
west of town. He was taken to
Drive, Sunday evening in the
St. Elizabeth' s Hospital , and
first of four Biblical sermons.
was released Sunday.
"The Lord designed a simple
Schultz said he fell asleep.
church and a simple plan of
His car went across the road ,
salvation so all men could unhit the guard rail , turned
derstand his will ," he said.
RECEIVES INDUSTRIAL AWARD , . . S. J. Pettersen ,
around and clipped off two
"Each man must hear, believe, left
, accepts a citation for "notable activity" in industrial
guard posts.: He was pinned in
repent , confess and be baptized
the car by the ri ght door, which
in order to be saved. The or- development from Gov. Karl Rolvaag. Petterson , president
was jammed against the cable.
ganizational setup of the church of the Winona Industrial Development Association, accepted
He was found by David Harof the first century was shown the award on behalf of the organization.
; ney, who reported the accident
to be understand able.
AT MILITARY BALL - A n evening of
manding officer of the Air Force Reserve unit
¦
"The changes that have crept
i to Sheriff Ed Lager. He a n d
good fellowship and fun , including dancing
in Winona; Mrs. Norman Indall , Winona ,
Ever cook brussels sprouts in ¦ Harney got Schultz out of th£\
into
church
worship
and
orto music of the Henry Burton Orchestra, was
Commander- Indall , who is in charge of the
beef broth instead of water?
I'CaJTi
ganization today have brought
enjoyed by a crowd of more than 150 persons
Naval Reserve Security Group in La Crosse;
less and less rights and privMrs. Stanley - Wehrenberg, Wabasha , Minn , ileges to common people."
Saturday night at the sixth annual Military
Ball at Winona Country Club. Among the
and Major Wehrenberg, commander of the '
Concerning the Reformation
WASHINGTON (AP) . — Presmilitary personnel of the Army, Navy, Air 419th. Couples attended from Winona , St. Shearer said, "The Reformaident Kennedy returned to the
Charles, Red Wing, Lewiston, Plainview , Kel- tion broke out all over Europe
Force, Marines and National Guard and an
A governor 's award for in- White House by helicopter toequal number of nonrmilitary persons, with
logg, Wabasha , Anoka , Hopkins, Altura , Min- at the same time, but was not
day after a weekend rest at his
their wives and dates were this group. From
neapolis, Rushford , Minn., La Crosse, Foun- fully successful because, when dustrial climate improvement new Virginia hunt country
reformers had reformed one activity was presented Friday home near Middlebiirg.
left are Lloyd Snell, Winona , unit aide for the
tain City, Wis., and Cresco, Iowa. Lt. William tlie
practice, another took its place. to the Winona Industrial DeAccompanying the President
419th Civil Affairs Company, Mrs. Snell, Mrs. A. King, Winona , was general chairman.
"We need to go gack to God's
(Daily News Photo )
Syrus Johnson , Lt. Col. Johnson, who is comword ," Shearer stressed. He velopment Association at a were the Kennedy children ,
Jr., 2V2 , and Caroline,
said the beginning of the res- statewide industrial clinic in John
5V_ . Mrs. Kennedy remained at
toration movement had as its Minneapolis.
Mrs. Kathryn Boy les
guiding principle that the New S. J. Pettersen , WIDA 'pres- Atoka. ' ' ¦ ¦' ¦
.
Testament was the only rule ident , received the plaque from
To Talk at Lake City
PATIENTS
FROM ETTRICK
of faith and practice.
Gov. Karl Rolvaag . at a banIn Lecture Series
"The attitude of the restorers quet at the Radisson Hotel. The ETTRICK , Wis. (Special) was, 'if our thinking convicts dinner concluded the two-day Martin Erickson is recovering
LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special )
with the Bible, we can change clinic sponsored by the Minne- from major surgery at the Vet— Mrs. Kathryn Boyles, St.
our minds, but not the Bible' . " sota Department of Business erans Hospital ,. Minneapolis.
Paul , well-known throughout the Ninety-four Winona State Col- students. Last year an increase Shearer concluded.
Mrs. Elvin Rogness, North BeaMidwest for her Biblical schol- lege students are practice of over 25 percent broke all pre- He will speak at 7:30 tonight Development.
arship and vivid presentation teaching this fall quarter.
vious records. Although the in- on "Saved by Grace or Works?"
Fifty of the state 's 600 com- ver Creek ,, is recuperating from
. . . . '- ¦
Cleaned and
in lectures about the Bible, will They're in 20 different com- crease is not as great this year , His topic Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. munities received the awards. major surgery at her home,
mmmmm
mmmmp
Hand Blocked
present a program on the Gos- munities including Winona. For- the trend , which is an indica- will be "Judgment Scenes." Gov. Rolvaag said the state's having returned from Communpel of St. Mark in a series of ty-five are assigned to other tion of the supply of future His concluding topic at 7:30 progress depends largely on ef- ity Memorial Hospital , Whitehall.
three lectures
communities in Minnesota , and teachers , continues to climb up- p.m. Wednesday will be "Are fectiveness of local industrial
development
efforts.
here.
the remainder are practice ward.
You Sure?" The public is inTake No
The first will
SAVE 50f ON AN
Curiously, the number of stu- vited.
teaching at . Phelps Laboratory
Winona 's award was given on
be held at St.
School and in the Winona Pub- dents doing work in the elementhe basis of energies expended
8-LB. LOAD
Chances.
Mark 's Episcolic Schools.
tary and secondary divisions is WABASHA CO. RED CROSS
to seek new industry and to
pal C h u r c h,
According to G. E. Fish- identical this quarter: 43. Eight LAKE CITY. Minn. (Special) help expansion and relocation
L a k e City,
baugher of the college educa- students are teaching in both — The possibility of lengthening of local industries , according to
.
Rothes
Thursday at 2
tional staff , who makes the as- divisions.
-i
the time of the Red Cross swim- , W. E. Morse, WIDA manager .
p.m. SucceedStudents either teach on a full ming program was discussed at Winonans attending sessions
signments, this is another recCleaned by
8 Pounds
ing lectures will
ord year for practice teaching or half-day basis.
a Wabasha County chapter were: Pettersen , Morse , Arnold
P;
be Nov. 14 and
Communities in the program meeting at Beyer's Cafe in Stoa and William
Theurer ,
21 at the same
this q u a r t e r are : Galesville, Hammond last Monday. This is WIDA directors , and Donald
Grace Presbyterian
place and time.
4 practice teachers ; Cochrane- being contemplated because of Stone , Chamber of Commerce
Professional
T I ^%| I
All women of Miss Boyles . Women Hold Retreat Fountain C i t y Consolidated the large attendance from area t manager .
,
¦
9 ^__F mT
Cleaner.
Lake City and the area are inSchool, 1, and Madison , 1, Wis. ; towns and the crowded beach.
Morse said a lighted display
vited to attend by the women Elect New Officers
j La Crescent , 3; Stewartville 1; The bloodrnobile and home ser- unit illustrating effects of inof St. Mark's, who are sponsorThe women of Grace Pres- j Rushford , 3; Austin, 3; Har- vice programs also were dis- dustrial expansion will be
ing her appearance.
, 1; Rochester , 8; Hous- cussed.
I brought to Winona for two
byterian
Church held their an- 1 mony
America'. Largest Selling
¦
1 weeks. The exhibit , prepared
Mrs. Boyles recently made a
, l; St. Charles, 2; Hayfield ,
ton
•
trip to the Holy Land , the Med- nual Personal Christian Com- i 1; Spring Valley , 1; Lake City,
TOILET
TANK BALL
Stick
half
a
dozen
whole
by
the
Department
of
Business
LAUNDRY & CLEANING
iterannean countries and to mitment Retreat recently at the j 4; Red Wing, 3; Blooming Prai- cloves into an onion and add it Development , will be set up al- The efficient Water Master imtantly ttop!
church
and
elected
officers.
Second and Main
the flow of water after each flushing.
Oberarnmergau to see the PasMrs. Fae Griffith led the wor- rie, 3; Chatfield , 1; Spring to the water in which you are ternately . in the lobbies of
sion Play , through contributions ship service, in which members Grove, 1, and Winona.
simmering a smoked tongue. banks here.
75c AT HARDWARE STORES
from women of many denomi- participated in Bible study,
nations , who had heard her lec- prayers and singing.
'
tures.
Mrs. Walter Gilbertson gave ,
Mrs. Boyles by popular de- the meditation. Miss Sandra
mand , has become an almost Wehrenberg, a student at Wi- j
permanent member of the teach- nona State College, was guest
ing .staff for the Episcopal Sum- soloist with Jonelle Millam as
J
mer conference for women and organist accompanist.
'
youth held each year _aLCarle- Mrs. 0. E. Olson gave the
ton College, Northfield. Recent- benediction. Ushers were Mrs . j
ly, the United Churchwomen of Cletus Moore and Mrs. Paul !
Rochester sponsored lectures Johns .
i
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held at the Methodist Church A brief business meeting pre1
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in that city.
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ceded the retreat. Election of
"Biblical persons become as officers for the coming year
filive and up to date as their was held. The new .officers are
modem counterparts, with the Mrs. Elmo Anderson , president ;
same joys, sorrows, hopes and Mrs. William King, vice pres<JL\ V
M / i i it
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Hf ^TSmmmmmr ^Skw^^ammmmmmmWkm ^ ________________ 9?
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fears in her dramatic presenta- ident ; Mrs. Walter Gilbertson ,
tions," is the consensus of secretary, Mrs. Paul Griesel
churchwomen who have heard Sr., treasurer , and Mrs. Philip
her.
Hicks , new nominating committee member.
SPEAKER AT PEPIN
PEPIN , Wis. (Special)-Miss
Greta Wiseman , F r e d e r i c , Husband Receives
Wis., will speak at Pepin Methodist Church Tuesday evening. Suspended Sentence \
Miss Wiseman , a Methodist misPaul J. Rosinski , 50, 1007 E.
sionary nurse, is home on fur- Sanborn St., received a suspendlough from Stutntzbad health ed sentence in municipal court
center in Pakistan.
today after pleading guilty to
a charge of assault.
Judge John D. McGill sen. >^^^>^;:;;j;*^_l'J_li;/ H
_-^^S^v_^\sx
l_______________________H
i
mm
tenced him to pay a fine of
then
days,
or
to
serve
eight
$25
suspended the sentence on con\§Jyj \(7] ^^^w)
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dition that Rosinski is not guilI I
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ty of a similar violation during
EASY TO SHOP the next six months.

WIDA Gets
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In Washington
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He was "arrested by police at
his home at 11:32 p.m. Saturday on a complaint by his wife.

CIRCLE ONE
Circle One of Grace Presbyterian Church will meet Wed- ;
nesday at 2 p.m. at the home of i
Mrs. Elmer Wachs , 226 Market
St.
i
IIAASE ANNIVERSARY
LAKE CITY , Minn. - Mr.
and Mrs. Arnold Zill and family and Mr. and Mrs . Ralph
llaase and family will honor
their parents, Mr . and Mrs. William Haase , on their golden
wedding anniversary Sunday
with open house at the Arnold
Zill home , 002 So. Prairie St.,
Lake City. Hours arc 2 to 4 and
7 to 9 p.m. No cards will be
sent.

VISIT OUR NEW SELF-SERVICE
ART SUPPLY CENTER. SELECT
BRUSHES, PAINTS, PADS AND
OTHER ART MATERIALS.

R. Q. QonA.
-

Want a "different" stuffing
for deviled eggs. Mash the egg
yolks (removed from the halved
hard-cooked eggs) with butter
and Roquefort cheese. Season
to taste and p ile the stuffing
back into the cavities of the egg
whites. Ruffle with n fork and
sprinkle with paprika.
—...
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Dr. K. D. Barcel
Chiropracto r

AT 268 LAFAYETTE
ti n the lonner offices of Dr. Drier)
Uf lllDCa
I
I V U l f t Oa

0#ity Monday-Friday.
* «-m- to 5 p rnPji.m. to 1? Noon Saturdays.
PHONE 3117
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This Is Girdle
Nobody Wants

House of the Week

Expand able Ranch for Leisurely Living

An unusual floor plan , and an]
extremely sensible one in these] H-l Statistics
days of leisurely living, charac- '
A one-story vfcouse with
terizes this attractive home. !
attic
expansion containing
Basically the house is a one- ;
to
five
bedrooms and 3V
up
story model with three bed- ;
rooms. But it contains an open j baths. Basic area is 1,980
attic over the main wing which square feet; screened porch
can be finished off when need- ; adds 250 square feet; gaed. adding two more huge bed- j rage 434 square feet;
expanrooms, a bath , and a large "sit- !
ting area" which can serve as! sion attic 843 square feet.
Overall dimensions are 72
a sewing room , den , or what j
i feet 9 Inches wide by 57
have you.
AN EQUALLY outstanding | feet deep. Contains full
feature is the informal area , a: basement.
nicely arranged combination of
family room and screened porch catcher in the living room. A
which offer more than 500 nice feature in the dining room
square feet for relaxing in any is the shuttered pass-through to
kind of weather.
the kitchen . '
The house- was designed by,
Architect Herman H. York. It is j THE BEDROOM wing is isodesign H-l in the House of the ; lated from any of the noise
; areas. It contains generous
Week series.
York says the trend in today s closet space ( even the linen
housing is toward greater atten- closet is more than five feet
tion to informal areas. - The long ) and there is an extra
family room (or " l e i s u r e closet for the vacuum and othroom," as he calls it) is larger ; er housecleaning paraphernalia.
than the living room. It has The atti c offers the most ecowood panelled walls and a mas- nomical type of expansion area.
sive fireplace and wood box in! It already is roofed, walled and
I insulated, and all that's required
one exposed brick wall.
is the sort of finish work a
BEYONDTT&ongh s 1 id i n g ; handy
husband can do himself .
glass doors, is a modern ver- The H-l study- plan also
sion of an old fashioned screen- ! shows how the attic could be
ed porch — complete with built- ; converted into an apartment
in-barbecue. The porch has a complete with kitchen and
beamed ceiling, exposure on. sitting room.
two sides , and leads to an op- ;
tional outdoor terrace which BASIC LIVING area of the
can be added at a later time. ; house totals 1,980 square feet.
The house offers excellent cir- j The expansion attic would proculation around the kitchen ; vide an additional 843 square
area with its adjoining lavatory \ feet of bonus space. The screenand mud closet. Nearby, in a |ed porch is 250 square feet
separate alcove behind space j and the attached garage 434
saving bl-fold doors, are the square feet.
I Architect York suggests a
clothes washer and dryer.
The formal living and dining ! combination of wood shingles
area are clearly removed from j and vertical boards for the mathe daily living zone , giving ! jor portion of the side walls,
them an air of exclusivity. AI and a touch of stone tor accent
large bay window is the eye- ' in front of the family r»om win-

^PfPfBBOILER REPAIRS

TRADITIONAL GLAMOUR : This expandable ranch contains up to five bedrooms and 31 -. baths when the attic space
over the main wine is comDleted. Wood shingles and vertical

WINONA BOILER & STEEL CO.

Phono 5W5
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S?Sl^7^ Electrical Contracting Co.
Main StPhone 8-1002
Jmt m IL628"L.ICENSEb~
v
BQIiDED ELECTRICIANS"

%ra___W^"

^Hr JUST^B
ITO PUSH ^
I
,;
EXPANSION ATTIC; If
desired, the front bedroom
could be converted into a
living room and a small
kitchen located in the walkin closet area, making the
attic a private apartment.

City Issues
Only $2 875
How to Build , Buy
In Permits

FLOOR PLANS: Main foyer, with slate
floor and wood panelled walls, funnels traffie to three clearly zoned areas: formal , indow and across the garage entry.
The covered loggia and a
cupola atop the garage give the
house a traditional flavor that
will assure its popularity for
years to come.
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( Doors, walls , shelves. Over ;
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• Building?
• Repairing?

• Remodeling?
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(SASH A TRIM
PAINT >

j

"Pole Mirrors"

[
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( Brass rods — adjustable to !
room height.)
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PUTTY KNIVES
GLAZIER POINTS
RAZ0R BLAD E SCRAPERS
"FLEX O-TITE" DOOR

!
i

WEATHER STRIPPING
GLASS CUTTERS

I

AND W,ND0W

WINONA PAINT & GLASS CO.
"Your Ctilcr Carousel Store "

I

Phono 3652

55-57 West Second St.

We Doliver

GEO. KARSTEN

I

! In white nnd gloss colors for

WITH

RETARDO
PRIME AND FINISH
WITH ONE PAINT

jCi^i .

¦' "¦
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Or Sell Your Home

General Contractor
Prion* 7464

_

__—_

,

Nation et ox—Lot 2, Block 12, Bolcom 's
Add. to Winona.
Elmyra V . Draaten et al to Robert
; Scholt-Part "of NW-. ot SW' « of Sec.
13 106-9.
George H. Ferguson et ux to John
Swoninyson et ux -N. 70 It ol the E.
153 It. of Ihe 5. 237 ft . of Ihe 5E> '< of
; the NE' .ol Sec. 14-106-9 .
1
Richard H. Scholt . et al to Gordon F .
Henry et al -Part ol NW"« ol SW'i ol
Sec 13106 9 .
Edward Bronk *t ux to Missionary
Servants ol the Most Holy Trinity—
Part Dt W ' _ of Sec. 19-107 7. •
Henry M. Slebennler et ux to Paul H.
Sicbcruiler 5 E ' » ol $W' < of Sec. 14 and
W 1 . ol NE' » al Sec. 23-108 9 .
, King Gas 8. Fertilizer Co. to Skelly
Oil Co. -Part .
of NWU ol SW' -«, Sec. 13; 106-9.
QUIT CLAIM DEED
'
Ralph W. Winder et ux to Julius Jo:
j seph Wise -Let 5 and E'ly 25 tt. ot Lot
! 6, Block l, Greden & Spelti 's Add . to
| Vi llage ot Rollingstone.
I Julius Joseph Wise et ux 1o RMph W .
I Winder et ux -Lot 5 and E'ly .5 11. of
_, Spelfz 's Add.
j Lot 6, Block 1, Greden
' to Village ol Rollingstone.
Lloyd Martinson et ux to John H.
Neumann N' _ of SW' «, SW'4 of SW'i
and N. 241 ft . of E. 361 ft . of SEU of
SW ' « of Sec 16-106-10.
John II. Neumann to Lloyd Martinson
et ux-N' a of SW' <
SW' i ol SW' < and
N. 241 fl . of E. 361 ft . ot SE' < ot SW' <
ol Sec. 16106 10.
Anna Kukllnskl to Qulrine Kukllnskl Lot 1, Block 4 , of Ea-f lamulll* . ;

PROBATE DEED
Harriet M. Morrison, by representative, to George W Hlnton ct ux lots 7
and 8. niork 80, Village of StncMon .
ASSIGNMENT OF CONTRACT
i
Elmyra V. Rranten et al to Robcrl
,

.

Block 2, E. C. Hamilton's Add. 4 E. C.
Hamilton's Add. No . 2 to Winona.
Emily C. Zastrow , decedent, to Carl
Zastrow et al—Part of SW'/4 of SW' «,
Sec. 5- 107- 10.
PATENT
United Stales lo David Ja c o b s- E' i of
SW ' <, Sec. 31-108-10.
United States .to Robert Pike Jr.--SW ' <
of NWU , Sec . 4 106 6.
United Slates to Thomas J. HoughE 1 j of SWU and NW'i of SW'.
i and SEU
of NWU , Sec. 4-106-6.

¦

Always use cornstarch , rather
than flour , to thicken the gravy
of a Chinese dish. Cornstarch
gives the smooth , glossy and
| clear finish that such a sauce
' or grav y needs.

(iAS-MKED
GAS-FIRED Installations:
Adolph Michalowski , for Paul
iprazkowski, 106 High Forest
St, , 'and August Dorawa , 616 E.
Howard St.; Paul Meier Plumbing & Heating, for Ray Kulasiewicz, 457 Junction St., and Winona Plumbing Co., 1126 E.
Broadway, for themselves.

All Types of Hl]fl [|fl)|i| P»'oducts
• Wnylite Block*
• Chimney Blocks

.•'willed by vibration
cured.

• Soptic Tanks jind Dry Woll»
• Steel Sash Reinforcing

under hydraulic pressure and .strain

1
w*¥ *"Sir
KIIT lllft SOUTHERN STYLE FACING
raCfV a SOLAR SCREEN BLOCKS.

BRICKS and

SS69 Wett Sixth St. - F R E E ESTIMATES - Phon. 9207

Rademacher's
MOORE'S
PAINT PRODUCTS
59 West 2nd St.
Phon« 6151
We Deliver

Kramer & Toye
Plumbing A Hearing
312 E. 3rd St. — Phone: 5388
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WIRING

y

WE'RE MIGHTY
^ PROUD OF OUR
&S.
<^
.R ECORD' .... .

jj
I

M

lMM\

We have a lengthy record of successful electrical installations down through the many years we've been in business
in Winona. . Our reputation is based on a wonderful record
established by Licensed Bonded Electrician s — your guarantee of quality workmanship every .time.

BAUER P
EL

225 East Third Street

Telephone 4578
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FAULTY WIRING
SPELLS F-l-R-E!
IN YOUR HOME OR BUSINESS

WITH LENNOX

i '
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NATION. You can be sure of the ,
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Moore S

Chocolate and orange are extremely compatible flavors . So
to flavor change a batch of
brownies , frost them with an
orange butter icing.

AWY l
ilHHilllH is only as GOOD
as its FOUNDATION
umn <>
you 're ImiUtn. R a house , n
{KB/ ' ( \ f *vi C* WuMher
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Last week was a slow week
for building permits at the city
engineer's office here. Only
four permits were issued and
their valuation was only $2,875.
Tlie 1963 dollar volume now
stands at $4 ,727,370, while last
year at this time the volume
was $2,579,595. Permits for 50
: News.
new
houses have been issued
Kutcher—Lot 7, Block 18, Lakeview Add,
this
year,
Enclosed Is 50 cents for baby blueprints on design H-l.
compared with only i
to Winona.
n
j
Q 22 last year at this time.
. Ella Gaustad to Thomas R. Hunter et Enclosed is SI for "YOUR HOME" booklet
ux—Lot 36, Lakeside Outlots to Winona.
Permits
issued
last
week:
j
[
Lloyd A . Helm et el to Gene Dond- NAME
llnger—W. 26 It. of S. 130 tt. of Lot 13,
Gerald Meier, 1129 W. Mark !
Block 1, O.P. to Lewiston.
STREET
St., $2,500 for remodeling of his I
Elmer B. Stedman to George J. Schleck \
house. Orval Hjlke is the con- '
et ux-NW.i of SW'.
i and SW'.i of NWU,
CITY
STATE
Sec . 32-108-10.
tractor.
'
'
Andrew Janlkowskl et ux to Bruce E.
McNally—Lot 11, Westmoreland Add. to
Theodore
Suchomel,
164
E..
j
»kl-Part ol SW'.iof NE'.i
, Sec. 31-105-10. Scholt—Part of NW'4 of SWU of Sec.
Winona.
3rd St., $200 for remodeling his ;
John Gensmer et ux to James Pasche 13-106-9.
Rita Zbylickl to Dorothy Cisewskl—
garage.
S'ly 30 ft. of Lof 6, Block A7. Hubbard's et ux—NE' .i of Sec. 33-107-9.
,;
FINAL DECREE
Henry C. Jeiewskl to Mark E. Cad'a
Add. to Winona.
George Meier, decedent, to Angelina
Vincent Weaver , 1101 E. Wa- i
Emll D. Prondzlnskl et al to Clifford et ux—E'.2 of Lot 3, Block 5. Hamilton 's
Meier el al—Lot 12, Block 5, Park A
J. Klelsf et ux—Lots 3 and A, Block C; Add. to Winona.
basha St., $150 for installation I
Wendell Fish et ux to John J, Pleln Add . to Winona.
part of Block A, Arcfies Waltonla ; part
|
Oscar c . Tillman, decedent, to Ger- of a new window in his house.
et ux—E' _ of Lot 23, Drew 's, Meads &
of NW'i. Sec . 8-106-8.
trude M. Tillman—Lot 3 and N'ly '. . of
Owl Realty Improvement Co. to Dale Simpson' s lands to Winona.
Mrs.
Lorena
Gierok
,
457
Lot
6,
Block
20,
Lakeview
Add
E.
)
.
to
Edwin N. Lennder et ux to Richard L.
K . Strotmsh et ux—Lot 3, Block 7, WinOzment et ux—Lot 5, Block 27, Hamil- Winona.
cre.t First Add. to Winona.
Wabasha St., $25 for remodeling i
Julia
C.
Kowalewskl , decedent, to
Edward L. Hostettler et ux to Richard ton 's Add. to Winona.
_
Mafy
B.
Kowalewskl-W'l
y ' ot Lot 6, a shed.
Herman Richler et ux to Alfred W .
L. Williamson et ux-E'ly 27 ft. ot Lot

I

(Weatherstrip Putty)

J
j
I
j

formal and sleeping. Note the alternate location for the garage doors ,
-

; . Full study plan information on this architect-designed House
lof the . Week is included in a 50-cent baby blueprint. With it in
Property Transfers I hand you can obtain a contractor's estimate.
In Winona County I You can order also, for $1, a booklet called "YOUR HOME—
|How to Build, Buy or Sell it." Included in it are small reproWARRANTY DEBD
ductions of 16 of the most popular House of the Week issues.
Georg e J. Has. to Robert R. Has. et
Send this coupon to the Daily News or you may purchase
ux—SE' .*, Sec. 5; NEVi of NEVi, Sec . 8;
part of SW/j of SWW , Sec. 4-105-6.
the
plans or the booklet at the information counter at the Daily
^
!
Paul R. McManimon et 'ux to Walter S.

33 of Dre w, Meads & Simpson's lands
and easement over Wly 6 ft . ad|olnlng
said 37 ft.
Charles P. Blesanr et ux to Andrew
T . Buggs—Part of Sec. 13-107-8.
I Edward f . Griesel to Ben Grupa et ux
- E' . of Lot 11 and W ' j of Lot 12, Block
1. E. C. Hamilton 's First Add. and E. C.
Hamilton 's Add. Na. 2 to Winona.
Joseph Klllian et ux to L . A . Sleggle
I - E ' l y < i of Lot U, Block 9, Chute 's
Add to yvinona.
Josephine S. Wise to Gaylord W. Unumann el ux - Part of Lots 6 and 7, Block
36, O P. Winona, and Plumer 's Add. Ic
I Winona.
James 5 Pelowskl lo Peter E. Pelow-

¦
2
SM^ffg ^-:|' "MOR-riTE"

boards with a touch of stone for accent give the exterior a
^
traditional flavor.

STOP
RUST

• Protects oil metal surfoeei
exterior and Interior
• Perfect for ornamental Iron

¦

163-167 West Front Street

Autumn is the time to determine whether your tree is suffering from girdling roots—described as suicidal tendencies
by one tree expert.
It means that one or two
big fleshy roots grow in winding fashion arounfl the stem and
strangle'the tree.
Become suspicious if the lower half of a tree turns color in
the fall before the rest does or
if leaves at the end of some
branches yellow before general
coloration sets in.
The girdling restricts sap
flow. It may be caused by gardeners Who stuff roots m a hole
that is too small in planting.
Sometimes girdling roots may
be seen at the soil line. Often
it may be a few incheaKbelow
the trunk.
Cut away the choking roots
with a chisel, paint the cut
areas with a wound dressing,

then feed the tree to restore
strength.
Trees more likely to girdle in
this fashion are Norway and
swamp maples, elm , oak and
pine.
Marinating stewing beef in
red wine helps to tenderize the
meat and also helps to give
flavor.

We Have a Furnace
For Any Heating Need . . .

*
Makeshift extension wiring is an invitation
to Tire. End this situation by installing adequate wiring. Let us give your home a wiring
check-up, and get our free wire-on-time estimate.

Hul l a d f i U u r y "
122 West Second Street

Phono 5512

"Liconiod Bonded Electricians "

I

WIRING
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* GAS * ELECTRIC * COAL

There is ct difference in the quiet
operation of all Lennox Equipment . . .
so quiet you hardl y know its running!
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DOWNSPOUTS • GUTTERS

• ROOFING •

;

Quality Sheet Metal Works
HAROLD OFENLOCH
761 East Broadway

p norio 5792

Congress Airs
Housing for
Elderly Plans

, Pfifi-CAST FLOORING . . . Suspended
in mid-air and ready to be put in place at
the new junior ate at College of Saint Teresa
Is this lO-ton piece of pre-cast and pre-stressed concrete flooring. Another one is on the
trailer at the left. Each section, 75 feet long
and four to six feet wide , is laid from beam
to beam. Two inches of concrete then is

poured on top of the sections to produce a
level floor. They also act as the ceiling
for each floor of the building.
The pre-cast flooring, manufactured by
an Eau Claire, Wis., firm , is reinforced by
wire and steel cast inside' under tension, The
process is relatively new in the building industry. (Daily News photo)

What's New on Market?
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
What's new on the market?

THE PRODUCT - Plastic
thumb tacks, designed for use
with perforated hardboard.
T H E MANUFACTURER'S
CLAIM — That these plastic
tacks slip into board perforations under thumb pressure
only ; that they will hold securely but snap out easily ; that
they won't rust , bend or break ;
and that they will not mar the
surface of the board.

^rLmm^/S
^

m • Horn* Building W
___
_ | • Cabinet Work
¦|
I • Remodeling
1

LHMBMMMJ

For Complete Personalized
Building Service Contract

BRUCE McNALLY
BUILDING CONTRACTOR
Phone 8-1059
304 Lake Street

THE PRODUCT — A do-it
yourself riveting tool for the fastening of metal, fabric , rubber ,
plastic and other matenah.
T H E MANUFACTURER'S
is
set
CLAJ^l — That the rivet
from one side by placing the
stem in the nosepiece of the
pliers-like tool, inserting the
rivet in the hole of the work
and squeezing the handle; and
that the rivet pulls up the two
pieces of the assembly and fastens them tightly and permanently.
•
•
*
THE PRODUCT - A new
belt dressing to prevent slippage, stops squeaks and increase power on all rubber and
leather belts.
THE
MANUFACTURER'S
CLAIM — That this dressing
will , soften gummed dirt , remove surface glaze and provide greater driving efficiency
for automotive and household
flat and V belts ; and that it
will riot shrink or stiffen the
belts.

crack or warp; that they are
dent-resistant; and that they
can be easily attached to brick ,
aluminum , wood, plaster or
other surface with nailing strips
and aluminum nails , which are
furnished. /
»
* . *
THE PRODUCT - A lightweight 3-inch belt sander designed for ' the home craftsman
and the service tradesman.
T H E MANUFACTURER'S
CLAIM — That this sander has
a "burnout - protected" motor
which will withstand heavy
loads and high temperatures ;
;hat it has a self-tensioning
mechanism for fast and easy
belt changing; and that ' it
comes in two models, one with
a dust pickup and a flat-faced
design for flush sanding against
walls and in corners, the other,
with the dust pickup but even
lighter and more compact.

for making backyard, lawn and
Datio fences.
THE
MANUFACTURER'S
CLAIM — That these panels
are easy to cut-with tins snips
or saw; that all of the six" colors, which are baked on, are
longlasting; and that the panels are available with colors on
one side, white on the other.
THE PRODUCT — Shutters
molded from plastic.
THE
MANUFACTURER'S
CLAIM — That thtfee shutters,
of colonial design, will not rot,

An increase of more than $34
million in total valuation of
building permits during the first
nine months of this year over
the same period one year ago
was shown for the 235 cities
of the Minneapolis Federal Reserve Bank' s^ix-state district.
The valuation during the January to September period this
year is $461,362,787, compared
with $427,148,172 during the
same period one year ago. The
September total of valuation for
the district was $58,987,555.
Building permit valuation in
Winona during the period shows
an increase of more than $2,300,000 over the same period
in 1962. This year 's $4 ,353,207
compares with last year 's $2,013,567.
Valuation totals for 10 Minnesota and Wisconsin cities :

District Building
THE PRODUCT - New aluminum panels with colored Valuation Gains
ribs and redwood framework

POLACHEK jj
ELECTRIC-;
'
;. «

875 W.

HJJB

Howard

«

Phone
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«n«i HEATING ;

Jin..Jep1,

19<3
K.-3.207
7,430,476
10,632.160
5,409,370
6,625,720
1,791,166
2,712,9«7
6,022,728
1,354 ,315
1,702,140

WINONA
Rochester
La Crosse
Enu Claire
ManKato
Albert Lea
Austin
St. Cloud
Red Wing
Owatonna

! EXPERT REPAIRS j{
: & INSTALLATIONS 1

i Ghas. J. Olsen !j
& SONS
1

1»«
H,01_.5<S7
5.353,123
4,3.9,026
12.625.899
3,763,931
1,531.600
1,518,305
4,024 ,544
152,975
2,005,160

Winter Protection Of Climbing Ros«s
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j
Answer I

FRANKFORT , Ky. (AP) Wallace Bramwell , somewhat
of a prankster, has added a new
twist to the old motorists's expression of "get a horse."
He gave his horse a car.
The transfer from Kenneth
Schneider , Lyndon , to Sonny
Boy, the horse, was duly recorded Saturday in the Frank- I
lin County clerk 's office.

State Building
Contracts Jump
In September

F. W. Dodge Corp. reported
that September contracts for
future construction in Minnesota totaled 477,798,000, up 50
percent compared with September 1962.
The cumulative total of construction contracts for the first
nine months of 1963 amounted
to $615,456,000, a 20 percent in*
crease compared with the corresponding 1962 period, according to the Dodge report.
A breakdown of the nine' month total :
1 Nonresidential,
$201,931,000,
j up 25 percent; residential, $246,(AP)BRIDGEPORT , Conn.
A Roman Catholic priest says |402 ,000, up 8 percent, and pubhe urged his parishioners to ! net works and utilities, $167,sign a petition calling for the j. 123,000, up 35 percent.
impeachment of Chief Justice
Earl Warren of the United E. Fenton , pastor of Blessed
States.
. . ' ¦' , . . Sacrament Church , in an interMembers of the John Birch view Sunday.
Society collected more than 600
"They had my approval to
signatures as the parishioners seek signatures. "
¦
¦
left Mass a week ago.
"I am a member of the John
A three-hour stay in the reBirch Society — this is well frigerator , is plenty for a bottle
known ," said the Rev. Frencis of champagne.
¦ ¦
.

.

'

'

¦

friest Approves
Petition Asking
Warren 's Ouster

Advert Isemenl

Science Shrink^Piles
New Way Without Surgery
Stops Itch—Relieves Pain
Nw York , N. Y. .( 'Special ) — For the
first time science has found a new
healing substance with the astoni sh i n g ability to shrink hemorrh ' oids , stop itching, and relieve
pain — without surgery.
In case after case , -while gently
r e l i e v i n g pain , actual red uction
(shrinkage ) took place.
Most amazing of all-results were

j o thorough that sufferers made "
astonishing statements like "Piles
have ceased to be a problem!"
. The secret i> a new healing substance (Bio-D>-ne®)—discovery of
a world-famous research institute.
This substance is now available
in suppos itory or ointment f o r m
under the name Preparation 7f®.
At all drug counters.

_&
There was once a shoemaker who worked very hard
and was very honest; but stillt ho could not earn
enough to live on.

( from "The Elves and the Shoemaker " — Our Children 's
¦ ¦'
Heritage — Volume !.)•

Your Children Will Love to

Some Fireplaces
Hang From Ceilina

LISTEN AND READ
With Storybook Records
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By A. F. SHIRA

How to cover climbing roses for the winter is a question
By AP NEWSFEATURES
Housing for the elderly con- that bothers some gardeners. A climbing rose with many and
tinues to occupy the attention of heavy canes can be quite a problem when it comes to winter
a sizeable segment of Congress. protection . In such a case, a gardener may be tempted to leave
Entirely aside from the gen- it on the trellis unprotected to take its chances against rigors
uine concern for the welfare of of winter.
Before going into the subject of protection , let us consider
those who are getting along in
what
a climbing rose is. This term is given to practically all
years Is the knowledge that the
'"
r~
—
varieties of roses that have i -;
number of voters in the "sen- long
.' done at that time, they should
canes
and
must
have
ior citizens" category keeps in- some kind of^ support to keep
be cut out before the winter
creasing every year.
them from falling to the j covering is applied.
-~ONE PROPOSAL that keeps ground. They can be fastened
popping up in the House Ways to trellises, pillars, or fences. IF IT IS not desired to lay a
and Means Committee would ex- Since they have no means of climber down and cover it , the
empt persons over 65 years of attaching themselves, as do canes can be loosened from the
age from paying capital gains the true climbing plants, the trellis, tied together and wraptaxes on the selling of their term is a misnomer.
ped spirally with strips of buildhomes.
The first of the climbers was ing paper , or burlap. Then they
Certain conditions would be the old Crimson Rambler which can be fastened to the trel.is
attached , but the large majority is still grown, along with white again and a mound of soil heapof home owners in that age arjpa and pink varieties. These roses ed over the base. This is risky.:
which have small flowers in As with other roses, the
would be affected.
Among those supporting the dense clusters bloom only once climbers should be soaked thorprogram are certain builders , a year, in June or early July, oughly so they will go into the
who have been saying for years and on canes that were produc- winter with plenty of moisture
that the capital gains tax keeps ed during the preceding year , in the ground and the mulch
many older persons from selling in other words on one-year-old wetted*down as 'well.
their homes and moving to re- canes.
A word of caution should he
tirement apartments.
given in regard to the handling
,
THEN
there
are
the
largeThis type of retirement housof air rose bushes. A paii o(
ing has been popular with some flowered climbers such as Blaze leather gloves should be worn
old folks who want to be re- which are more or less ever- at all times. And with climbers
lieved of the responsibility of blooming. Next are the climb- a heavy jacket , or coat is deowning their own homes and ing hybrid teas such as Crim- sirable as well.
like the idea of taking it easy son Glory, Peace and others,
and letting someone else do the They have been developed from
chores . The large numbers of seedlings, or have originated as
persons who keep purchasing sports, or mutations , from the
one-family homes in their re- bush types. These roses are not
tirement years make it apparent as hardy in this area as the
that there is a strong opposite ramblers.
Also, to be mentioned are the
viewpoint.
climbing floribundas which have
A COMPARATIVE newcomer originated as seedlings a n d
in the retirement housing field sports from the bush kinds.
is the cooperative" apartment , They are usually more hardy
which has had considerable suc- than the climbing hybrid teas,
cess in Fort Lauderdale , Fla., but less so than the gamblers.
and several other cities. One of And, now , in regard to win:li
the selling points is that the ter protection. The canes of a
participant in a cooperative large-flowered climber such as
By ANDY LANG
apartment house gets most of Blaze, or one of the hybrid tea
AP Newsfeatures
the tax advantages of a home climbers, should be laid on the
owner.
ground , covered with soil to a QUESTION : I have been
The tax advantages also are depth of several inches and then thinking of building a glass
available to the owner of what mulched with leaves, marsh block divider between our living
is- called a condominium apart- hay , or straw. Also, soil should room and dining room , but have
ment. This setup is similar to be well mounded over the base hesitated because I've never had
a cooperative , with the notable of the plant.
too much luck with mortar.
difference that the condominI seem to recall reading someium occupant owns his unit in- IF A PLANT has a number where about glass blocks which
dependently rather than being of large heavy canes, this may can be bolted together instead
become quite a job. To make of using mortar. Is my memory
part ol a corporation .
the task easier, all of the heavy
ONE BUILDER in Lakewood, old canes can be cut off at the correct and, if so, will you tell
N.J., is putting up condominium ground level leaving only a few me something about it?
garden patio homes for persons of the younger and more flex- ANSWER: Yes, there is a
55 years and older. With only ible ones to be laid down and method of bolting glass- blocks
10 per cent of the available land covered. Although this may re- together without mortar. It is for
set aside for housing, there is duce the number of blooms for inside use, which you plan , and
plenty of room for the planned next year , it will tend to re- i not for outdoors.
scenic atod recreational areas. juvenate the plant and make it | In planning the divider , be
__ This and similar villages more vigorous.
sure your measurements are
around the country, plus the We bind the canes of each of ; such that you can fit a certain
continuing concern of legislators our climbers together and lay I number of either 8- or 12-inch
on all levels of government , add them on the ground . The canes blocks within the wooden frameup to more and better housing are held down with crossed J! work . The framework should be
for the middle-aged and the stakes in two or three places j on e-by-6 inch stock, with quarelderly.
before the covering of soil and ter-round molding nailed into
mulch is applied. If several of ; position seven-eighths of an inch
the canes are quite long, we j from the edge of one side of
cut them back ta about six feet. the frame. The rest of the moldSome of the canes may reach !ing is nailed on after the glass
blocks are in place,
a length of 8 or 10 feet.
NEW YORK W-New steel The rambler, roses such as The blocks are set in, placing
j
fireplaces can be installed with the Crimson Rambler are more the specially made bolt assemthe ease and flexibility of li ght hardy than the large-flowered I blv into the comers of the joints.
fixtures.
climbers and may go through a TtnVztssernbly consists of small
They can be hung on a wall , winter without any more protec- aluminum rods and threaded
suspended from the ceiling, or tion than a mound of soil at the plastic rosettes. All that can
stand free , reports Steel Facts, base especially, if protected by be seen are the decorative rospublished by American Iron and a building. However , it is safer ettes. In purchasing the blocks
Steel Institute.
to lay them on the ground and and the bolt assembly , have the
Available in a variety of col- cover-them as sugg«sted above. dealer show you how they work.
ors and finishes , some fire- Since these ramblers bloom on- There is a cheaper way of
places can also be painted to ly on one-year old canes, all of making glass block panels withmatch a particular room color the old ones that flowered the out the use of mortar. It calls
scheme.
past season should be cut off for the use of wooden strips and
Existing chimneys can be at the base and removed. This wedges , but requires considerused for vents, or a new pack- is best done just as soon as they able skill to get the kind of neat
aged steel chimney pan be in- have bloomed off in the early jot ) the bolt assembly technique
stalled.
summer. However, if it was not wilt give you.
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Two ways to buy Standard
Lumber garages . . . 1. complete , ready to drive in, or
.. .2. materials paekaRC only.
Package includes nil lumber
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Build an attractive FAMILY ROOM I
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Just Like Old Times for Vikings
Tarkenton on
Target Rams
Tumble 21-13

TAYLOR . KRAMER HAVE FIELD DAY

Lombardi Speaks Only of Facts
why he was lecturing an official.
I
.;
Lombard i also said the Green
Bay defense was "spotty ," but
on that issue there was debate
by members of the defensive
unit.
The Packers rolled up 248
yards on the. ground, and Taylor got 141 of them on 30 carries as he ran with his power
of old.
'•He 's well again," said. Lombard!:
Taylor explained, saying, "I
felt strong for the first time this
season. I' ve been weak , it was
an. accumulation of troubles—a
knee, a groin muscle and then

MILWAUKEE tfv-Green . ?ay
" Coach Vince Lombardi . whose
defending N a t i o n a l Football
League champions have their
way with victories, speaks
only of facts .
After the Packers had struggled a bit before whi pping the
Pittsburgh Steelers 33-14 Sunday, Lombardi <said:
Fullback Jim' Taylor is well
again and running in his old
style, halfback Tom Moore was
a big help as he returned to action after injuries , reserve
quarterback John Roach will
improve in his starting role,
and defensive back Hank Grernminger will ' be . fined if he tells

i the Giants in the title game a
the ankles. "
Moore , who missed one game year ago but I never kicked
be.cause of rib injuries , carried four in one game until today. "
16 times for 88 yards before re- ; Willie "Wood , who snatched
tiring when the injury began to the ball away from Theron Sapp
bother ' "because of ail that run- to bring about a fumble recoving." Moore, who said he ex- ery that blunted one Steeler
pects to play next week, credit- drive , said he thinks the deed his success to "great holes" fense "has been good, playing
opened by the Packer offensive up to par , in the last four or
line.
• five games. "

M I N N E A P O L I S !^ It was like old times for
the Minnesota Vikings Sunday
as they bounced the Los
Angeles Rams 21-13 to snap a
four-game losing streak in the
National Football League before 33.567 fans in Metropolitan
Stadium.
' Quarterback Fra«—Tarkenton
completed 13 of 19 passes for
148 yards and two touchdowns,
besides scoring once himself on
a four-yard run.

Lombardi's promise of a fine
came when he was asked why
Gremminger had been talking
to an official about a Steeler offensive maneuver and demonstrating it with sort of a gridiron twist. The mystery was Halfback
Tommy
Mason
never solved.
ground out 79 yards op 15 rushes for his best one-game performance of the season.
Ram defenders , Eon Chuy (62) , and :Dave
WRONG KIND OF INTERFERENCE
Both cited the work of the
)
Jones (75) in their NFL game Sunday in
,
back
(22
Minnesota
Vikings'
Vikings' offensive line for their Billy Butler
,
the twin Cities. Vikings ' Chuck Lamson is at
improved showings.
grabs a first quarter punt and starts his
)
"Our line did a real good return until he is trapped by two Los Angeles left . (AP Photofax .
,"
job Tarkenton said. "We finally got a good offense going,
and most of the credit goes to CAGE DRILLS UNDERWAY AT COLLEGES
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS one touchdown as the Packers
the line. On our 71-yard scoring
crushed Pittsburgh 33-14 for
"I can cut and swing now ," their seventh straight victory.
drive in the third quarter we
gaid Green Bay 's Jim Taylor.
made the third-down plays.
You 've got to have those if
And with Taylor cutting The victory kept the Packers .
loss
was
an
opening
you
Ye going to sustain anywhose
only
through the line, the Packers
thing;"
game defeat by Chicago, tied
are cutting through the opposi- with the Bears for the Western
Mason concurred.
tion and heading for a possible Division lead, both at 7-1. The
"The blocking was very good
shot at an unprecedented third Bears again made the most of a
today." he said. "We ran our
; sweeps better than we have all
consecutive National Football ti ght defense and ball control
! year. I ran better than I have
and downed Baltimore IT-7.
League championship.
we 're in for a real good year. may be our biggest question
By GARY EVANS
which
suffered
its
Cleveland,
all year , particularly in the
Taylor , regaining his strength
That was Redmen coach Ken mark. In the past several years,
;
second half. My knee was feelDaily News Sports Editor
after a hepatitis siege and in- first loss last week , bounced
Wiltgen speaking of his team 's we've been inexperienced and
!
ing
decent
for
a
change."
back
with
a
23-17
victory
over
juries to his knee, groin and
seems chances for improvement. Wilt- our offense has been designed
Mason , who swept left end Although the weather
ankles, had his best day of the Philadelphia built on Jim
in gen began putting his varsity to get the inside shots."
the
grid
season
footballish
,
for 24 yards once and again
season Sunday, barreling for 141 Brown 's 223-yard rushing output
Winona
is
oyer
for
another
year.
Wiltgen feels that Augsburg
through drills this afternopo.
raced 10 yards around left end ,
yards in 30 carries and scoring and three field goals by veteran
wasrTt too concerned about per- Already it's time to start look- The returning lettermen are and Duluth are the teams in the
Lou Groza. The Browns are one
sonal accomplishments , how- ing ahead to the start of the Tom Hall , 6-3 senior forward MIAC to beat and rates Congame ahead of New York .
and the team 's captain; Al Wil- cordia as a dark horse candi; ever. "We won and that' s the : basketball campaign.
The Giants rode Y.A. Tittle 's
!
Among
the
people
anxious
for
liams , 6-2 senior guard ; Dermy date.
[
thing,"
he
added.
"It
main
was
touchdow_ij_Dasses
to
a
38-21
four
WINONA STATE
a satisf ying game: it' s a start I the beginning of the cage sea- Bergman , 6-5 senior forwardwalloping of St. -louis, Detroit 's
son are Winona State coach Bob center; Jim Rockers , 6-7 junior
"We've got a real tough seain
the
right
direction
after
how
four
Earl
Morrall
passed
for
m m
m m m
'Campbell and St. Mary 's men- center; George V'a laika , 6-5 }Us son ahead , but we should get a
much we 've lost. "
scores in a 45-7 walloping of San
tor Ken Wiltgen.
nior forward-center; Mike Ma- lot better drive irom all our
Francisco, Don Meredith conI It was Tarkenton who got the
Both are optimistic for im- loney , 6-4 junior guard: Jim players. ".
nected for four playoff pitches.
| wobbly Viking offense moving ; proved seasons and both .are Clarkin , 5-11 junior guard and ThaHvis Winona
Dallas drubbed Washington 35- .
State 's Bob
; in the third quarter after the |j promising exciting styles ' of Roger Pytlewski , 6-6 sophomore
"
Campbell , who admits that ,
20 and Minnesota defeated Los. .
I
Rarns had fashioned a 10-7 half- ; Play.
forward.
maybe he 's unduly optimistic at
Angeles 21-13 on two second half
ij
,
time
lead.
(45)
Detroit
Lions'
j St. Mary 's rolled to a 15-11 "We've got some good fresh- th is early dale.
,
LEWIS EXPRESS . . . Dan Lewis
touchdown strikes j by Fran
;
He directed Minnesota on a
Tarkenton. ~~~~^~^^
halfback , follows big Bob Whitlow (51) as he breaks for a : 71-yard. 12-play scoring march record and a fourth-place finish men to go with those boys," "Every year I' m optimistic, "
j
gain in the third quarter of the game with. ,.San^__fwith the second-half kickoff. I in the MIAC a year ago. Winona stated Wiltgen . "but we aren 't smiled Campbell. ' But we ap?
The Steelers bolted into a. 7-0 six-yard
"
~Kezar Stadium. Lewis and his team- The payoff was a 10-yard touch- j; State wound up 8-1.1 and last in certain that we'll use them with pear to be in top shape for this
Monday. November 4, 1963
lead against the " Packers with Francisco Sunday at
States College the varisily.
early time. We 're running real t
WINONA DAILY NEWS 12 only 11 seconds gone as Gary mates had an easy time with the 49ers, winning .5-7. (AP., down pass to Jerry Reichow ij the then Northern
( now NIC).
¦
I
Conference
"Basically,
we
got
good
¦
've
¦
well.
We should be a good learn
'
" "--that shoved the Vikings in front ;
Ballman returned the opening Photofax) .
ST. MART'S
heigh t , ample experience and lo watch. "
; for good at 14-10.
kickoff 93 vards and Dick Hoak : . ' With eight lettermen com- depth and speed .'' said the
The last statement was made
| Less .than a minute later , the ' ing back we 'd like to think coach. "Our outside shooting in reference to
cracked two yards forr a touch- k
tm hew fastNETTERS
TOPPLE
INDIA
Vikings scored again. Rookie i
down. But it was all Green Bay ; *
break attack Campbell will usa
"
back
Karl
Kassulke
dropped
onj
,
after that. Three of. Jerry
this years because of the WarBen Wilson's fumble at the Los ' OPPORTUNITIES CUT IN HALF
Kramer 's four field goals gave ]
riors ' lack of height.
Angeles
27-yard
line.
It
took
*
the Packers a 9-7 halftime lead !
Campbell has four lettermen
"Tarkenton only one play to lo- j
before Taylor plunged one ]]
around which to build. ReturnFlatley
in
the
end
cate
Paul
for a third period touchdown
ing are Lyle Papenfuss, 6-5 seI zone tor the touchdown and a
ATLANTA (AP) — Saturday that put it out of reach .
hier center and the squad cap21-10
lead.
j
was the day of the field goal in The Bears scored their first ;
tain ; Jack Kelly, 6-2 guard ;
j
Los
Angeles
added
a
40-yard
Southeastern Conference foot- touchdown when Billy Wade
Gary Peterson , 6-0 forward , and
field
goal
by
Danny
Villanueva
j
ball with one kicker shattering plunged one yard after connect- j
Mark Dilley, 5-8 guard .
,
but
never
in
the
fourth
quarter
a national record , another tying ing with Joe Marconi on a 63- '
Top prospects include a
the old record and still another yard pass play. Joe Fortunato 's BOMBAY , India (AP)-Wim- quitting time before McKinley mustered much of a touchdown
transfer from Luther, a twoway.
threat
the
rest
of
the
challenging the former mark . interception of a Johnny Unitas bledon
champion Chuck Mc- could wear down Krishnan.
D
year letterman transfer from
The ' record was the NCAA pass led to Chicago 's clincher , Kinley
scored a 10-8, .6-8. 6-2, The U.S. team sewed up the The teams had traded rapidf
MINNEAPOLIS (AP)-If any- but we just couldn 't sustain it. ; Wayne ( Neb ) . State and a 5-8
career field goal mark set by a 16-yard flip from Wade to 1-6,
6-0 victory overr r India ' s inter-zone final against India fire touchdowns in the first ! one can explain why a football
i
"We just played a poor game I freshman who starred in a stata
Ed Dyas of Auburn in 1960. Rick Casares. Lenny Moore Ramanthan
j?
Krishnan today to Sunday when Chuck McKinley quarter. The Vikings ' Don Hultz ! team suddenly starts making so and got beaf^AH departments , tournament.
When Dyas graduated from Au- scored for the Colts on a 25-yard give
_>
the United States a 5-0 and Dennis Ralston , a pair of recovered a Roman ... Gabriel ' many mistakes its offensive ef- I thought , were pretty bad. We ; Dave Goedc, who hails from
burn he had 17 three-pointers to run.
ssweep in the interzone Davis collegians, beat Premjit Lall fumble at the Ram 4-yard line forts are obliterated in confus- didn 't take advantage of ihe op- Houston , Minn., is the transfer
his credit.
Cup tennis finals.
and Jaidip Mukerjea in doubles and Tarkenton carried over; on sion , Minnesota Coach Murray portunities when we got them , j from Wayne State Goedc; a 5-8
Brown started the Browns
Lolhridge ,
Billy
Georgia rolling with a 62-yard touch- ln the other singles match , 6-8, 6-3, 12-10, 6-4.
a rollout to the left. On the^fi- j Warmath would like to talk to and later on we gave the oppor- ( "guard , is play ing the point on
,
Riessen of Evanston , McKinley
tunities away. "
; offense. Dave Rosenow is the
^ Tech's 21-year-old , do-it-all down run in the first quarter , Martin
,
previously
had suing kickoff , the Rams ' Carver ' him.
quarterback , tied Dyas' record then spent the rest of the game 111., subbing for Dennis Ralston , beaten Lall and Ralston had Shannon romped 9!) yards to
"We 've just simply fumbled
i transfer from Luther and at 6-4
and beat it on the same day, setting up Groza field goals. won over Premjit Lall 6-3, 2-6, won over India ' i\T o. .1 ace, deadlock things at 7-7.
the ball in our last three games
' could be the key to some re.
's
..
*
6-0 , 6-1.
6
and then added to his own recbounding woes. Dave Kfeisner,
Ramanathan Krishnan, in the Villanueva 's 47-yard field goal to our utter consternation , "
Grofea
connected
from
9,
22
and
Ralston , who teamed with
ord with still another field goal. 34 yards
near the end of the first period Warmath said in the gloom of
every
Minnesota
basketball
out. Brown brought his McKinley in clinching the ser- opening singles Saturday.
staked the Rams to their 10-7 the Gopher dressing room SaturWhile Lotfindge was setting a league-leading rushing total to ^'¦
fan 's hero a year ago, starred
With
a
3-0
lead
in
the
best-offield goal record , the man who 1,194-333 yards short of his 1958 ies
for Cloquet which placed secday following the 24-6 defeat by
' on Sunday, turned up with fivc match series , the final two halftime lead.
M innesot a Coach Norm Vaiv Indiana in a mild upset.
Training for the Golden ond in last year 's state tournareplaced Dyas as Auburn ' s record—and surpassed the 1,000- a hlistcred racked hand .
singles
today
became
mere
for1
Brocklin said the Vikings were
The final match had to be
Glove boxing program will be- ment.
place kicking specialist , 22-year- yard mark for the fifth time in
mality. Ralston played Lall and able to open up in the third
"We
don
beyond
't
know
why
we're
continued
the
scheduled
gin Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. at
old Woody Woodall , was tying his seven-year career.
Darrell Schuster , a 6-:t soph°
McKinley met Krishnan.
quarter because they noted the i doing it ." Warmath continued. the Catholic Recreation Cen- omore from Dodge Center , is
the old one in the J9-0 victory
Tittle struck for more touchover Florida.
The Americans took off Im- manner in which the Los Ange- i "We can 't seem to snap il. We ter.
also a top prospect , but will
down passes against the Cardi- %
mediately afterward for Aus- le.s defensive tackles were ha ve been embarrassed by it. I
The program is open to ev- miss the first ga^ me against
Still another assault was nals than the St. Louis defense |
'
made on the record Saturday had allowed in seven previous
tralia where they will meet the charging. "They were using an don"'t know what we re going to eryone. Jim Mullen will be in Stevens Point here Dec. 2 be,
tackles
their
"
do.
outside
rush
by
by Alabama ' s 2 1-year-old place- games. Three came in tmfseccup-holding Australians in the
charge , assisted by John Bell cause of scholastic reasons. Pet*
Challenge Round al Adelaide Van Brocklin said, "so we The Gophers surrendered the and Joe Ives. All equipment erson also M ill 'be ', unavailabl
ekicker Tim Davis. He boote 'd ond period as he connected with' *
¦
for the first lest. - '' ' ¦'
Dec. 26-28. Thcy 'll-probably play started running up the middle hall six times Saturday, three will he supplied.
one 43 yards in the first quarter Frank Gifford on a 41-yarder more, and this took away some times orT*teeUJiiijible.s and three
of the Crimson Tide ' s 20-19 .vic- and hit Aaron Thomas with 38
' s YMCA swimming in R coup le of preliminary tour- of the effectiveness of their pass times on pass interceptions.
V/inon
a
naments.
tory over Mississippi Slate , and and one yarders . A 40-yard TD . .
"
Two of the fumbles contributed
added his dfith , a 21-yarder . with strike to Del Shofner rounded team pounded out victories over The United States has won the rush.
Brocklin credited the Vik- to Hoosier touchdowns.
Mankato
in
four
of
five
departVan
^„
30 seconds left in the first half. out his performance.
cup
only
twice
since
1950,
both
ments Saturday to take a 220ing defense for "a real good job.
"Look at it this way, " Wartimes in major upsets , in 1954 They had to work the enTH victory.
math
said. "You fiflurc you get
and
195R.
They
have
been
shut
Winona 's cadets won 43-3, the
tire first half , and they held the the ball from 11 to 13 times a
out
of
the
challenge
round
the
,
to
just
a
field
actually
Midgets took a 62 14 verdict
Rams
game on offense . If you give it
goal -- if you take away that away six of those times , you cut
tlie Preps triumphed 57-'J0, the last three years.
.Juniors won 50-9, The only dekickoff return. "
in half your opportunities to
I The Vikings dumped Gabriel score.
partment in which Mankato
could gain a victory was in the
for f>5 yards lost passing, and
"ln addition , you also figure
intermediate class by a score
i the L. A. quarterback managed
/ HOME
to complete only 16 of 3fc passes, if you give the ball away by
of :t0.B.
/ TAX **
punting y o u should average
¦
Winon a winners were :
REPAIRS
close to 40 yards a kick. When
CADET
Decidedly , 1 9 G 2
Kentucky you lose the ball the way we did
lO-Y ird F-oe»lyle~Allen -. 11.0) .O y«rd
VCA
Bi/ttsrfly—Murphy :17.1; .0-y»rd HackDerby winner , was the top mon- Saturday it' s like giving the op*
NEEDS
stroke— Baumann :33.<; jo ynrd BrmiMPAYMENTS
ey winner during Monmouth ponent about 240 yards.
NFL
ilrnke-Allen :32.4; t o y a r d Frttityl. Ra1
iny—Winona
(P«t*r»on , AM«n , B«rndl,
'' Park' s 1%3 season . He earned
EASTERN DIVISION
if MEDICAL
Murphy) 1:01.2 ,
W ' . T . Pet
i $72. :i4.V
*'\V r moved the hull nil right,
MIDGET
¦
V
Clrveland
7
1 « .vi
Lombardi said that Roach,
who completed 7 of 17 passes
for 151 yards, called a good
game "and will ' get . better .'"
Kramer , the Packer scoring
leader with 15 points , said Sunday was "my biggest day. I
kicked three field goals against

Taylor, Packers Win 33-14

Redmen,^W.qtr i ors^See
Good Things to Come

^^^

WmmW^ M
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Field Goal
Mark Shattered

Kelleher: U.S.
Can Win Cup I

Watmath Can t
Explain Bobbles

Golden Gloves to
Begin Wednesday

YMCA Swimmers
Swamp Mankato
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COVER ALL [ y our bills

Give Us Time lo Do the Job Right!

!

CASH and CARRY \}

to yard Madley Relay—Winona (Hoyl ,
Woodworln, Marlln, Taylor) 1:03.0; 10yard Fre«ityl'—Bauman : 13.0; 10 yard
Individual M.dlty-Hoyl 1 : 1)4 ; 30-yard
Bolle rlly—Reed :U.«i 40-yard Freestyle
— Taylor :_ 7.8; .0 yard Backstroke Taylor
15 8;
30 yard Breaititroke -Hoyt
:)5 »; at yard Freestyle Relay—Winona
(Taylor , Hoyl, SlarlcKa , Marlln) ,JS 0 .
PREP
UOyard Medley Rt lay— Winona IRobinson, Burmeuler, Stephenson, Streater)
3:03 j , 40 yard Freestyle McCuire :3_, I;
to yard Individual Medley — strealrr
1:0; .
:
; 40-yard Butterfly -Robinson :.a.»;
100 yard Freestyle--Slrealer
1:IJ J, 40
yard Hackslroke—Slevrrt ,31.4i 40 yard
Breaslslroke -Stcphenson :3M; UO yard
FreeslyH Relay—Winona (Slovers, Burmeistcr , McGulre. Robimonl 1:51 1.
JUNIOR
UOyard Medley R«lay—Winona (Slev
eri , Sfrcater , Hammer, I
I . Slevers)
1:41 3; l-O yard Individual Mudlcy Slcveri 3:08.0; 100 yard Freestyle Slrral.r
100 y*r<f
l.- IO.S;
BacMlroke r,trealrr
1:74 4;
I.O ymcl
tli oul^lrolifs -Hummer
1 : 3 3 0 , Ia0 yard F ic rslyle Rally—Wlno .
na (Hammer, R Sivvers , 0. Slevers , W.
Slreatfi ) 1:36 V
INTERMEDIAL
40 ynd Freestyle- D. Slevers :33 .2.

Wmlm/in « >' imr ,,-T i-i

more than jusl putting in
| anli free/e . A proper job
5
consist s of a thorough »xanimation of hoses , ropl.-i c¦
¦
ZeiGX* gal
$ 1 .69 j
tlu> thermostat if m>rrsinf!
I
'
ANTl' rRtEZt

Hi Purity, gal. $ 1.39 I

I
> 6 cylinder cars , anti-freei.
;! installed for only SI.00; B
!; cylinder cars , 51.50 (plus
|; nnti freeie and replacement
/ P«r1i).

I

j
j
j
j
j

sary and a complete flush -

inn of the entire moling
SV s|eiii. THIS ALL TAKKS
TIMM! 'Dint is why we say
"\\|NTF,KI/.
K NOW" lief,ir(, (lie rush and enjoy a
worry-fr ee winter .
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In tlieir 2-1 clinching World
Series victory, the Dodgers got
only four men on base nnd none
was left . The first two runners
were erased on early double
plays.

Pro Football
Standings
L

3
0
Now York
*
J
1 0
St. Loilii
j
I
Pittsburgh
4
Philadelphia
3
5
1
. ..
Washington
3
4
0
Dlllai
3
4
0
W E S T E R N CON FSRENCB
GREEN B A Y
7
I 0
CMcaqo
7
1 0
Dulroil
4
4
0
MINNESOTA
3
5
0
Bt ltlmore
3
1 0
LOi AnfKlei
7
4
0
Sin Francisco
1 7
0
SUNDAY'S RESULTS
Chicago 17, Baltimore 3
Cleveland 33, Philadelphia W.
Detroit 45, San Francisco 7,
MINNESOTA 31, Los Angeles 11.
New York 1, St. Louis n
GKtEN B A Y 33, Pittsburgh 14 .
Dallas 33, Washington It.

.HO
.431
.571
.jet
.250
,350

,|7J
.175
,500
J7J
.37S
,350
,m

ILLS

i

;

f WELL ISEE YOU ]
FlNALLy SWITCHED
TO COPENHAGEN.

I— r

¦» p1

y\
f RIGHT. l/l\
X'
K/I\II
I

f-n-—»

/ 1 rrW__Mbffilirofa

^_____K/

f

IVE TRIED 'E.A AI.I.AND NOTHING
SATISFIES ME BETTER. .

S/

KNOW. REAV TOBACCO
_^_^_ . TASTE AND LIFT\ \l

_______lllfe\ THAT'S " C0PE "-

^^^V/ VI r ii J-vS^i^ iST
^

AFL

EASTERN

DIVISION
W . L, T.
Bolton
5
4
0
1 4
0
Mouston
nulfalln
4
4
I
Niw York
1 4
I
W E S T E R N DIVISION
Sin Dleqo
4
3
0
Oakland
5
4
0
j
I
Dtnver
3
3
5
I
Kinsai City
FRIDAY'S R E S U L T
Boston 45, Houston 3.
SATURDAY'S RESULT
fan Dleqo S3, New Y01 k 7
SUNDAY'S RESULTS
Buffalo 30 , Oa nver 11
Oakland 10, Kansas Clly /.

Prl
55.514
.500
43f
.750
.554
.1(4
,314

LARGER LOAN
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$100 TO $2,500 OR MORE

When your family need, a porsonal loan, obtain one l_ ug«
I snougli to tolve your money problem , not add to It. |n
on*
convenient transaction "a larger loan" (rom Minnesota Loan and
Thrift can cover all your bllli -r reduce present payments at
much as 50% or more and give you extra cash too , if necessary I
Get the advantage of only one plnce to pay — one payment a
month that will leave you more money from o/icli pny check
for current expenses and possible emergencies . See or call Minnesota Loan and Thrift today for further information .

MINNESOTA LOAN

m^W^mB&^jMm
A PINCH
-DATED IJM
m jj fi lljM wW^y TRY
O^ REAL
mm 5
FOR ^ 9W^L m
%
mmmm
FRESHNESS^^^SH^^ ^TOBACCO TASTB

APPLIANCES

AND THRIFT COMPANY

166 Walnut (Between Third and Fourth)

Phone 8-Wt
Open Friday 'til 8, Saturday 'til Noon

Buffalo Back
On Road to
AFL Title

Geiberger Cops
Almaden Open
Despite Rumors

WWBA Tourney
Goes to Westgate

DENNIS JHE MENACE

The flWinona Women's Bowling Association Tournament
will be held at Westgate. Bowl
beginning Jan. 25. That was
decided by vote at the Association meeting of league
presidents and secretaries at
the American - Legion Club
By DICK BARNES
SAN JOSE, Calif. (AP ) - i Saturday.
"Every time you hear a rumor
on a golf course, forget it ," advises Al Geiberger.
While his own game slumped
during the final round of the
$25,000 Almaden Open, rumors
flew around Al's ears how his
four-stroke lead had disintegrated. He double-bogied the
14th hole and bogied the 17th.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
, Rookie quarterback Daryle
Lamonica, who's had difficulty
keeping his car on the right
path, steered Buffalo back on
the road toward the Eastern Division title in the American
Football League the first time
they let him at the wheel.

'Big Dipper ' in
Stride, Hits 55
| Against Lakers

Pressed into service when
starter Jackie Kemp was injured in the second quarter Sunday, Lamonica connected with
Glenn Bass on a 74-yard touchdown pass in the third quarter
before hitting Cookie Gilchrist
with a 35-yarder that clinched
the Bills' 30-28 victory over Denver.
Lamonica, who two weeks ago
escaped serious injury in an 'auto accident , wound up the day
with nine . completions in 17 attempts for 211 yards in his first •
chance at running the club for
any appreciable length of time.
The victory boosted the Bills'
record to 4-4-1 and pushed them
back into the struggle for Eastern honors. Boston and Houston
are tied for the top spot with 5-4
records following the Patriots'
walloping of the Oilers Friday
night. New York is last , but still
in contention , at 3-4-1.

"I thought I'd blown the whole
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
thing, " Geiberger said.
But coming from the final 7 "The Big Dipper" is finding
fairway the former University the range again in the National
WINHAWKS SENIORS . . .'. These 17 Wi- row : Rolf Ohnstad , Byron Bohnen, Jim Streatof Southern California star got
nona High seniors played their final prep
er , Bill Ahrens, Pete Woodwprth, Jim Kasten, the right word. He needed a Basketball Association.
Which means Wilt ChamberJohn Duel, Terry Korrup, Frank Gerth and birdie to win.
football game of their career in a losing
ig tossing those baskets in
lain
Roger Allen. Winona State also ended its
cause Friday night when the Winhawks drop^,
"I .sure don't know how I got
as
of
yore for the San Francisco
grid season with a 16 8 victory over Platte- it ,", Geiberger recalled. But he
ped a 45-12 decision to Albert Lea. They are,
^
7
ville (Wis. ) State Saturday. (Daily News7 planted a No. 4 iron shot four j Warriors .
first row (left to right): Jim Kahl, Steve
feet from the pin. After long Big Wilt set all kinds of scorSports Photo).
Kohner , Cliff Vierus, Pat Boland , Gary Gradeliberation he holed the birdie ing records in the NBA two
bow, Greg Gerlach, and Jeff Gepner. Second
putt and beat amateur Dick Lotz years ago with more than 4,000
'8uTALL I WWr 15 A PtSCB OF QI&D IrVrflfA LtUll P#WUT
and veteran Dutch Harrison by ( points and an average of 50
- ' jeny. AKTA FEW RAISINS .,.... *
points
plus.
He
slipped
6um* w rr.
I
into the
a stroke and won $3,500.
!
40-plus
average last year and
Geiberger managed only i 3737—74 on his final round oyer the first weekly scoring statisthe 7,045-yard, par 3B-36--72 AI- ; tics this season had his average
rhaden Golf and Country Club down to 25.5.
course.
But Wilt showed he hasn't lost
the old touch by flipping in 55
Loti and Harrison, mean- points Saturday night
as the
while, fired 69s after startmg Warriors whipped the Los Anthe day six strokes off the pace. geles Lakers 118-99 and replaced
Jay Hebert , four back when the the Lakers in second place in
The Jets were overwhelmed
round began , challenged Gei- the Western Division. Wilt
53-7 by the Western Division
leading San Diego Saturday By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS Duffy Daugherty was given a at least the next five years. berger early in the day but scored 23 baskets and converted
It's happy time in East Lans- vote of confidence as the Michi- s There had been rumors Duffy wound up at 72 and 279.
night as veteran quarterback
nine of 15 free throws.
Mich, these days with the gan State coach a week ago ! was heading for Notre Dame.
ing,
Geiberger had carded 69-67-67
Tobin Rote put on an outstandi
Most of the league's weekend
Friday.
John
Hannah
,
president
;
town
folks
and
Michigan
State
ing one-man show for the
The very next day nnranked the first three days.
activity
occurred
Saturday
said
the
uniof
Michigan
State,
students
joining
in
"California
,
Chargers, completing 21 of 29
Michigan State knocked off
; night. In the other games that
versity
board
of
trustees
Here
We
Come."
in;
passes for 369 yards and three
ninth-ranked Northwestern 15-7.
, night the unbeaten Boston
touchdowns while plunging a This pleasant situation for the an unprecedented move had Last Saturday, State walloped
¦j Celtics won their sixth straight
"for
;
Spartan
rooters
developed
after
ledged
to
keep
Daugherty
p
yard for another score.
eighth-ranked Wisconsin 30-13.
] with a 117-109 decision over DeThe Chargers, 6-2, lead the
The Spartans now are tied with
troit; the St. Louis Hawks, the
West by IVfe games over the SPOR TS STANDINGS
second-ranked Illinois and Ohio
Western Division leaders, won
Oakland Raiders, who brought
State, now No. 9, for the lead in
their fifth straight , 128-99 over
their record to 5-4 by edging
the Big Ten Conference and By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS; Philadelphia and the New York
NHL
Kansas City 10-7 on a league
W. U. T. t>T OF GA
very much in the running for
, 105
record 85-yard punt return by ChJcasa . . 7 1 I M 34' is
Gordie Howe is having as[ ' ¦ yie Rose Bowl.
Montreal . . . . .. S 1 1 U
3; 30
Oscar Robertson , the Big O,
Claude Gibson in . the fourth, ""Toronto
\. 1 4
0 10
27 JJ
's climb back much trouble breaking the Na-, led the Cincinnati Royals to a
Michigan
State
Detroit
4
t
T t
25 33
quarter.
all-time
MINNEAPOLIS W)^-The Min- j into the limelight was one of the tional Hockey League's he did[ 95-93 victory over Philadelphia
t o
a
U 12
New York
.. . . 4
goal-scoring record as
Boaton
2
7
1 I
17 '11
features
on
college
football's
! at Dayton , Ohio, in the only
nesota Twins said Saturday they i
SATURDAY'S R6SULT1
first November Saturday. The tying it,
Chicago 3, Toronto 0.
game scheduled Sunday
s
Goal
No.
545
eluded
Detroit'
have
signed
a
working
agreeMonlnal j, Detroit 1.
j mighty Texas Longhorns, No. 1
SUNDAY'S RESULTS
ment for next season with the j in the Associated Press poll and star winger again Sunday night
Mohtraa l t, New York 3.
Wings lost to the Bostoni Wayne Causey, Kansas City
Boston 4, Detroit V. ¦'
Atlanta baseball club in the j one of the three remaining un- as.the
Bruins
.4-1.
Howe also was shut; shortstop who led the American
beaten and untied major teams,
NBA
International League.
¦ '*'
j made it seven straight with a out Saturday night as the Wingsi League hitters in mid-season,
¦
AST8RN DIVISION
Atlanta , working with the St. j 17-12 Victory over Southern lost to the Montreal Canadiens' finished with a .280 average,
. . AtF(?eD.' YOU'RE INHALING AGAIN .
W. L. f»c». OB
Boiton
< 0 l.eno
5-1.
Louis Cardinals last season , re- |Methodist.
high on his team.
CinclnniH . . . . . . . . .
t 4 .Mt 2
places Dallas-Ft. Worth in the
Howe, who went several
Only four leagues were In ac- New York
1 4 .333 4'/ _
Philadelphia
J
Pacific Coast League for . the ; The victory strengthened Tex- weeks before he managed to tie
< .250 s
tion over the weekend in WiWESTERN DIVISION
Twins.'The Twins said they are ; as' hopes of landing a spot in Maurice Richard 's all-time goal
nona bowling.
St. Loull
< 2 .750
San
.... . . 4 2 .4(7 1
Francltc*
shifting 35 players from Dallas j the Cotton Bowl. The Longhorns scoring record of 544, managed
In the Kings and Queens cirLot Anselei
4 3 .371 VA
to Atlanta.
cuit at Westgate Bowl, Eddie Balrlmara
j can virtually sew up the bid this to get off only two shots on the
1 ( .310 4
1 S .167
4
The Twins did not name a week by beating Baylor , with its Boston net because of Leo BoiDrwall hit 513, and Ralph Detroit
RESULTS
manager , but said Atlanta pilot . passing star Don Trull, in vin's close checks.
Hardtke nailed 216, both for BoitonSATURDAY'S
117, Detroit 10J.
Harry Walker of the Cardinals ( a vital Southwest Conference After their victory on home
Deuces Wild. Viola Overl and New York 123, Baltimore 105.
THE MAKERS OF THE FAMOUS DUAL 90
Francisco 118, Los Angeles ff.
organization would not stay with struggle. Baylor remained tied ice Saturday, the Canadiens intopped the women with 165— San
St. Louis 128, Philadelphia «i. .
the club. Jack McKeon man- ' with Texas in the SWC by vaded New York and beat the
SUNDAY'S RESULTS
464 for Double O's. C. and Sers
aged Dallas-Ft. Worth last sea- i thumping Texas Christian 32-13. R angers 5-3 in Sunday's other
OFFER YOU THIS SNOW JIRE . SPECIAL . . .
clipped 2,014, and 8-Balls rap- Cincinnati «, Philadelphia 93.
son and Vancouver , for the ' Fifth-r anked Auburn and un- scheduled NHL game. The vicped 718.
¦! ranked Princeton , the other ma- tory moved Montreal into a tie
Twins the previous year.
Rich Mohan slammed 521 for
®
Reiter-Mohan to pace keglers in
jor teams with perfect slates, for second with the Toronto Mathe Guys & Dolls loop at Westeach won their sixth straight. ple Leafs, who lost to first-place
gate. Tony Lubinski rapped 206
Princeton, headed for the Ivy Chicago 2-0 Saturday.
for Sundown Motel , while Leona
League title , whomped Brown
Lubinski was socking 198—506. By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
34-13 while Auburn , tied with
LAKESIDB
Fenske-Cisewski had high team Northwestern of Watertown
Mississippi for the lead in the
Westgate
Pslntt
scores with 736—2,132.
downed Lakeland 33-12 Satur- Willy
Southeastern Conference , beat
's Bar
M .i
,. 15
'Over at Hai-Rod Lanes, the day and captured its first Gate- Kiln. Eleclric
Florida 19-6. This week PrincePrinting Co
7.3
Senior High Boys and Girls way Conference, football cham- Winona
ton plays at Harvard and AuDutchman'i Corner
32', _
leagues were in action.
pionship since 11955.
Jl
Emil' s Menswear
burn battles Mississippi State at By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
, . . . , . 30 (
Jen ' Tavern
Pat Hopf rifled 503 to lead
Jackson , Miss.
¦ i»
Carroll blew a chance for the Djla*'a Shell
Whitewater scored three times
Ode's to 662—1,958 in the Boys' College Conference of Illinois Bob' * 4-Mlle
H
in the second period and down,
Sprlngdale
Dairy
M
Once-tied
Illinois
No.
2
in
the
circuit. Ken Aune hit 191 for title by losing to Carthage 7-6. L-Cov . No. .
IB
AP poll , remained unbeaten ed La Crosse 28-20 Saturday
Finks.
17
St. Norbert fell before Northern U-Cov. No. 1
IS
with
a 41-21 romp against Pur- night for third place in the final
Hauser
Lamp
Studio*
Susan Strieve 's 445 paced Michigan 24-20 in nonconference Winona Industry
15
due , Michigan State 's opponent football standings of the WisconPin Ups to 644—1 ,877 in the action.
M
Bljcktiorte Bottle. Club
this week. Mississippi , No. 3, sin State College Conference
Keller Const. Co.
IJ
Girl' s league. Nancy Schwanke
Marty Schwartz and Dave Gaadall Co.
4
thumped Louisiana State 37-3 with j 5-2 record. Eau Claire
laced 180 for Powder Puff.
BRAVES l SQUAWS
Toepel scored a pair of touchand Roger Staubach led No. -4 sewed up the title a week ago.
Weslg ate
V.
L.
downs each for Northwestern , P-bst-Hc
llman
17\'i t<s,
FLOYD OUT FOR SEASON
Navy to a 35-14 romp over Notre SCC members posted one vicwhich finished with a 3-1 con- Knopp LUblnskl
17
7
tory and four losses in winding
HOUSTON (A P V - T h e Hous- ference slate.
Dame,
Kohncir-Girtler
IS
9
up their campaigns against
Ahrcni-Walsh
IS
«
ton Oilers learned Sunday from
The
sixth-ranked
Oklahoma
14
10
Ht iellon'i variety
*
X rays trnt the fractured jaw Just before Mickey
Sooners enjoyed a 35-0 breezo nonconference competition.
Mantle hit Slrcng-Kiitilman
I3l> 10¦ >
'
13
8
which defensive end Don Floyd his 420-foot home run in the fin- Olson-Tuttl a
against
Colorado , but Alabama , Riverr Falls smothered NorthHolubir Hauptman
12' _ H' .j
land
m
but Platteville fell b$
suffered in the 45-3 loss to Bos- al World Series game Casey Clerran-Wic rek
No. 7, and Ohio State, No. 9,
12
12
fore \Vinona 16-9*, Stevens Point
19
12
Przy by lskl-Wlc. ek
ton will keep him out all season. Stengel said :
barely
edged
Mississipp
i
State
Brandl-Kertiman
»Vi l«>i
20-19 and Iowa 7-3, respectively. lost to Mankato 6-0, Stoul was
15
Sch- w/o-Kn utson
*
Bauer-Melnk.
B' ; IS 1 1
The 10th-ranked Pitt Panthers defeated 14-7 by St. Cloud , all
Avenue Cafe
8
H
AFTE R WHIPPING ST. THOMAS
rebounded from their Navy de- of Minnesota ; and UW-MilwauBrlck-rneltn
a '.i 17U
II
Bambt nek-Cummlngs
... . . . *
feat with a second half come- kee bowed to Michigan Tech
MAJOR
back' that humbled Syracuse 20-0.
Athlotlc club
W, L.
Jim Knoblauch counted twice
Nelson Tire
7
1
35-27.
VH
Home Furniture
7
J
for Whitewater on short runs.
i
Poerlciv Chain
*
of
Jim
Hos
e
scored
a
pair
IUPON
CLINCHES
TITLE
¦
J. R. Walkins
*
*
Tcamlter .
a
Ripon edged Cornell 35-31 Sat- touchdowns for La Crosse on a
— 3
¦
7
2
Ml.slsiippian
urday and clinched the Mid- 79 yard run and on a pjj ss.
NITE OWL
W, L.
AtlilctlC Club
west Conference football title as The Indians finished with six
i
Watkowskl ' i
a
Dick Willich returned a punt 71 losses nnd a tie and rested with
.... *
3
Coiy Corner
yards for the winning touch- Oshkosh at the bottom of the
«
J
Curlcy 'i Floor Shop
J
»
Kralch' *
clown in the final two minutes. stnndings.
PIN DUSTERS
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS bounced Stout , Wis., 14-7 , and
¦
The Red Men are unbeuten and
Hal Rod Lanes
W. L.
St. John 's University of Col- Mankato beat Stevens Point , Graham 8, w.tO.lr.
Lightest man on Michigan
13' . S' i
untied
with
one
game
to
play.
7
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Increased Tax Levy
Proposed in Pepin

DUBAND, Wis. (Special) — A
proposed budget of $512,379 for
Pepin County for l%\will be
• considered at a public hearing
at the courthouse Nov. 12 at 11
a.m., Martin Pittman , county
clerk/ announced.
Revenues have been anticipated by the finance committee of
the County Board of Supervisors
at approximately $196,711, leaving a proposed local tax levy of
$315,425. This is $30,425 above
the 1962 tax levy of $285,243.
SALARY increases and other
larger costs account for the increased levy.
The general highway budget
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20 00 .5 00; feeders mostly slenrly ;
Notice of Hearing
(blocks ) grade "A" 47-.r>(> ; few mostl y (jocid BOO925 Ih steers 21 .0022.00.
P I F A S E T A K E NOTICE:
grade "B" 44-48 ; grade "C" 42- Hogs 12, 000; moderately activ e; bar
That an application has been made
rows and olds unci sows weak tn 25 by Robert V
46.
GIss clbecK and Samuel
lower; U S, 1 2 200-250 II) burrow s J . Schneider requesting tht amendment
"" Wholesale egg offerings ade- cents
nnd ol lts 15,00 1525;
shipment around of the 'onlfjli prdlnance of the City of
quate on large , liberal for me- ?:10 II) 15 50; mixed 1-1 190 250 lb U7S Winona to ' permit the construction of
250-270 Ih 14 35 M 75. lew 2-J 370- three ll-unil apartment dwelling, at tha
diums , demand good for lan;e, 1500;
.175 II) H 00 14 50; 1. 2 and medium 160- lollowlnn location, to-wll:
light on mediums today.
700 Ih 14 ,00 14 , 75 , I I 270 400 11) snwi
The area enclosed by Wabasha Street
( Wholesale s e l l i n g prices 1 .150 14 .00; few 12 jrmmd 770 Ih 1 4 ) 5 ; on the North, Ewlng Street on the East,
2 3 40O ',50 Ib tl OO U 75; feeder plfls I mt oln Street on the West, and on the
based on exchange and other weak; choice 120 160 Ih 11 50-HOO.
South hy a line approxi mately 27.S feet
)
Sheep 4,500; trndr active on slaunhler South of Wabasha Street .
This Is the
volume sales,
lambs; prices -.hone) lo 35 rents hlrjlirr artia presently occupied by the Winona
"
""
New
York
spot
quotations
folthnn last week' s rinse; slmicjhte r ewes General Hospital and Nursing Home,
By Ed Dodd
stronri to 25 cents hkiher; feeder lambs
The present ronlng of the area Ii B-2.
low :
unchanged; double deck choice and prlnie The application requests
amendment
Mixed colors: extras (47 lbs. wonlfid slaug hter l/imhs with high.yield of the ronlno ordinance an
to permit tha
min . ) 37-;!!!; extras medium (40 potential 19 ,75; mm.l choice and prime construction ol apartments In R 2 lone
90 110 Ih 10 75 l»,50i (mod and choice under such area limitations, ott-str eet
lbs. average)
26' _ -27V_; stan- 00 90 II) 17 ,00 1(1 75, choice nnd prime parking regulations, setback regulations
,
1
9!) li) shorn slauulifrr lambs wllh No, I and such other conditions and restrictions
_
--:)5
dards lt'<
,; checks '28-29.
|,ell lfl .flO, few lots choke 94 Ih shorn as may he required by the Clly Council
Whites: extras (47 lbs. min. ) slaunhler
yearlings 17 00; cull to qoort ol the Clly ol Winona.
;-3!);
(40
extras medium
lbs. wonled slaughter ewes A 50 5 50; choke A liearlnn on this application will be
37'
and I
Ifudi 'r lambs MOO- (liven in Hie Court Room of the City Hall.
average i :>.(> > s-27'•_; fop quality 16 75; good wooled
14 00 15 50
Winona, Mlnnnsola, al 7::i0 P .M . on November 14, 1961, al which time you
(47 lbs. min. 3!)' _ -42; mediums
CHICAO
,ts
(Ul.
appear either In person. Ifl writing,
CHICAGO
'lAI
Hog
s
11,000
;
(41 lbs, average ) 27-2H'-_ ; smalls butchers steady lo 25 rents lower, mostly may
or hy agent, or by attorney and pre(36 lbs. average 23-24 ; peewees 1-2 700 225 Ib hulrluris 15 .50 15 60; (irouncl sent any reasons which you may have
70 head at 1575; mixed I 1 I90 J.10 Ihs to the granting or denying of this pe20-21.
1 5 0 0 15 50; 2.10 760 II>1 14 50 1500; 7 , 1 260 tition
Drowns: extras (47 lbs. min. ) JVO lbs 14 10 |.l 50; I I 175 .00 Ih sows You aie requested to prepare your
1150 H 00, 400 5011 Ihs 11 00 1150; 2 1 100 ca' .e in delail. and present all evidence
38-3!) 1 -; lop ijimlil y (47 lbs, min ) 600
relating tn Mils application at the time
II)'. 12 75 I.I 00
3117-4(1; mediums (41 lbs, aver- Cattle 15.000, c a l v e s none, slaiiahler ot the scheduled hearing.
;
Respectf ully.
steers
steady
tn
mostly
25
cents
Invver
)
age 27' :-29; smalls (36 lbs. av- couple loads pr ime 1,200 1,250 Ib slaughF I, S I E V E R S , Chairman,
erage ) 24-25 ; peewees 20-21.
Winona Planning Commlmon.
ter »lo»n 24 .50, high choice and prime

Man, 2 Girls
Break Away
From Officers

Russ Cosmonauts
Wed in Moscow

By REINHOLD G. ENSZ
MOSQOW (AP)—Cosmonauts
Valentina Tereshkova , 26, and
Andrian Nikolayev, 34, were in
a new kind of orbit today—
¦
wedded bliss.
They were married in a glittering wedding Sunday. Soviet
chiefs used the occasion to drop
hints the world's first cosmic
couple may be going back into
orbit around the earth.
The Kremlin chiefs left no
doubt they want the blonde Valentina to have children . Among
other reasons, they want to
study any possible effects of
space-traveling parents on children.

Foot of Snow
In New England

(Flr»t Pub. Mondiy, Oct. fl, IMS)
Stale of Minnesota ) si.
In Probata Court
County of Winona )
No. 13,437
Raported by
In He Estate of
John Holmay, Decedent.
Buylnfl hours are from 8 a.m. 1» '
Order for Hearing on Final Account
p.m. Monday throuBh Friday.
Petition for Distribution.
and
^
Thes. quotations «PPly •» •• noon
The representative of the above named
•state having filed her final account and
"'
AII livestock ei-rlvm. »ft-r closing timj petition for settlement and allowance
will be properly eared for, weighed »na thereof and for distribution to the persons
priced the following morning:
(hereunto entitled;
HOGS
IT IS ORDERED, That th* hearing
The hog market Is 25 cents lower.
thereof be had on November 14 , 1963,
Strictly meet type additional 20-W at 11:00 o 'clock A.M., before this Courl
cents; fat hogs discounted 20-40 cents per In the probate court room In the courl
hundredweight.
house In Winona, Minnesota, and that
Good hogs, btrrws and gilts- . ;
notice hereof be given by publication
12.75-13.75
1.0.180 .
of this order In the Winona Oalty News
13.75-I4.i5 180-200
and by mailed notice as provided by
200-220
]_ ¦"
law .
¦• '*¦"
220-240
Dated October 18, 1963.
¦ 13.95-14.JS
240-270
E. D. LIBERA,
. .• • 13.6S-13.95
270-300
Probate Judge.
13.S0-13._5
300-330
Seal)
Court
(Probate
13.25-13.S0
. 33O-3S0
Harold J. Libera.
Good sows-_ .,, ,_¦
Attorney for Petitioner.
13.50-13.75
270-300
13.50-13.75
300-330
13.25-13.50
(First Pub. Monday, Oct. 28, 1963)
330-360
13.00-13.25
360-400
State of Minnesota ) ss, . - '
12.50-13.00
400-450
) In Probate .Court
County of Winona
12.00-12.50
450-500
File No. 15,555
Re
Estate
of
In
'
1.00- t.00
450-up 7 . . . -.
Mary J. Garnock, Decedent.
9.0"
450-down
Account
Hearing
on
Final
Order for
Thin and unfinished hogs discounted
and Petition for Distribution.
CALVES
The representative of the above named
The veal market is steady.
•state having filed his final account
»•«
Top choice
and petition for settlement and allowanc*
26.00-5S.M
Choice
thereof and for distribution to the per21.00-25.00 .
Good
t
.. . . . . . ;
sons thereunto entitled;
16.00-21.00
Commercial to good
IT IS ORDERED, that th* hearing
14.00-15.00
Utility
be had on November 20, 1963, a?
thereof
Boners and culls
. . . ; .. . 14.00-down
11 o'clock A.M., . before this Court in
CATTLE
court room In the court nous*
probate
th*
The cattle market: Steers and hsifers in the Cffy of Winona,. Minnesota, and
weak to 25 cents lower; cows steady.
that notice hereot be glvon by publicaDry-fed steers and yearlings—
tion of this order In the Winona Dally
.
22.30
Extreme top . . . . . . :.. . . .
News and by mailed notice as provided
21.50-22.00
Choice to prims
by law.
.
20.00-21.50
Good to choice
Dated OctobV 1*. 19M.
17.00-19.00
Comm .to good
E. D. LIBERA,
16.00-down
Utility
Probata Judg*.
Dry-fed heifers(Probate Court Seal)
Extreme top
21.75
Hull & Hull,
Choice to prime
.. 20.50-21.25
j
Attorneys for Petitioner.
19.50-20.50
,
Good to choice
i
Comm. to good
16.00-17.00
(Pub. Date Monday, Nov. 4, 1943)
Utility
15.00-dowti
City of Winona. Minnesota
Cows—
. . . . 14.50
BOARD OF ZONING APPEAL*
| Extreme top
'
. 13.00-13.75
Commercial
Nolle* of Hearing
Utility
12:00-13.00
j
j
Canners and cutters
12.50-down
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE:
BullsThat an application has been mad*
Bologna
.. . . . :
J5.00- I_.50
by Clarence Wollln for a variation trom
Commercial
13.50-15.50 , the requirements of the W inona Zonlno
! Light thin
14.50-down
Ordinance 50 as to permit construction
of an addition to a non-conforming building at the following described property:
Parcel 65 leet by 223 feet In NW". of
(These quotations apply as of
!
107 North,
28, ' Township
Section
10:30 a.m; today)
Range 7 W est: Beginning at a point
Grade A (iumbo)
. . . . .3i
1685
feet east
on West line of RD,
. Grade A (large)
30
and 134 feet South of NW corner of
Grade A (medium)
.19
Section 28, thence West 203 leet to
' Grade A (small)
.. .11
beainning. West 223 feet; South «5
Grade B
: . . . . . : . . . , . . . . . . . . .22
feet, East 223 feet, North 45 feet to
Grade C
I
I
Parcel
beginning, Winona Limits.
In NW'k. as per Book 192, Page 37,
Township
107
North,
Range
Section 28,
Hours: 8 p.m. to 4 p.m.; closed Saturdayi
7 West, ' Winona Limits. Commencing
Submit sample before loading
33 feet South and 1685 feet East of
No. 1 barley
J1 .08
NW corner, Section 28, thence West
No. 2 barley
1.04
to beginning,
138 feet, South 55 feet
¦
No. 3 barley
,
.94
South 46 feet,. West ' 179 feet, North
No. . 4 barley
.86
66 feel. East 133 feet. South 20 feet,
East 46 feet to beginning in NV/Va
of Seciion 28, Township 107 North,
Range 7 West , Winona Limits, or
Elevator "A" Grain Prices
at 1429 Gilmore Avenue.
Hours: 8 a.m. to 3.30 p.m.
Notice is sent lo the applicant and to th*
(Closed Saturdays)
owners of properly affected by the apNo. 1 northern spring wheat
2.26
plication .
No. 2 northern spring wheat
2.24
A hearing on . this petition will be givNo. 3 northern spring wheat
2.20
en in the Court Room of the City Hall ,
No. 4 northern spring wheat
2.16
Winona, Minnesota, al 7:30 P.M. on
'
No. 1 hard winter wheat
2.09
November 14, 1963, at which time, interNo. 2 hard winter wheat . . . .
2.07
ested persons may appear either In per;. - No. 3 hard winter wheat
. 2.03
son, in writing, or by agent , or by atNo. 4 hard winter wheat
1.99
torney and present, any reasons which
No . I rye .
... 1.4*0
they may have to the granting or de:
nying of this petition.
They are requested to prepare their
f;000-T,350 lbs 23.75-24.25; choice 950-1 ,340 case, In detail, and present alf evidence
lbs 23.00-23. 75; several loads choice l.aflO- relating to this petition at the time of
1,800 lbs 20.00-21.00; good 900-1,2511 lbs the scheduled hearing.
.2.00-22.50 ; couple loads high choice ' and
Respectfully,
prime 950-1,000 lb heifers 23.00; choice
E. J. SIEVERS, Chairman,
800-1,100 lbs 21.75-22.50; good 20.50-21.50;
Board of Zoning Appeals.
utility and commercial cows ¦ 13.50-15.00.
(First Pub. Monday, Nov . . 4, 1963)
Sheep 600; spooled slaughter larnbs
steady to 50 cents higher; few lots choice
PARK R E C R E A T I O N BOARD
and prime 90-115 Ib wooled slaughter
Winona, Minnesota
lambs 20 .00; good and choice 18.00-19.50;
ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS
utility end good 15.00-17.00; cull 1o good
wooled slaughter ewes 4 .50-6.50.
FOR
FLOWER PLANTS

WINONA MARKETS

Irregularly
Higher Trend
In Stocks

Crank Calls
To Minister

•
¦

_

.

_____________

1

AIKV

Sealed proposals marked "Flower Bid"
will be received in the office of the
Secretary of the Park Recreation Board
of the City ot Winona , Minnesota, until
5:00 P.M., November 25, 1963, to fu.mish
flower plantings in accordance with the
specifications prepared by the City Engineer of Winona, Minnesota.
Specifications and proposal forms may
be obtained al the Park Recreation Office, City Hall, Winona, Minnesota. All
bids must be submitted on the proposal
forms furnished .
A certified check or bidder 's bond shall
accompany each bid in an amount equal
to at least live percent (59i) of 1h»
bid, made payable to the Park Recreation Board, which shall be forfeited to
the Board In the event the successful
bidder falls to enter into a contract with
the Board.
The Board reserves the right to re|ect
any and all bids and _ to waive Informalities.
Dated at Winona, Minnesota,
October 21, 1963.
M. J. BAMBENEK, Secretary,
Park Recreation Board.
(Pub. Date Monday, Nov . 4, 1963)
NOTICE OF INCORPORATION
OF
K. AND S . COMPANY
NOTICE IS H E R E B Y GIVEN, Pursuant to the Provisions of Chapter 300,
Laws of the State ot Mlnnesola, for the
year of 1933, fhat a corporation was incorporated under said Act with the name
"K. and S. Company "- n n d that on the
31st day of October, 1963, a Certificala
ol Incorporation was duly Issued lo said
company.
The purposes and oblecfs and general
nature ot the business to be transacted
nnd the powers of this corporation shall
be as follows: To transact the business
of investing on behalf of itself or others ,
any part of Its cap ital and such additional funds as it may obtain or any
Interest therein and selling or olherwis e
disposing of Ihe same or any part , or
interest there in; to "purchase, acquire,
own, hold, lease, either as lessor or as
lessee, sell, exchange, subdivide, mortgage, improve, develop, construct, maintain, equip, operate, and generally deal
in any and all lands, Improved and unimproved, dwelling houses , apartment
houses, hotels, motel ., business blocks,
office bulldlnqs, manufacturing works,
and plants, and other buildings of any
kind and the products thereof; to build,
erect, construct, lease or otherwise acquire , manage and maintain buildings lor
commercial or residential purposes; and
generally to lake, purchase, acquire,
hold, own, exchange and lease or otherwise acquire , sc- ll and dispose of real
and personal property, and any Interest
or right therein ; to purchase, exchanqe ,
hire or otherwise acquire, use and dispose ol
personal
property,
challels ,
rights,
easements ,
permits ,
patents,
trademarks, copyrights,
privileges,
licenses, franchises,
bonds, slocKs a,n.r|
other evidences ol Indebtedness and to
do and perform all" lawful acts which In
the ludgment of Its Board of . Directors
may be necessary nr deemed advisable
to lurther the Interests of the corporation; to hold , purchase or otherwise acquire and lo sell, mortgage , assign or
olherwise dispose of tho shares of capital
stock, bonds, debentures, warrant nr other negotiable transferable evidences of
value created by other corporations and
while the holders ol such slocks, bonds ,
or other nbllqatlons . to exercise all rights
nnd privileges of ownership including tha
right to vote Ihcreon to the same extent
m a natural person might nr could dm
to sue .and be sued in lis corporate
name and lo enter Into obligations or
contracts and In do any ac ts Incident to
the tra nsaction nl lis huslness or rxpti .
dlcnl for the attainment ot Ihe purposes
and ob)ei Is stnli'rt In fhese articles
The powers hcrfln enumerated shall be
In furtheran ce and nol in limitatio n of
tho powers conferred upnn corporat ions
ol like kind „,irl«r the laws of Ihe Sfale
ot Mlnnesotn
The address nf thr registered olflra of
said corporation is JM West Third Street
In Ihe City of Winona , Slate nf Mlnnesola.
Tho names and addies ses of tha incorporators are
George R, Srhthye, Route j,
I ounlain ( lly, Wisc onsi n)
Alice M Keller , M (n ,i,. ,,
Mlnnesola C i t y , Minnesnl ai
C. Stanley iVU (Vinlinii , cfl w <lh SI
Winona . Mumesnia
The names and addresses nl ihe hr ,t
Board of (lirec Inc. „( snUl impnrallnn
George R

Vlnhye, Rnute .,
' n_ ,M" f "'' Wisconsi n,
.,
IV Keller. Rnuta I
MlnnestiMl ity . Mum-sola)
Alice M holler , hnule I,
Mlnnesulfl ( My, Mmnesnla
Dated Ibis M u„ y „| N ,,„,.,„,,,,,
|9|> .
K ANO S CO M P A N Y
By: George R , Sr biby e ,
Pieudrnf.
r,
1 „
Christian

"'!

Want Ads
Start Here

Help Wanted—Male

48 Radios, Television

Don Ehmann TV Service

Card of Thank*
LSER 7 '
IM
I
¦

~~

Words cannot express hew much we
the klndnen,
appreciate
sympathy,
floral and spiritual tributes received
during our darkest hours of sorrow,
the death of our beloved son, husband and brother. We especially thank
Dr. Clayton Burgess for his words
ol comfort, the organist, .pallbearers,
members of Circle Five of Central
Mef hodlsf Church, end ell our friends,
nelghbori and relatives who helped
us in any way.
'
The Sme.lser Family

Iri^Memoriamn^-^

~ "
\u "CoViiiG ~iv\EMORY of our beloved
son and brother, Jerome E. Porter,
who passed away 1 year ago ', today,
jujt when his days seem brightest,
just when his hopes seemed best,
God called him from amongst us
To His eternal rest .
Sadly missed,
But God knows best:
Mother * Dad, Sister _. Brothers

Lost and Found

A

LOST—enamel tan shaped pin. Valued
• as keepsake . Reward . Tel. 4197.
•
sfwcTtllCKLE-PLATED roller damps - In
canvss bag lost between . Winona and
La Crosse or Winona and Arcadia. Reward. Willlams-Wllbert Vault Co., Winona. Tel. collect 8-1533.

Personals

7

CERAMIC TILE bathroomsTor less than
S300? Yes, , we have Installed many.
CURLEY'S CERAMIC TILE CO., 420
W. 8th.
THE INNKEEPER Is looking for another
wMtress to |oln his congenial group.
If you are over 21, apply mornings to
Ray Meyer , WILLIAMS HOTEL.
,7
A GUY can give a tomato a "caret
and be In a stew the rest of his
life!" The carat crop Is unsurpassed
at J<AINBOW^EWELRY,_J16 W. 4th.
~~
YOU OUGHTER GUTTER — ' Continual
House Gutters (one piece). Made on
the lob. Julius J. Pellowskl, Stockton,
¦
. Minn.. Tel . 2866.
LOSE WEIGHT safely : wl«T~Dex^Dlet
tablets . Full week's supply only 98c.
Ford Hopkins.

~

AR e Trou A~>R 6 BTEM DP^iNKER?^

Man or woman, your drinking creates
.numerous problems. It you need and
want help, contact Alcoholics Anonymous, Pioneer Group, Box 622, Winona,
Minn.

CATERPILLAR
TRACTOR COMPANY

USED PLOW

GOLTZ PHARMACY
274 E. 3rd

¦

Tel. 2J47

Auto Service, Repairing

10

Other used mounted plows.

Joliet, Illinois
and
Aurora , Dlirlbis
Have openings for physicall y fit young me,n , 18
and up, to fill beginning
jobs at $2.47 and $2.50
per. hour , 14c additional
for night shift premium.
Bob Goben and Joe Leibold,
Company representatives,
will interview for these jobs
at the

Wis. State
Employment Service
508 Fifth Avenue South

F. A. KRAUSE CO. TV or Radio Repair
"BREEZY ACRES"
Call lis ... . We are your
South on New Highway 14-61

PICKER "
CLEARANCE

¦

Ford semi-niounted single
row picker, like new. If
through, buy this one for
next year.
We still have 2 Dearborns
with squirrel cages ; also
others.
2—Ford - tractors .
2 and 3 bottom plows, hydraulic and throw away
lays.

La Crosse, Wisconsin
Wednesday, November 6,
1963

"Will trade"

8:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

PETERSON'S LOT

Applicants must have birth
certificate , social security
card and if veteran , service
discharge papers ( F o r m
DD214).

Ettrick , Wis.
See Christ Moen,
Beaches Corner

Fartilirar, Sad

¦

__ 4 _

*
~
BLACK D1RT—all top sail. Quality guaranteed . 6 yard load. J7.50. HALVERSON BROS. Tal. *m _«r 4S73.

— We' Are Art-Equal " '
Opportunity Employer —

Hay, Grain, Feed

Situations Wanted—Male 30 S—ds, Nursery Stock

Money to Loan

40

LOANS ^cT1

PLAIN NOTE-AUTO—FURNITURB
170 E. 3rd St.
Tel. 2.15
Hrt.t a.m. to i p.m., let. * a.m. fo noon

Loans — insurance —
Real Estare

FRANK WEST Agency

For Reliable

50

S3

Increase In your net profit when planting Haapala quality seeds for all
your seed needs. This week I can
give you the best deal of the season.
Look Into this today! No money down
to order but do it today while sslectlon is complete. For mora Information
write, call or stop In. Herman A.
Bork, Rf. 1, Fountain City, Wis. ¦ Tal.
¦¦
8-MU-7-435- .

Article* for Salt

57

IT'S RAPID drying. It's blister resittent . It' s non-sensitive to rain after
30 minutes. It's mildew resistant. It's
E L L I O T T 'S LIN-O-LIFE HOUSE
PAINT. PAINT DEPOT.

Photofact Equipped
Electronic Technician
"We understand your set best."

Dressmaking, Sewing

16

Horses, Cattle, Stock

43

FEEDER PICS—34, weaned, castrated ,
Iron shots. Arnold Ness, , Rt. 1. Spring
Grove, Minn. (8'/_ miles N.)
FEEDER CALVE S — Hereford-Angus
cross, about 350 lbs. Inquire Pleasant

PUT TOGETHER a fabulous wardrobe on
Valley Dairy.
.
,
a modest budget with fabrics fr^m tht
1
part
Arabian
SADDLE
MARES—Two,
CINDERELLA SHOP, 214 Mankato Ave.

Plumbing, Roofing

21

ELECTRIC, ROTO ROOTER
For cloggs0 sewers end drains
1 Vt»r guarantee
Tel. 950V,or 6436

CALL SYL KUKOWSKI

Septic Tank & Cesspool
Cleaning Service
Special truck, Sanitary & Odorless
G, S. WOXLAND CO.
Tel. B64-924)
Rushford, Minn.

WE CARRY a complete line of plumbing materials for the man who wants
1 or 100.

SANITARY

PLUMBING _ HEATING
Tel..2737
168 E. 3rd SI.
~
~
~
A REMObELED BATH ROO/vT~glves thai
great leollng of a new homo at low
cost. We have all the latest fixtures by
the best In the Industry. Call today for
a free estimate.

Frank O'Lcwghlin

stud,
Sass,

1V> years. All
Alma, Wis.

FEEDER PIGS^28. LoweiTGoss, WltokB.
Tel. 80-2309 after _ 5.
__ _ ,
CHILD'S !R'T D ING DONKEY—Very gentle. Easy to care for. Tel. 8-1113.
~
pX rREBRED Chester White boars. Elmer
Pspenfus, St. Charles, Minn.
sTl^THORNTSTEERS—11, 500 lbs.) also
Holstein steers, 500 lbs. Ross Pearson,

.__?!mA'_ wJ 5___ Tel - _ ___?."''¦

RUSHFORD LIVESTOCK COMMISSION
auction every Wednesdiy afternoon at
1 p.m. Livestock bought daily. Tel.
Rushford 864-9149 collect.
~
PUR EBRED DUROC BOARS and gilts.
Also, Landrace boars and gilts. Clifford
Hoff, Lanesboro, Minn. (Pilot Mound)
HAMPSHIRE BOARS-Purebred. Weight
200-300 lbs . Raymond Dorn, Utlca,
Minn. -(Bethany Road)
~
~

SULMET

New Low Price
$9.95 per gal.

Free plastic drench bottle.

Technical Instruction

YOU CAN FINISH

HIGH
SCHOOL
AT HOME

As fast as you can do the
work, If you are IR or over
and have left school , write
for FREE high school booklet. TELLS YOU HOW!
(Accredited Member
National Home Study
Council.)
AMERICAN SCHOOL
Winona District Office ,
P.O. Box 3255, St. Paul

TED MA IER DRUGS
Animal Heal th Ce nter

Poultry, Eggs, Supplies

44

YEAR OLD HENS-400 Hy- Llncs, 50c
each. Carrol Klos , Rushlord, Minn.
(I mile N . ot Hart.) Tel. 664-9293.

Address
State
26

KITCHEN
HELP
wanted;
woman fo
work weekends, also waitress for full
or pari lime Apply In person aft pr *
pm, Snrnmy 's pi/ia Palace .
WOMAN TO C A R E for 2 children, days,
In your home . Must he very dependable , lei, SI 10 evenings .
P A R T - T I M E bus girl and dish washer.
Tor Information apply Garden Gate,
W A I I R E S S W A N T E D -part time , must
he available rttirMg noon hours. Apply
In perso n , T O R D HOPKINS DRUGS .
WAITRESSES
W A N T E D not
attending
school. Apply In pcrion Country Kitchen.

47

Now that Winter is almost here , stop in and
pick-up your supply of
¦ Mixing Molasses
JV
yr- 32% Mixing Concentrate
-fc Minerals
for your dairy herds.

FARM & GARDEN
SUPPLY

P. Compact 4-bedroom, story and a Half
home. 14x17 ft. living room. All oak
flooring. Nice kitchen, ample cupboards. Full, cemented basement. Oil
automatic heat.
Fenced-in patio at
back. One-car garage. Priced under
SlCOOO.
EL. 3-bedroom, 1-Moor home. New carpeting In 4 rooms of the home . Drapes
also Included In selling prlte. Oil forced
air heat, l-car gar age. Just 3 blortcs
from Jefferson School. Convenient to
bus. Full price J10,70O. ¦

Used Cars

!¦ A U C T I O N I

I 6 miles East of Galesville on M to Grant School, then I
1

109 I ,%.mUe North.

PLYMOUTH - 1955 station wagon, good
condition . 21_ . Mankato Ave. after 3
p.m.
_k
OLDSMOBiri — 1953. Very reasonable.
312 Edwa rds St.
FORD ^- 1955 Station Wagon. $350. 427H
¦
E. 5th.

I
i

i

S Saturday, November 9 j ;

1961 Chrysler

>

%

NYSTROM'S
USED
CARS

I A U G T I O M ^l

c & uOV £ K

frea delivery. See us for all your office supplies, desks, files or office
chairs. Lund Typewriter Co. Tel. 5222.

Sale or Rent; Exchange 101
THREE BEDROOM HOME^For saleTor
rent, new, modern. Immediate possession. 221 Pelzer _ St. To_ seeJTel. 7257.
' r^RM^R'^LINl c BUILDING7"for. sale
or lease. 45x140. Elevator, stoker heat.
Immediate occupany.
Contact
BOB
.^SELOVER, Realtor, for showing .

Wanted—Real Estate

102

TO SELL your home, farfh><business or
other real estate, call

W. STAHR

Tel. 4915
_374 JW. Mahk
_
"
WILL PAY HIGHEST CASH PRICES
FOR YOUR
CITY PROPERTY

"HANK" JEZEWSKI

(Winona 's Only Real Estate Buyer)
Tel. 63BC and 7093
P.O. Box 345

$1495

W ALZ

Buick—Oldsmobile—GMC
-• Open Mon., Fri. Nites

Thrifty People
KNOW
Why You Save
AT
OWL MOTOR CO,

: |,
November
9
Saturday
I
¦' :".
-;.

<|X

§' . ..

Sale starts at 1:00 P.M. - Lunch will be served
|1
50 HEAD OF HI-QUALITY HOLSTEINS - 10 Hoi- |
f-7- stein cows, fresh 1-3 weeks; 1 Holstein cow, registered, j |
|i due by sale date; 9 Holstein cows, springers ; 7 Holstein fj
|
ill cows, due winter ; 1 Holstein cow, registered, due winter; |
2 Holstein heifers , springers ; 4 Holstein heifers, 2 years §|
|
|
|
|old; 7 Holstein heifers , 6-12 months old; 8 Holstein heifer §|
|
and bull calves. Here is a chance to buy some top quality %¦
cattle from a Certified Herd . Purebred sires and Art|- ' -||
|7 ficial Breeding have been used exclusively for many |
y years. Note the large number of springers and cows just %
i&.

' ::^ -

frGSll

TIRE
$25.96 ,
•£

Business Equipment
-

62

LARGE SAFE—for sale. Inquire at Wlnona PQTATO _MARKET, llBjyarket .

Coal, Wood, Other Fue l

63

SLAB WOOD
Dry slabs, JIB per load.
Oreen slabs, 11A per load.
Delivered In Winona.
BRUNKOW SAW MILL
Tel. 534-6316.
Trempealeau, Wis.
_

33% in. high back
• with solid walnut arms.
Ny lon fabric in
Gold - Russett - Mocha Blue Crass.
Special order price
-

$44 wt

BURKE'S

2-ROOM furnished or unlurnlshed not..
private bath. Heat and hot water furnished . 7.3 _ E. 2nd. Tel. 8-1776. _
NEW 2 room and kitchenette apts. Private baths and entrances. Frlg ldalre,
electric stovt and drapes . Heat, hoi
water . Tel . 4741 after <S p.m.
"
H A R R I E T — 4 7 7 - 5 rooms and hath, private entrances. Heat and water furnished. On' bus line, close to WSC.

Garages for Rent
THIRD E . 315—Garage
room for boat storage.

94
for

Houses for Rent

rent,

also

95

~
~
l N BETHANY—4- room house on 4-acre
plol of land. Tel. Winona 6484.
"""
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE- for rent! i
miles out In Pleasant Valley. Inquire
Pleasant Valley Dairy.
'
'
MOBILE H0M- -45' ,7 for renfby vMak
or month or take over payments. Tel.
B3_ .A
EAST LOCATION -2 bedroom completely
¦
modern. All newly redecorated, builtin range and oven, carpeting and draperies furnished, garbage disposal, both
and a hall. Tel. 7586.

Wanted to Rent

96

F E p E R A L EMPLOYEE des lros 1 or 3
bedroom
homo.
Will
skj n
5-yeor
least. Write 0 90 Dally News.
"
GARAGE WANTED—Near Contral High
School. Tel. 8-170O .

Houses for Sale
65

POPCORN-Baby rlc«, guaranteed , I lbs.
H. delivered. Tel. 9037. _

Guns, Sporting- Goods

bedroom duplex. Lots ot closet sr "i't - ,
panelled kitchen, new bath with ;hower, gas hc»t. Inquire 313 Washinpto i.

GARAGE WANTED Contact Len Tlmpont, St. Mary 's College, evenlnnv

FURNITURE MART
East 3rd and Franklin
Good Things to Eat

pointment.

~
rD_AL"" cENTR ALLOCATION—upptr 3

66

99

~
J8,500 WILL BUY n co.y 2-hndroom
home In Goodvlow with oil liurnlnr)
furnace, full basement. «nd gartigi- , If
taken at once . II Interest ed, Tel. 4)9?

FOUNTAIN CITY 5 room home on Main
street, very convenient , Avnllaliln Immediately. Tel. 8-MU7 -4647 niter A p.m.

Boats, Motors, Etc.

106

IF YOU need a boat, buy it now, yo. 'll
never gel If cheaper. WARRIOR, 5035
W. 6th. Tel. B-_B66.

Motorcycles, Bicycles

107

FREE motorcycle movie "Catallna Grand
Prix, " In color and sound, Wed., Nov.
6, 7:30 p.m., at ROOB BROS . STORE
Motorcycle Shop, 573 E. 4th. Come early, stay latel See the new motorcycles
now on display. Trlumplv -BSA—Brldgestone- Jaw a .
'
TRICYCLES--flood selection. Priced af
$3.95 and up.
KOL .TER
BICYCLE
SHOP, 407 Wankato. Tel . 5665.

Trucks, Tract's, Trailers 108

IW UAIIT T
1963 CHEVROLET
Vi -Ton

fl cylinder, 3 speed transmission , longbox pickup.

1962 CHEVROLET
2-Ton

fi cylinder motor , 4 speed
transmission with 2 speed
axle , cab and chassis.

196 1 CHEVROLET
lVz-Ton

fi cylinder motor , 4 speed
transmission , cab and chassis.

1960 CHEVROLET
2-Ton

6 cy linder motor , 4 speed
transmission with 2 speed
axle , cab und chassis.

FARMERS!

-T-0

Coming

Chrysler - Plymouth
Open Monday- Friday Nltes

VENABLES

llfi Walnut

Is

NYSTROM' S

\/
V

"
modern mnhlle
SHOTGUN ¦- Wlnchestlr, model 12 duck GOODVIEW - beautiful
home, 55x10 , all furnished , wllh utility
gun. ribbed barrel,/ recoil pad, case.
Also
room Sacrifice tor quick sale
Shoots all shells, wen 3 In. ni»(Jn»m.
modern basement house, largo lot, 13,Help Wanted—Male
27
48 Reg. »H0, Now $75 . Hn.elton Variety, 9S0. Many olhor homes C Shank , HomeFarm Imp lements
. 18 E. 3rd,
maker ' s Exchange, 552 E. 3rd.
C O M P O S I T O R S for floor work and mak- SILO UNLOADERS, bunk feeder!, barn
S E A R S Modal 30 l. -fl nurje wllh choke
ing up type-ads. Louis F. Dow Co.,
cleaners, parlors, bulk tanks, pipe line
NINTH E. 1016-3-bedronm home. Tel .
compensator , recoil pod and ventilatn-l l University Ave., St. Paul, Minn.
3079.
milkers, all other supplies fnr the heel
ed rlli. »50. Tel. Will alter 5.
Tel, MllS-7191 ,
man or dairy farmer
N I N T H F.. B70 ^nll house, Inllol fnrlll"
OAK RIDGE SALES a. SERVICB
W I N C H C S T L R model 12, pump with roar
ASIA, F.iirono, IJ . S , ' other foreign |ob
tles, hoatlno unit, electric stove, metal
Mlnnelika. Tul. Altura 7844.
peep sight. Robert Neumann, dldgeinloimnllon. Write Globis App lication
kitchen cahlnel, concrete block garaae .
wny.
Service, box n.4 , Haltlmorc 3, Md.
Gala Clly Agency, Exchange lllilg Tel.
4812.
low
pay?
DISTRIBUTOR for tlnwett & Rlsck WidMEAN ROSS, long hours,
ow bows, complete line ot archery NEAR WINONA- If you prefer a small
Write n-«5 Dally Nowi for Informafeekle GILCHRIST'S. »7t W. 3th. Opsn
tion.
acreage , t »,¦* acrns, with 4 hedroom
week nlghls 'till 10 .
modern homo, oil heal, hasamrnt. double garage and small barn, 'this Is It I
Household Articles
67 Only 10 miles to clly limits , Immediate
NO lK/V.'l-.l. necessary. Siiljs expi rrle nce
possession . J950O lakes it. Soe or call
desirable hut not required. Company
YOU saved and slaved for wall to wnll
carpel. Keep it now wllh Blue Lustre .
will trnln right man. Liberal guarantee
Rent electric shompooer, SI, H. Choate
nnd future Income substantial. Send
374 W, Mark
Tel, 4923
H Co.
resume fo 0-8/ Daily N«wi.

WINONA AR EA

$1195

DAIRY EQUIPMENT - Perfection pump, 14 stall |
I
¦
|
cocks;
3 Surge seam units ; Jamesway 300 gal. bulk tank |
§
Accessories, Tires, Parts 104
?§.
i with large compressor.
~
Factual advertising
66 HOGS — 7 Yorkshire brood |
sows, due Nov.: 28 |
rr\1TEN _10N TARMERS
I
Established prices
Buy your tractor tires now,
|
|
Hampshire feeder pigs, avg. wt. 40-60 lbs.; 31 Hampshire 7|
_
!
39
years
experience
while the slock lasts.
i weaned pigs.
$
550*16
Bank financing plans
J10.95 plus tax
TRUCK - 1947 Chevrolet V4 ton truck with 4 speed 7|
£
Liberal
warranty
600x16
I transmission , new style hood and 1951 power glide motor, -7i
$11.95 plus lax
Large diversified stock
TRACTOR MACHINERY — Cockshutt 30 tractor with ?|
R
FIRESTONE
|: live power and hyd. system; McD. 2-bottom 14-inch trac- ij |
200 W. 3rd
Tel. Utttt
Typical values
7 tor plow on rubber; New Idea tractor manure spreader ; |
|
|
New Holland 66 hay baler with Wis. engine ; McD. corn if
'60
Mercury
V-8,
NEW
Sam Weisman & Son
OK USED FURNITURE STORE
I planter with fert . att.; Deering corn binder; Stewart| :
one owner , local car ,
273 E. 3rd St.
INCORPORATED
Farm
^Tractor
.|
complete
tt 1 OQC 7 cow clipper , 1 year old.
We Buy — We Sell
450 W. 3rd
Ttl . 5847
'
'
SOME HOUSEHOLD GOODS Furniture — Anllques — Tools
4_
/
J
Open
Center
equipment
"r
I
'
and other used Items
Rooms Without Meals
86
!
|
TERMS: Under $10.00 cash; over that amount cash or j |
Tel. B-370)
"
"
. '58 - Edsel V-8,
7 U down and balance in monthly payments. 3% added to -i|
FOURTH . W. 179-sleeplng room7"_ entlaman preferred. Tel. 3479.
balance for 6 months. Your credit is always good with 5|
local
car
low
miles
,
,
FOR SALE
A FEW ROOMS available for weakly or
y
the Northern Investment Co.
7j
carefully
HbleT"
monthly rates.
Winona.
^AQS |
MELVIN DIECKMAN , OWNER
;%
«pu7J
Oil Burners
maintained
Rooms for Housekeeping 87
Plus Tax-Exchange
Francis Werlein , Auctioneer , Mondovi , Wisconsin
tl
Other Misc. Household Goods
~~
y
Northern Investment Co., Lester Senty , Clerk
!:|
ROOMS FOR MENT with or withou t
'58 Chevrolet "6"
kitchen privileges. Tel. 4859 .
KALMES TIRE
Rep. by Chuck Accola , Mondovi , Wis.
WINONA HANDY FIX
*$
sedan , 4-door. Much
160 Huff St.
Apartments, Flats
90 Winona 's Used Tire Center .. better than
^RQR
•pO/ J
average
THREE-ROOM APT.-Tel. 4542 for ap108-116 W. 2nd St.

KIMBER Y E A R L I N G HENS--300. Martin
Boehmke, Rushlord , Minn. Tel. Hart
8M-9239.
DEKALB 131 pullets, 170, starting to lay.
L inoleum
64
William Sass, Ulica, Minn. (Fremont) Furn., Rugs,
Tel. Lewiston 4749.
OVAL MAHOGANY drop leaf table and
4 chairs, $65. Tel. 6B33 after 5 p,m. _
DEKALB 30 week old pullets, fully vaccinated, light controlled, raised on ilat DlrJING TABLE, 6 chairs, buffet and
floors. Availa ble year around. SPELTZ
cupboard/ also Encyclopedia Brlttanlca ,
Rolllnasrone,
CHICK H A T C H E R Y ,
Tel . 5784.
Minn. Tel. 5349.
PLASTfc WALL TILE—large selection ol
46 pastel colors, 4",x4"4, priced at 3c «ach.
Wanted—Livestock
SHUMSKI 'S , 5B W. 3rd. Tel. B-1389. _
EAR CORN—wanted. Will pick or take
OUTFITS, complets
from picker. Tel. St. Charles 932-4378 . HOLLYWOOD BED
spring, Innersprlng
headboard,
with
Tel.
Norbert
Spelts,
CORN—wanted.
EAR
maltress. »44.»5. BORZYSKOWSKI FURAltura 6794 .
N I T U R E , 30J MunKato Ave/ Open evenings. FEEDER PIGS wanted, about 70, 80-100
lbs. Jesien Bros,, SI. Charles, Minn.
LEWISTON SALES BARN
A real good auction market tor your
livestock: Dairy cattle on hand all
week, hogs bought every day. Trucks
available. Sale Thun.. I p.m.JTel 266/ .
^

Farm, Dairy Products "

E. Quiet country living, In this 3-bedroom
story and a half home. 2-car garage.
Full basement ana oil forced air heat.
Best of condition. Lot 100 ft. frontage
by 200 ft. deep. Located lust off Highway 41 tt Minnesota Clly.

H. Choate & Co

~
off your feet with this special. Nc.
USED .12 RIFLE wanted, must be In
BAMBENE K'S, 9th. 8. Mankato.
usable condition. Tel. Fountain City
1890-1940;
Cards,
COLLECTION of Post
8-MU7-4352.
old buttons; lewelry; silverware; sec~
¦ tlonal book case and coins. Tel. 3420.
USED TAPE RECORDER wanted TeL
5789.
^
apassortment
of
WE HAVE a large
pliances. New and used at prices you ANTIQUE CHINA CLOSET with lock
wanted. Ttl. 1-2452 wetkdays after f
want to pay. Coma In and look around.
a.m.
FRANK LILLA i. SONS, ' Tt tj t . *»¦
BARGAINS
on remaining WM. MILLER SCRAP IRON & METAL
TERRIFIC
CO. pays highest prices for scrap
Items. Floor lamp, sofa bed, wall
Iron, metais, hides, wool and raw fur.
plaques and plclures, cocktail and end
222 W. 2nd
Ttl. 2047
tables, accordion, power range hood,
matClosed Saturdays
box
springs
and
record cabinet,
~
tresses, steel bunk bed frames fo r V2D.
M_TAL.7~
WANTED SCRAP TR ON
Come out for real bargains af RED
COW HIDES, WOOL & RAW FURS.
TOP MOBILE HOME. SALES .
HIGHEST PRICES PAID
M St W IRON AND METAL CO.
Combination Doors * Windows
207 W. 2nd, across Spur Gas Station
ROBB BROS. STORE
4087
For Your Convenience
Jel.
4th.
57a E.
Wt Are Now Again Open On Sats.
"
SNOW BLOWERS
~
~
HiGHEST PRICES PAID
Slmpllcity-Goodall-Jacobsen
for scrap Iron, metals, rags, hides,
AUTO ELECTRIC SERVICE
Tel. J45J
raw furs and wool!
Snd s. Johnson

SWIVEL ROCKER

Name

Help Wanted—Female

-

BERKSHIRE BOARS-purebred. The kind
that top the market . Wm. Haedtke,
_ .wlston. Minn. Tel. 2711.

for drinking water medication.

PLUMBING 8. HEATING
, 207 E. 3rd
Tel. 3701

City

and 1 Arabian
gentle. Laverne

Here's Your
TRUCK!
/
/

Sale starts at 12:30 P.M.
i
§
| Hardies Creek A.L.C.W. will sarve lunch.
I
CHEVROLET—1959 4-door impala hardtop, standard transmission', A-l condi25
HEAD
OF
CATTLE
15
Holstein
cows,
I
AGENCY
INC.
4
due
In
I
A
tion. Price $1 ,095. 408 Main St.. Fourv |
'4 .
7
due
in
Dec,
A L- X - ' REALTORS
|
Nov.,
3
due
in
Jan.,
1
due
hi
Feb.;
1
_ta ln_ City, _ Wls.-__
.
__^
§
~\
Guernsey
cow,
due
in
Dec
;
3
Holstein
heifers,
1%
to
2
Phones
PONTIAC-1960,
Bonneville
coupe.
827
E.
4242-9588
%
Y
j*^-.
L/T-J
¦
tw'
¦
4th.
159 Walnut
_ I
years old; 2 Holstein heifers, yearlings; 4 Holstein heifers, I
_^_
Eldon Clay — 8-2737
;| 6 to 10 months old. AH young stock and 14 cows vac- i
E. A. Abts — 3184
'0 cinated. Note springers.
m
Bill Ziebell — 4854
I
DAIRY EQUIPMENT - Surge RV2 milker ; 3 Surge I
USE OUR VARIOUS
New
Yorke
r
ON THE EDGE OF TOWN-2-bedroom
I seam buckets ; pipeline for 18 cows; 15 gal. hot water i
PAYMENT PLANS FOR
4-door, full power, local one-owner.
modern home, In new condition, all on
If you're looking for a little larger
f r heater.
|
one floor. Attractive kitchen with rubREPAIR COSTS.
car this will fit th* bill. Spotless
FEED — 200 bu. ear corn ; 350 bu. oats ; 1000 bales
ber tiled floor, living room wllh picthroughout.
ture window , 2 bedrooms wllh large
'- 1st crop mixed hay ; 500 bales 2nd crop mixed hay ; j|
closets, full bath, oil furnace, nice base$2195
'< 350 bales straw.
ment, large lot abbut 50x200. ImmeI!
diate possession. Priced to sell, S7900.
CAR — 1948 Ford 4-door sedan , 8 cylinder , good *:. '
See or call
i condition.
Refrigerators
72
W. STAHR
7
TRACTOR MACHINERY — Ferguson 35 tractor with ' ;
374 W . Mark
Tel . 6925
Chrysler- Plymouth
\ live PTO, dual range transmission and power adj. wheels; 7
Ed's Refrigeration & Supply
Open Monday - Friday Nltes
Commercial and Domestic
rj Dearborn 2-bottom 14-inch tractor plow; Case 8-ft. tandem %
IS YOUR HOME
315 E. 4th
Tel. 5532
tractor disc; M.D. 7-ft . power mower ; Cunningham PTO 77 7
|
|
/
GOOD
&
CLEAN
Specials at the Store
74
>% 4-bar side rake; New Holland Super 66 hay baler.
TOO BIG
OTHER MACHINERY - N. I. wide tread rubber '|
SPECIAL Warehouse Clearance prices on
f
OR TOO SMALL?
used refrigerators and washers. Get
tired wagon; 3-section wooden drag; 12 ft. grain auger; ' $
yours now end saval B & B ELEC^
{, 2 hay racks ; 36-ft. extension ladder; 2 electric motors , Vi 7J
TRIC, 155 E, 3rd.
We will be glad
V h.p. and % h.p; some oak lumber; B. & S. motor ; 10 § ¦
Stoves, Furnaces, Parts 75
to make
) \ bundles (Green Crest ) mule" hide shingles; 303 deer rifle; '%
Now
being
traded
A
Free
Appraisal
in
on
our
SPACE HEATER-Duo Therm, 5 room
C old-type rubber tired wagon.
' ¦
' site. Ttl. 7075.
1964 Pontiac and Cadillacs. V
and
show
you
homes
to
TERMS. Under $10.00 cosh; oyer ' that amount '' cash %
YOUR OLD STOVE Is worth S50 when
$or
traded on a Quaker automatic oil heatV* down and balance in monthly payments. 3% added |l
Shop Venables Lot Now!
meet your present needs
er, plus' expert Installations, and service
.
to
balance
for 6 months. Your credit is always good with p
without obligation.
when needed. RANGE OIL BURNER
;|
k the Northern Investment Co.
CO., W7 E. 5th; Tel. 7479. Adolph
Mlchaiowski. Visit our display room.
AFTER HOURS CALL:
I
MARVIN BAARDSETH, OWNER
|
GAS OR OIL heaters, ranges, water
75 W. 2nd
Tel. 8-2711
Alvin Kohner , Auctioneer
"W. L. (V?ib) Helzer 8-2181
heaters, complete Installations. Service ,
§7
T°% '
Open
Mon.,
Frl.
Evenings
parts RANGE OIL BURNER CO., 907
| Northern Investment Co., Lester Senty, Clerk
ll
John Hendrickson 7441
. E. 5th . Tel. 7479. Adolph Mlchaiowski .
gs
Rep. by Jos. & Dave Norgaard , Melrose, Wis.
2118
ff
Laura
Fish.
SOUTHERN MINNESOTA'S largest Quak1961 NASH RAMBLER
er dealer offers you fuel savings of
Leo and Bee Koll 4581
up to 33'/_ % AND . . . with the pur4-door sedan, radio, heater,
Lester
0.
Peterson
4244
chase of a Quaker Oil Home Heater
.
automatic transmission, 6 £^-i^*___ .::..:->;xv>:.;v:^^^
No. 7410T you receive absolutely free
a 50-pc. set of Wm, Rogers Sllverplate
cylinder motor, tu-tone dark
with chest AND $30 trade-In on your
BOB
and light green finish , with
n
old stove regardless of make or condition. ROBB BROS. STORE, 575 E.
only 12,000 actual miles.
4th. Tal. 4007.
Spare tire has never been
Tel. 2349
§ 9 miles South .of Mondovi —OR— 14 miles Northeast of ;
:|
b t *Typewriters
.
77
out of trunk. Without a
Alma on State Highway 37, then 1 mile South of town Q.
120 Center St.
I
doubt
,
this
is
as
clean
as
TYPEWRITERS and adding machines
' '
[
||
1 road. Watch for arrows.
for sale or rent. Reasonable rates,
they come.
We're fully equipped with a
SAM'S PHOTOFACT LIBRARY—the world's finest
TV-Radio service data. We
have the complete manual
covering the very set you
own—that's why we understand your set best!

175 Lafayette St.
Tel. S240
NO RUMBLES or grumbles, lust miles
(Next fo Telephone Office)
Washing, Ironing Mach. 79
of smiles, when you have your car
serviced regularly at GOODVIEW TEX42 CONTINENTAL ENGINE—has transmis- GENE'S APPLIANCE _ TV SERVICE
ACO, 1650 Service. Drive: Let our ex- Dogs, Pets, Supplies
1052 W. Broadway
sion, 4 cycle, fits combine or baler
pert mechanics keep ypur ear In tup POODLE PUPPIES-wh It7 miniatures,
Ttl. 8-1787 (Karl's Rental Service)
or for other purposes. 10** E. Bdway.
working condition.
registered. Also white miniatures at
384_ .
.
Tel.
MAYTAG AND FRIG.DAIRE-Fa.fc>**Dick Koenlg, Rt. 3, Rochester,
Business Services
14 stud.
Minn.
pert service.
Complete stock and
GOOD USED ROLLOWAY, sofa and
matching chair, good used Speed Quean
parts, h. Choate & Co. Tel. 2871, '
YOUR CARPETING responds dramatical- GERMAN SHEPHERD PUPPIES - for
3939.
machine.
Tel.
wringer washing
sale. Inquire Wilson Store. Tel. Wltoka
ly at the "hands of our experts. Do-it81
,347.
FIVE SEWED BROOMS. We'll sweep V«J Wanted to Buy
yourself methods cannot get at the
grime that has filtered down to the
~base of your rug where It weakens fibers and destroys luster . Call for free
estimates . WINONA RUG CLEANING
SERVICE, 116 W. 3rd. Tel. 3722.

-7—

Hardt 's Music Store

. Plants

~
ATTENTION corn and forage crop pro'EM, tease 'em, hold 'em, THE SWITCH "ls to fall plowing, . I'll
TOUCH
ducers! Now is the time to order
squeeze 'em. The toys you find In mall
do It for $2.50 and up per acre. Tel.
your' next spring supply of quality
order catalogs are available for your
Caledonia 724-2728.
Haapala seeds. You can expect 10%

about your own aut mafic
INQUIRE
home-owned water softener, Tel. 3100.
,
CULLIGAN'S, 2)8 W. 3rd .
"" TRUSSES - ABDOMINAL BELTS
SACROILIAC SUPPORTS

;

1-ton

-

, Inspection and seleciton right at our
store. ROBB BROS. STORE, 576 E: 4th.
"~
^
""
F»R T H E TOPS In tailorfng see WAR REN BESTINGER, Tailor, __ '/. W. 3rd.

——

1957 DODGE

sale, from rha pickar, 155 a
Situations Wanted—Fern. 29 CORN—for
ter^Ray Hllke h Son, Altura, Mlnn. _
EAR CORN—4,000 bu., from pickar
HOW TO MIX PLEASURE wlth . busy- HOUSEWORK—Wanted, or will take care
loaded Into truck. Beckman Bros. Tal.
of convalescing person. Write D-14
nessl For a gulck-plckup or a business
Houston 696-360- or 894-3B24.
Dally News.
. . '
.-¦
luncheon stop at RUTH'S RESTAU24 hours I

99 Trucks, Tract'i, Trailers 108

-^Abts-

TRANSISTOR RADIO

X,

RANT , 126 E. 3rd. Open
day, 7 days a week.

71 Houses for Sale

ROUND 16' steel " corn crib roof, may
Winona 's Finest Electric Repair
IF YOU WANT to N.'y, sell or trade FORD—1950 Vs ton plckup^el. 4785.
also be used on a snow fencing crib.
for All Makes
be sure to see Shank, HOMEMAKER'S TRUCK -BODIES " repaired, painted " and
Auction Sales
Auction SaU*
Chiap. Robert Pagel, Utlca, Minn.
Authorlied Dealer for
EXCHANGE, 552 E. Jrd. _______
lettered by BERG'S, 3950 W. 4th. Tel.
ADMIRAL - MUNTZ - ZENITH
NEW Ford corn pickers and a good se4933,
NOV. *-Wed. 11 a.m. -")1/. miles S. of NOV. »_s_f., 1 p.m. » miles I. af
STEADY EMPLOYMENT available for
lection of used plckars. Also new and
Eau Claire. Clarence Haren, owner; W.
Mondovi, Wl« . Melvin Dleckman, omresponsible married man, to
35.
used bulk milk coolers. Ford ImpleA. Zeck, auctioneer; Northern Inv. Co.,
en
French. Wsrleln,
«uctlon»sr#
980 W. Fifth
Tel. 6303
On tha |ob training at $83 par*s*
week.
clerk.
ment Dealer, Murphy Sales, Inc. Pl»lnNortfitrn Inv. Co.. clerk.
.
No layoffs. See Mr. Auman, Winona
vlaw, Minn. Ttl. 5H-1M3.
Hotel, Wad., Nov. «, 7:30 fo »:» p.m.
NOV. f—Sit., 1J:» p.m. Jl« Park *v»_,
We HAVE 40 different models on tisnd
NOV , 8—Frl. I
I noon. Vi mile E. tf
Galesville, Wis. (near th* fairgrounds).
•t our store. We service all wa sell. D. 2 :floor, 2-bedroom home, 30-ft. carpetPigeon Fells on Hwy. 121, then J miles
ed living room. 14-ft. carpeted dining,
Merlin Jaeobjon, owner/ Lt* Harnlitd,
Come In or call WINONA FIRE 4
S.
on
County
Trunk
P.
Rudy
Romroom, large kitchen with ample cup-'
auctioneer; Northern Inv. Co., dark.
POWER CO., 54 E. 2nd. Tel. 5045
baljkl, owner; Francis Werleln, aucboards.
All
new
carpeting
and
drapes.
«
(Across from tha new parking lot.)
—
^
tioneer; Northern Inv . Co.. clerk.
New gas furnace. 2 large bedrooms and
NOV . »-Sat„ u noon. 10 mite SB »f
den on 2nd floor. New outside paint.
McCormick Deering HyNeedles and Service
L« Cross* on Hwy. 14 and <A mil* E.
4-speed transmission, dual wheels,
Best of condition throughout. Located
NOV. *— S«t„ 13:30 p.m. « mile. 6/ of
off U.S. 14, on County Trunk Mj torn
All Makes of Record Players
draulic Lift, rubber tires,
end motor completely overhauled.
west central, walking distance, 1 block
GalesvllU ori SA to Grant School, then
off 14 at toot of T*n Mil* Hill, uiltr
hauling,
Ideal
for
farm
use,
local
to but. Priced under 111,000 for quick
3 bottom, 14 inch plow.
VA mile N. Marvin Baardseth, owner;
Ho*fh, owner; Russell Ichro«l«r, w»
or, any general use. These are hard to
'
salt.
.
.
Alvln
Kohner,
auctioneer;
Northern
tloneert Community Lean a\ Fin. Co*
118 E. 3rd
Winona
"Plow Chief" bottoms.
find . Hurryl
Inv.
Co.,
clerk
.
clerk.
at

SEASONAL WORK "

BLIND A.DS UNCALLED FORD-IT, *t, 51, 57, U.

-

27 Farm Implements

HIGH S"CH6o~B6Y ~trbe usher, must
be 16. Apply Winona Truater.

W. STAHR

<X
Vii d^CHIV R 01!T C0.
105 Johnson
Tel. 239(1
Open Monday & Friday Eve.

'56 Chevrolet "fi"
j 7 Mrs. Jacobson has purchased the Gale Grill , so will :7
dispose of the following at
7!
station wagon ,
«± XQC
4-door, very good. •f*^' 7J

1 AUCTION |

'54 Ford V-8
«t 1QC
red convertible.
Y ' '- * si Located at 31R Park Avenue in City of Galesville, near
Good value for ...
,
\ 7 the fairgrounds. Watch for arrows.
We Advertise Our Prices «^_

II Saturday. November 9• n\i
J

Sale starts at 12:30 P.M.

I
|
| HOUSEHOLD—Kelv inator refrigerator with separate
p^ top freezer , 2 yrs. old ; Caloric 6 burner gas range with
ii grill ; chrome dinette set with 6 chairs , like new; dining
f| set with tabic , l> chairs , buffet nnd china closet; RCA
H Victor AM-FM radio; kitchen cabinet; metal utility cart;
2 9x12 linoleums ; several chests of drawers; Maytag auto,
|
|
'¦_ size bed , comMobile Homes , Trailers 111 I washer , 3 yrs old; Nor fie oil burner;
• plete; 2 library tables ; 2 night stands and dressing tabic;
fi
ThankSOMETHING for which to really
Super Crosley 21 in. console model TV; table lamps ; floor
ful? Spend this Thanksfllvlng In a p
beautiful new Chlckasha Mobile Home. y
lamps ; Simmons beds ; set of rinse tubs; Warm ' Morning
Tommy '* Trailer Sales , 3 miles So.
heater; drop leaf table; other tables^ rockers; barbecue
ol Galesville on Hlnhway 35 and S3. fj
We need used I wldes.
grills ; pots; puns ; dishes; garden 1ool_; fruit jars ; hand
|
|
WANT A BARGAIN?—Drive to Black |s tools; some spotting equipment; l otnry mower; Johnson
River Falls. Wo are closing out every- J
10 h.p. Sea Horne outboard motor; 22 single shot bolt w- '
thing on Ihe lot by Nov. 15lh. J flood
6 wldes will rent . Van 's Trailer Sales. |jj
tion rifle; toys; child' s rocker ; baby swing set; child's
HUNTERS, heated travel trailer* and 71 swing set ; boy 's bicycle; girl' s bicycle ; stroller; hobby
Reasonable
pickup campers tor rent
'
horse; high chair; trievclc; babv crib.
rates We have some good bargains i^f
on used trailers. LEAHY'S T RA I L E R '
ITEMS OF POSSIBLE ANTIQU E VALUE: Oliver
'I
SERVICE, Huffalo Clly. Wl». Tel Coch|;| typewriter , 75 yrs, old , just reconditioned; rockers; keiorane 34B- .532
~
J:| sene lamps; milk can; ;\ \K . bedroom set with chest ami
PRINCESS CONSORT ll here at
RED TOP MOBILE HOME SALES
ij vanity; writing desk; adding machine; wood box ; misc.
Open 9 to 9. Hwy. ol, Winona.
ii items.
Auction Sales
PICKUP-19S0 Chevrolet V* ton pickup, perfect condlII
ALVIN KOHNER
6 tlon.
AUCTIONEER , Clly and state licensed
HOUSE FOR SALE-This modern R room home which
SI. (Corner |
and bonded. 352 Liberty |
E. 5th and Liberty). Tel. 4900 .
|I Is located on a lot approximately 80x500 feet will be offerMinnesota
ll ed for sale. Home complete with new gas hot water baseheat and water heater . Also a l-car garage. Good
Land & Auction Sales H board
terms
can bo arranged. For further information conll
Everett J. Kohner
158 Walnut
0.3710, after hours
|7114 | tact Northern Invest ment Co,. Real Estate Brokers , In;7 dependence, Wisconsin.
Terms on personal property: Under $10.00 cash; over
:>
|
|that amount cash or '. .'i down and balance in monthly payTelep hone Your Want Ads :| meu.s. T,'e added to balance for 6 months. Your credit
is always good wit h the Northern Investment Co.
to The Winona Daily News I
- M12RLIN JACOI1SON , OWNER
if
Dial 3321 for an Ad Taker.
Lee Ilnrnisch , Auctioneer , Galesville , Wisconsin
39 Years in Winona
Lincoln—Mercury—Falcon
Comet—Fairlano
Open Mon. & Fri. Evenings
and Saturday p.m.

7

7

Northern Invest ment Co., Lester Senty, Clerk

Rep. by Kldon W. Ilerfi, Arcndin , Wisconsin
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BUZZ SAWYER
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B jr Roy Cr.nt
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Chester Gould

By Mort Walker

BEETLE BAILEY

By Hanna-Barbera
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By Don Sherwood
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For safety 's sake! Cap shows up wonderfull y in brush , woods
or corn fields. Has water-resistant vinyl shell with warm ear
flaps. These caps are so terrific , we believe there should be
a low requiring hunters to wear them for protection! Yours
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FLAME ORANGE

Hunting Pants
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FLAME ORANGE
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PARKA

WITH DETACHABLE HOOD
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Fountain City, Wis.
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SUPPER CLUB

Package for Mom!

Get Your TAG Here! j 4™ 3 OT ^0^^*

__¦
.
uWkiJSMa^ 1- 1 earn._ _ , * _ _ _____
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lakes a pretty nifty

Indian Buck Lure v $2 Fom $195 ^&«E
J
G-66 "Apple " Lure - $1-69 ~~Z^—
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i WATER - REPEILENT

Night Out
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Flame Orange

By Al Capp

LI'L ABNER

:

Brilliant Orange SAFETY CAPS!
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By Milton CanniH

STEVE CANYON
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DAN FLAGG

BLONDIE
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Wotch
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HARMON
DINNER — Coming Monday, Doc. 2nd
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